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Abstract

There are lots of natural real-life problems that can be modelled as discrete opti-
mization problems. Unfortunately, many of them are hard to solve efficiently. An
approximation algorithm is one of the ways of tackling these hard optimization
problems which cannot be solved exactly in polynomial time unless P = N P.
These algorithms guarantee a near optimal solution whose value is within a
proven factor of the optimal solution value and run in polynomial time. The field
of approximation algorithms has grown rapidly over the last few decades, and
many techniques have been developed to tackle hard optimization problems. But
there are many problems for which a lot of progress is still needed.

In this thesis, we explore the use of two class of techniques, namely LP-based
techniques and dynamic programming based techniques to get better approxima-
tion algorithms for a number of network design problems. We use the random-
ized dependent rounding technique inside the relatively new round-or-separate
framework (used for dealing with not solvable exponential sized LP’s) to tackle
the notorious Uniform Capacitated k-Median problem to get a constant factor
approximation algorithm under a capacity violation of 1+ " factor. For the Un-
splittable Flow on a Path (UFP) problem with Bag Constraints, we use random-
ized LP rounding technique to improve upon the best-known approximation ratio
from O(log n) to O(log n/ log log n). For the uniform weight case, we present the
first O(1) approximation algorithm. For achieving both these results we use a
refined LP relaxation. In addition to that we also introduce a special case for this
problem called the UFP problem with Time Windows for which we present a QP-
TAS using a dynamic programming based randomized dissection technique. We
also present some interesting constant factor approximation algorithms for Maxi-
mizing Monotone Submodular Functions subject to Mixed Covering and Packing
Constraints, using a novel dynamic programming based greedy approach. We
believe that this technique may be of independent interest as a new technique
which has the potential to handle other problems with additional complex con-
straints where the basic variants (with simple constraints) can be tackled by a
greedy approach. One of these algorithms also imply a non-trivial approxima-
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tion algorithm for the Non-Uniform Capacitated k-Median problem under a spe-
cial two-distance metric, which was the initial motivation behind studying this
problem. Further, we also describe various variants of the Edge Installation Prob-
lem (EIP), for which we improve the known approximation algorithms using a
different technique, namely randomized rounding with aggregation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Why Approximation Algorithms?

There are many important optimization problems which are proved to be N P-
hard, hence there is not much hope to get any efficient (by efficient we mean
having polynomial running time) algorithm to solve these problems optimally,
unless the widely believed conjecture P 6= N P is false [GJ79]. An optimization
problem is a problem in which one needs to find the best solution out of the set of
feasible solutions which maximize or minimize an objective function value. More
formally,

Definition 1. An optimization problem ⇧ constitutes of the instance space I, a set
S(I) of feasible solutions for each I 2 I and an objective function f :

S
I2I S(I) !

R�0. Given any arbitrary instance I 2 I, the goal is to find the best solution
OPTI 2 S(I), such that f (OPTI) = mins2S(I) f (s) if ⇧ is a minimization problem
or f (OPTI) =maxs2S(I) f (s) if ⇧ is a maximization problem.

Since these problems capture a lot of real world applications, it became es-
sential to look for methods to cope with them and get some good solutions in
a reasonable amount of time. An interesting question to study is how well a
problem can be approximated, i.e. to develop efficient algorithms which return
a good solution not too far from the optimal solution. The field of approxima-
tion algorithms addresses this precise question. Another interesting question is
to understand what is the threshold of approximation for a particular problem,
which we refer to as hardness of approximation.

To understand the theoretical framework for these questions, the books [Vaz01,
WS11, Hoc96] provide an excellent starting point. The formal definition of ap-
proximation algorithm is:

1



2 1.1 Why Approximation Algorithms?

↵� APX
OPT

0 OPT APX

(a) Minimization problems

↵� OPT
APX

0 APX OPT

(b) Maximization problems

Figure 1.1. Approximation Ratio

Definition 2. An ↵-approximation algorithm for an optimization problem is a poly-
nomial time algorithm that, for all instances of the problem, produces a solution
whose value is within a factor ↵ of the value of an optimal solution.

The Performance Guarantee/Approximation Factor ↵: N! R�1, of an approxima-
tion algorithm is defined as

↵(n) = maxI2I: |I |=nmax
ß

OPT (I)
APX (I)

,
APX (I)
OPT (I)

™

where I is the set of all instances, APX (I) is the (positive) value of the approxi-
mate solution output by our approximation algorithm and OPT (I) is the (posi-
tive) value of an optimal solution for instance I . In some places, the performance
guarantee of the maximization problems is defined as 1/↵, so the performance
guarantee may belong to (0, 1] as well [WS11]. An algorithm in this framework
must provide a provable performance guarantee, that is, it should be supple-
mented with a proof that the value of the solution it finds is not too far from the
optimum.

The best kind of algorithms that we can hope for in approximation algorithms
are called Polynomial Time Approximation Scheme (PTAS) which are defined as

Definition 3. A Polynomial Time Approximation Scheme (PTAS) is an algorithm
A("), such that for any fixed " > 0, it outputs a (1+ ")-approximate solution and
the running time of the algorithm is polynomial in the input size1.

Sometimes to make progress for some very hard algorithmic problems, it
makes sense to relax the running time a little bit. This relaxation in the run-
ning time gives rise to algorithms running in Quasi-Polynomial Time (QPT) and
in particular Quasi-Polynomial-Time Approximation Scheme (QPTAS).

1Henceforth, wherever there is an " in any approximation factor, that means the running time
of that algorithm will be polynomial for any fixed " > 0.



3 1.1 Why Approximation Algorithms?

Definition 4. A Quasi-Polynomial-Time Approximation Scheme (QPTAS) is an al-
gorithm that, for any fixed " > 0, computes a 1 + " approximation in Quasi-
Polynomial Time (QPT), i.e. in time 2pol y log(s) where s is the input size.

In some cases, even if the algorithms run in polynomial time, there may be
big exponents and big hidden constants in the running time, making these algo-
rithms impractical. But the effort to prove bounds on a problem in this field helps
us gaining a deeper mathematical understanding of the problem’s structure that
acts as a stepping-stone in the long run to develop new algorithmic approaches.
Eventually, for many problems we end up with practical approximation algo-
rithms and for the rest the mathematical understanding developed due to this
process in turn helps in designing more informed heuristics in practice.

1.1.1 Hardness of Approximation

Equally important is to explore whether designing an approximation algorithm
with a given ratio for a specific problem is as hard as solving an NP-complete prob-
lem or not. Such a proof is referred to as proving a hardness of approximation
result. These results suggest that there cannot exist an approximation algorithm
having a performance guarantee better than a given threshold (lower bound),
assuming P 6= N P or some similar widely believed conjecture is true. Hence,
the ultimate set of results for any optimization problem is an approximation al-
gorithm with a performance guarantee along with a matching inapproximability
lower bound result.

Commonly used techniques to develop approximation algorithms include Greedy,
Dynamic Programming, LP Rounding, Local Search, Primal Dual, Randomized
Rounding, Metric Embeddings, etc [WS11, Vaz01].

1.1.2 LP Integrality Gap

In approximation algorithms, one of the biggest challenge is to come up with a
good lower/upper bound for the minimization/maximization problem which is
necessary to compare the approximate solution with. The closer the bound to
the optimal solution is, the better the factor can be proven using the bound. One
of the most natural ways to get this bound is to use a Linear Programming(LP)
relaxation of some integer program modelling the optimization problems. In
such a case, the integrality gap of the LP relaxation is an important parameter
to know what best we can achieve using a particular LP relaxation. Formally
speaking,
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↵� APX
OPT

� � OPT
OPTf

0 OPT f OPT APX

(a) Minimization problems

↵� APX
OPT

� � OPTf

OPT

0 APX OPT OPT f

(b) Maximization problems

Figure 1.2. Integrality gap

Definition 5. The integrality gap (�) of a Linear Programming relaxation is the
maximum ratio (over all the instances of the problem) of the value of an optimal
solution of the LP relaxation over the value of an integral optimal solution of the
problem for a maximization problem. For a minimization problem, it is the recip-
rocal of the previous quantity.

If OPTf (I) is the value of an optimal fraction solution for the LP relaxation
corresponding to any instance I 2 I, then the integrality gap � : N ! R�1 is
defined as,

�(n) = maxI2I: |I |=nmax
⇢

OPTf (I)
OPT (I)

,
OPT (I)
OPTf (I)

�

In LP based techniques we always compare our solution to the optimal frac-
tional value of the LP. Therefore the integrality gap of any LP relaxation gives us
a lower bound for the approximation factor achievable using that LP.

1.2 Problems Studied and Contributions

The field of approximation algorithms has grown rapidly over the last few decades,
and many techniques have been developed to tackle hard optimization problems.
However, there are many problems for which a lot of progress is still needed.

In this research, we study three such classes of network design problems,
namely the k-Median problem, the Edge Installation problem (EIP) and the Un-
splittable Flow on a Path problem with Bag Constraints. We also study con-
strained Maximization of a Submodular Function, which is a set function that
captures the diminishing returns property. This property makes submodular func-
tion powerful enough to capture many discrete optimization problems including
many network design problems.



5 1.2 Problems Studied and Contributions

Capacitated k-Median Problem

To understand the k-median problem, think of a banker who has to open k ATMs
in some city. She knows beforehand the exact location of all of her clients in
that city. Her objective is to open these k ATMs in such a way that the average
distance that her clients have to travel to access their nearest ATM is minimized.
In Chapter 2 of this thesis, we describe our result on a variant of this problem,
namely, the Capacitated k-Median problem, where on each facility we have a ca-
pacity that represents the maximum number of clients that can be connected to
the facility. For this problem, we achieve the first constant factor approximation
algorithm under capacity violation by 1+ " factor [BRU16]2. Before this work,
constant factor algorithms for capacitated k-median under capacity violation by
factor 2 [Li14, AvdBGL15, BFRS15] were known. Recently, constant factor ap-
proximation algorithms were achieved by allowing to open at most (1+")k facili-
ties without violating the capacity constraints [Li15, Li16]. To achieve a constant
factor approximation algorithm under capacity violation by 1+" factor was also
one of the open problems stated in these papers. Our result along with the re-
sult in [DL16] gives us a complete understanding for the approximability of this
problem under any kind of violations. To achieve this we use a Configuration LP
and round its fractional solution via a fairly new, advance and powerful frame-
work of round-or-separate [CFLP00, ASS14, Li15, Li16]. Within this framework,
we use a three level grouping structure which proved useful to nicely interwind
a randomized pre-processing of the fractional solution along with a dependent
rounding procedure to achieve this result.

Maximizing Monotone Submodular Functions

Submodular functions are a general means of modelling the principle of di-
minishing returns in discrete optimization. Due to their wide applicability they
have received significant attention by the algorithms community. They are the
discrete analogous of convexity and capture, for example, problems such as
Max-Cut [GW95], Max-DiCut [HZ01, GW95], Generalized Assignment [FV06,
FGMS06], Max-k-Coverage[KMN99, Fei96], Max-Bisection [ABG13, FJ95] and
Max Facility Location [AS99, CFN77].

The next Chapter 3 is about Maximizing Monotone Submodular Functions
subject to Mixed Covering and Packing Constraints. If only one packing con-
straint is present, a simple greedy algorithm gives the best possible approxima-

2Unless differently stated, " denotes an arbitrarily small positive constant parameter. Where
needed, we also assume that 1/" is integral and sufficiently large.
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tion factor for this problem [NWF78, Svi04]. More sophisticated constraints such
as matroid constraints can be handled via the more recent approach of rounding
the so-called multilinear relaxation [Von08, CCPV07] of the submodular function.
The same approach has also successfully been used for handling a constant num-
ber of packing constraints [LMNS09, KST09]. But in presence of an additional
covering constraint, the problem becomes much harder to tackle. In particu-
lar, it is already NP-hard to decide the feasibility since the problem reduces to
the subset sum problem. Thus we cannot hope for an efficient algorithm that is
guaranteed to always output a feasible solution (if there exists one). Instead any
efficient algorithm will violate at least one of the constraints. Most of the existing
approaches to handle more complex constraints such as matroid and, in partic-
ular, multiple packing constraints are based on the above-mentioned multilinear
relaxation. Usually these approaches make use of the fact that the constraints
can be described by a polytope that is down-closed. Unfortunately, the polytopes
involving covering constraints are generally not down-closed. To cater this prob-
lem, we use a novel dynamic programming based greedy approach [SU17]. In
this approach, we combine the greedy approach with a dynamic programming
(DP) table that can handle more complex constraints and controls the greedy
process. As a result, our dynamic programming table does not contain optimum
partial solutions (as it is common for DPs) but rather approximate solutions and
the propagation steps in the DP are made according to a greedy rule. We are
not aware of a similar usage of an approximate DP in submodular optimization
and more general in approximation algorithms. We also feel that our approach
is simple and natural enough so that it may have applications for other problems
as well. It would, for example, be interesting to see if this approach can han-
dle other problems with additional complex constraints where the basic variants
(with simple constraints) can be tackled by a greedy approach.

One of these algorithms also implies a non-trivial approximation algorithm
for the Non-Uniform Capacitated k-Median problem under a special two-distance
metric, which was the motivation behind studying this problem.

Edge Installation Problem

In Chapter 4 we describe our results for various variants of the Edge Installa-
tion Problem (EIP). This problem models the scenario in which we have a net-
work and some sources with commodities and a sink, and we need to route all
the commodities from the sources to the sink by installing cables on our edges.
This problem arises in telecommunication networks where installing capacities
corresponds to installing transmission facilities such as fiberoptic cables, which
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represent the edges of the network. In other applications, cables may be re-
placed by pipes, trucks etc [EGRS08, SCRS00]. In this particular application,
capacity can be purchased as a multiple of a fixed amount and each commod-
ity has to use a unique path from its source to the sink. In a variant of the
problem, namely k-EIP, we are allowed to split each demand into k many paths,
where k is a fixed constant. We describe simpler and better approximation al-
gorithms for various values of k where we improve the known approximation
algorithms using a different technique, namely randomized rounding with ag-
gregation [GGU17]. We first construct a Steiner tree with sources and sink as
terminals using a ⇢ST -approximation algorithm [BGRS10]. Then we exploit a
novel randomized aggregation technique to redistribute and aggregate demands
into integral multiples of the cable capacity. Then we send the aggregated de-
mands directly to the sink using the shortest path. This aggregation proved to
be crucial in improving the expected cost of the solution and hence the approx-
imation factor of our algorithm. In the analysis, we compare our solution with
the two combinatorial lower bounds of the optimal solution. For k = 2, we get
a 4

3 + ⇢ST factor versus the current best 3
2 + ⇢ST [Mor13]. For k � 3, we get a

1+⇢ST factor improving upon the current best 1+k
k +⇢ST [Mor13].

We also achieve an improved approximation algorithm for the uniform-EIP,
where all the demands are the same. In this we categorize our instance into
three categories, namely small, medium and large demands and for each case
we use a different algorithm to solve it. For the medium demand instances, we
use a third lower bound of perfect matching which gives a better approximation
ratio. Overall after balancing all the parameters, we get a 2.78 approximation
algorithm which improves upon the current best 2+⇢ST ⇡ 3.14 [HRS00].

Unsplittable Flow on a Path Problem with Bag Constraints

Finally the last Chapter 5 is dedicated to the Unsplittable Flow on a Path problem
with Bag Constraints (bagUFP). This is a generalization of the well known Un-
splittable Flow on a Path (UFP) problem. Here we are given a path graph with
edge capacities. Furthermore we are given a collection of n tasks, each one char-
acterized by a subpath, a weight and a demand. Our goal is to select a maximum
weight subset of tasks so that the total demand of selected tasks using each edge
is upper bounded by the corresponding capacity. In bagUFP, tasks are partitioned
into bags, and we can select at most one task per bag. Using a randomized LP
rounding technique we improve upon the best-known approximation ratio for
this problem from O(log n) [CCG+14] to O(log n/ log log n) [GIU15]. We remark
that, prior to our work, the best-known integrality gap (for a non-extended for-
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mulation) was O(log n) even in the special case of UFP by Chekuri et al.[CEK09].
In the uniform weighted case, we present the first O(1) approximation algorithm.
For achieving both these results we use a refined LP relaxation. We also study a
relevant special case of bagUFP (and generalization of UFP), that we name UFP
with Time Windows (twUFP) problem, where tasks in a bag model the possible
ways in which we can schedule a job with a given processing time within a given
time window. We present a QPTAS for twUFP with quasi-polynomial demands
and under the Bounded Time-Window Assumption, i.e. assuming that the time
window size of each job is within a constant factor from its processing time, us-
ing a randomized dissection technique. This generalizes the QPTAS for UFP by
Bansal et al. [BCES06].

We end each chapter with a concluding remarks section, in which we discuss
the current state of the class of problems discussed in the chapter along with some
intriguing open questions and potential directions to work on these problems.

1.2.1 List of Publications
Following is the list of publications/manuscripts which we describe in this thesis.

• Maximizing a monotone submodular function subject to a covering and
a packing constraint. Submitted for publication and Accepted at "High-
lights of Algorithms (HALG’17) conference, 2017". This is joint work with
Joachim Spoerhase [SU17].

• An approximation algorithm for uniform capacitated k-median problem
with 1 + " capacity violation. Published at "International Conference on
Integer Programming and Combinatorial Optimization (IPCO’16), 2016".
This is joint work with Jarosław Byrka and Bartosz Rybicki [BRU16].
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Chapter 2

The Capacitated k-Median Problem

In this chapter we consider the Capacitated k-Median problem, for which all the
known constant factor approximation algorithms violate either the number of
facilities or the capacities. While the standard LP relaxation can only be used for
algorithms violating one of the two by a factor of at least two, Shi Li [SODA’15,
SODA’16] gave algorithms violating the number of facilities by a factor of 1+ "
exploring properties of two novel extended relaxations.

Here we describe a constant factor approximation algorithm for hard Uniform
Capacitated k-Median violating only the capacities by a factor of 1+ " [BRU16].
The algorithm is based on a configuration LP. Unlike in the algorithms violating
the number of facilities, we cannot simply open extra few facilities at selected
locations. Instead, our algorithm decides about the facility openings in a carefully
designed dependent rounding process.

2.1 Introduction

In the capacitated k-median we are given a set of potential facilities F , capacity
ui 2 N+ for each facility i 2 F , a set of clients C , a metric distance function d on
C[F and an integer k. The goal is to find a subset F 0 ✓ F of k facilities to open and
an assignment � : C ! F 0 of clients to the open facilities such that |��1(i)|  ui

for every i 2 F 0, so as to minimize the connection cost
P

j2C d( j,�( j)). In the
uniform capacity case, ui = u,8i 2 F .

This problem is studied in two variants, namely the soft or the hard capac-
itated case. In the soft capacitated version we can open multiple copies of the
same facility, whereas in the hard version we can open at most one copy. Note
that the hard capacitated version is a more general setting, since we can convert
a soft capacitated instance to the hard capacitated instances by adding k copies

9
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for each location in F . Unless specified, the readers should assume that we are
talking about the hard capacitated version.

2.1.1 Previous Work
The standard k-median problem, where there is no restriction on the number of
clients served by a facility, can be approximated up to a constant factor [CGTS99,
AGK+04]. The current best is the (2.675+ ")-approximation algorithm of Byrka
et al. [BPR+15], which is a result of optimizing a part of the algorithm of Li
and Svensson [LS13]. On the other hand, Jain et al. [JMS02] have shown that
no performance guarantee better than 1 + (2/e) ⇡ 1.763 can be obtained in
polynomial time, unless P = N P, which follows from the recent improvement in
the set cover hardness result [DS14].

Capacitated k-median is among the few remaining fundamental optimization
problems for which it is not clear if there exist constant factor approximation al-
gorithms or not. There is no better hardness result for this generalization of
the k-median problem. All the known algorithms violate either the number of
facilities or the capacities. In particular, already the algorithm of Charikar et
al. [CGTS99] gave 16-approximate solution for uniform capacitated k-median
violating the capacities by a factor of 3. Then Chuzhoy and Rabani [CR05] con-
sidered the general soft capacitated version and gave a 50-approximation algo-
rithm violating capacities by a factor of 40.

Perhaps the difficulty is related to the unbounded integrality gap of the stan-
dard LP relaxation. To obtain integral solutions that are bounded w.r.t. a frac-
tional solution to the standard LP, one has to either allow the integral solution to
open twice more facilities or to violate the capacities by a factor of two. Recently,
LP-rounding algorithms essentially matching these limits were obtained [Li14,
AvdBGL15, BFRS15].

Next, Li broke this integrality gap barrier by giving a constant factor algo-
rithm for uniform capacitated k-median by opening (1 + ")k facilities [Li15].
The algorithm is based on rounding a fractional solution to an extended LP. More
recently, he gave an algorithm working with general soft capacities and still open-
ing (1 + ")k facilities [Li16]. This new algorithm is based on an even stronger
configuration LP. Notably, each of the extended linear programs is not solved
exactly by the algorithms, but rather a clever "round-or-separate" technique is
applied. This technique was first used in [CFLP00] and then subsequently used
in the context of capacitated facility location in [ASS14]. It essentially allows
not to solve the strong LP upfront, but only to detect violated constraints during
the rounding process. If a violated constraint is detected, it is returned back to
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the "feasibility-checking" ellipsoid algorithm. While it is not clear if the strong LP
with all the constraints can be solved efficiently, but the convergence of the ellip-
soid method implies that the above described process terminates in polynomial
time.

A closely related problem is the capacitated facility location (CFL), which is
another fundamental optimization problem. In CFL instead of a bound on num-
ber of facilities, there are facility costs and we need to minimize the total cost
of opening facilities and the connection costs. Even if this problem’s structure
is very much similar to the capacitated k-median problem, this problem is much
better understood in terms of approximation. For all the variants of CFL, there
are constant factor approximation algorithms known. For the soft capacitated or
uniform opening costs versions, there are LP based constant factor approxima-
tion algorithms known for the problem [MYZ03, LSS12]. All known approxima-
tion algorithms for the hard capacitated and non-uniform costs versions of this
problem were not LP based [ALB+13, BGG12, PTW01]. Such an algorithm was
mentioned as an open problem in the list of open problems in the Design of Ap-
proximation Algorithms book by Shmoys and Williamson [WS11]. Recently, An
et al. [ASS14] answered this question by presenting the first LP-based constant
factor approximation algorithm for the most general version of CFL.

Another related problem is the k-center problem. In this problem all the
constraints are same as the k-median problem and the difference lies only in the
objective function where one is required to minimize the `1-norm of the connec-
tion costs vector, in other words minimize the maximum connection cost among
all the clients. For k-center problem there is a simple 2-approximation algorithm
known [Gon85, HS85] along with a matching hardness result [HN79]. For long
time the approximability of the Capacitated k-Center was not clear. Cygan et
al. [CHK12] gave the first constant factor approximation algorithm with a huge
constant. In the same paper they gave a factor 7 integrality gap example for the
LP used and the inapproximability results which rule out a factor better than 3.
This is the only inapproximability result in the class of location problems which
gives a better lower bound for the capacitated version as compared to its unca-
pacitated counterpart. The approximation factor was substantially improved to
9 by An et al. [ABC+14].

2.1.2 Our results and techniques
We give an algorithm for uniform capacitated k-median rounding a fractional so-
lution to the configuration LP, from [Li16], via the "round-or-separate" technique.
We obtain a constant factor approximate integral solution violating capacities by
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a factor of 1+". We utilize the power of the configuration LP in effectively round-
ing small size facility sets, and combine it with a careful dependent rounding to
coordinate the opening between these small sets. The main result of this chapter
is described in the following theorem.

Theorem 1. There is a bi-factor randomized rounding algorithm for hard uniform
capacitated k-median problem, with O(1/"2)-approximation under 1+ " capacity
violation.

Our algorithm utilizes the white-grey-black tree structure from [Li16], but
the following rounding steps are quite different. In particular, the handling of
the small "black components" differs. While aiming for a solution opening (1+
")k facilities Li [Li16] can treat each black component independently, we are
forced to precisely determine the number of open facilities. Hence we cannot
allow a single black component to individually decide to open more facilities
than in the fractional solution. Instead, we first use a preprocessing step which
we call massage that reduces the variance in the number of open facilities in
the fractional solution within each "black component". Then we use a form of a
pipeage rounding between the "black components", that precisely preserves the
total number of open facilities. The tree structure is used to route the demand
to the eventually open facilities.

The remaining part of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2,
we introduce some useful notations, the basic and extended LP relaxation for
uniform capacitated k-Median, and we present the gap instance for the basic LP.
In Section 2.3, we show how to round a fractional solution obtained from the
extended LP formulation. Finally, in Section 2.5 we leave some open problems.

2.2 Linear Program

The following is the basic LP relaxation for the problem:

min
P

i2F, j2C d(i, j)xi, j s.t.
P

i2F yi = k; (2.1)P
i2F xi, j = 1 8 j 2 C; (2.2)

(Basic LP)P
j2C xi, j  ui yi 8i 2 F ; (2.3)

0 xi, j  yj  18i 2 F, j 2 C . (2.4)

In the above LP, yi indicates whether facility i is open or not, and xi, j indicates
whether client j is connected to facility i or not. Constraint (2.1) is the cardinality
constraint that exactly k facilities are open, Constraint (2.2) requires every client
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j to be connected, Constraint (2.4) says that a client can only be connected to
an open facility and Constraint (2.3) is the capacity constraint.

The basic LP has an unbounded integrality gap even if we allow to violate the
cardinality or the capacity constraints by 2�". The gap instance is the following.
Lets k = u+ 1 and |F | = |C | = n = u(u+ 1). The n points are partitioned into u
groups, each containing u+1 points. If any two points are in the same group they
have distance 0 and 1 otherwise. The following LP solution has cost 0: yi = 1/u
for every i 2 F and xi, j is 1/(u+ 1) if i is co-located with j and 0 otherwise. The
optimum solution is non-zero even if we are allowed to open 2u � 1 = 2k � 3
facilities: there must be a group in which we open at most 1 facility and some
client in the group must connect to a facility outside the group. Note that this
gap instance is not bad when we are allowed to violate the capacity constraints
by 1 + ". However, if we are only allowed to violate the capacity constraints,
there is a different bad instance: each group has 2u� 1 clients and k = 2u� 1.
Fractionally, we open 2� 1/u facilities in each group and the cost is 0. But if we
want to open 2u� 1 facilities integrally, some group contains at most 1 facility
and thus the capacity violation factor has to be 2 � 1/u. To overcome the gap
presented above, Li introduced in [Li16] a stronger LP called the Configuration
LP and got a constant approximation algorithm by opening (1+ ")k facilities.

The bad situation which is a barrier for the Basic LP relaxation is when there
is an isolated group of facilities and clients in the metric. The fractional solution
uses y � 1 to serve all the clients, but in any integral solution we need at least
dye facilities. The dye/y can be as bad as 2 � ", as we saw in the integrality
gap example. The following Configuration LP handles the bad case when y  `1

for some large enough constant `1, which we will fix later. To formulate the
configuration LP constraints, let us fix a set B ✓ F of facilities. Let S = {S ✓
B : |S|  `1} and S̃ = S [ {?}, where ? stands for "any subset of B with size
greater than `1”. We treat set ? as a set that contains all the facilities i 2 B. For
every S 2 S̃ , let zB

S be an indicator variable corresponding to the event (scenario)
that the set of open facilities in B is exactly S and zB

? captures the event that the
number of facilities open in B is more than `1. For zB

? = 0 case, we obtain a
convex hull of integral solutions w.r.t B. For the zB

? = 1 case, we only get a
fractional solution w.r.t B to the basic LP. However, this is good enough, as the
bad situation corresponds to zB

? = 0.
For every S 2 S̃ and i 2 S, zB

S,i indicates the event that set S is open and i is
open as well. Notice that when i 2 S 6= ?, we always have zB

S,i = zB
S . For every

S 2 S̃ , i 2 S and j 2 C , zB
S,i, j indicates the event that zB

S,i = 1 and j is connected
to i. The following are valid constraints for any feasible integral solution.
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X

S2S̃
zB

S = 1; (2.5)

X

S2S̃ : i2S

zB
S,i = yi8i 2 B; (2.6)

X

S2S̃ : i2S

zB
S,i, j = xi, j8i 2 B, j 2 C; (2.7)

0 zB
S,i, j  zB

S,i  zB
S 8S 2 S̃ , i 2 S, j 2 C;

(2.8)

zB
S,i = zB

S ,8S 2 S , i 2 S; (2.9)X

i2S

zB
S,i, j  zB

S8S 2 S̃ , j 2 C; (2.10)

X

j2C

zB
S,i, j  uiz

B
S,i8S 2 S̃ , i 2 S;(2.11)

X

i2B

zB
?,i � `1zB

?. (2.12)

Constraint (2.5) says that exactly one set S 2 S̃ is open. Constraint (2.6)
says that if facility i is open then zB

S,i = 1 for exactly one set S 2 S̃ . Constraint
(2.7) says that if j is connected to i then zB

S,i, j = 1 for exactly one set S 2 S̃ .
Constraint (2.10) says that if zB

S = 1, then j can be connected to at most 1 facility
in S. Constraint (2.11) is the capacity constraint. Constraint (2.12) says that if
zB
? = 1, then at least `1 facilities in B are open.

The configuration LP is obtained by adding the above set of constraints for
all subsets B ✓ F . For a given fractional solution (x , y) and for a fixed set B,
we can construct the values for the set of variables z (see [Li16]) and also check
the constraints in polynomial time since the total number of variables and con-
straints are nO(`1). But there are exponentially many sets B, which blows up the
size of the linear program. One way to deal with such linear programs is to
come up with a polynomial time separation oracle and solve it exactly using the
Ellipsoid Method (for details see [Kha79, GL81, GLS88]). But unfortunately we
do not know of any separation oracle for this LP. We use the round-or-separate
framework that has been used recently in [CFLP00, ASS14, Li15, Li16], to devise
better approximation algorithms for well known discrete optimization problems
for which there are good but huge linear programming relaxations that cannot
be separated.

2.2.1 Round-Or-Separate Framework

In the round-or-separate framework (see Figure 2.1), we start with any fractional
solution which is a lower bound (upper bound for maximisation problems) for
the integral optimal solution, for instance an optimal fractional solution (x , y) to
the basic LP relaxation. The goal is to devise a round-or-separate algorithm, which
is an approximate replacement of the Separation Oracle in the Ellipsoid Method
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framework. In contrast to the separation oracle, the round-or-separate algorithm
determines polynomial number of extra constraints based on the input fractional
solution. If all the determined constraints are satisfied, it successfully constructs
an integral solution with the desired approximation ratio. If not, then it outputs
a violated constraint (in our case set B ✓ F for which one of the Constraints (2.5)
to (2.12) is infeasible). In the latter case, we feedback the violated constraint to
the ellipsoid method. The convergence of the Ellipsoid Method implies that this
method will terminate in polynomial time.

Start:
Basic LP

Round-or-
Separate

Algorithm
Ellipsoid
method

Good
Approximate

Solution

Optimal
Fractional
Solution

Success

Fractional
Solution
(x⇤, y⇤, z⇤)

Violated Constraint

Figure 2.1. Round-or-Separate Technique

2.3 Rounding Algorithm

A simple reduction shown in Theorem 1.2 [Li15], implies the following theorem.
Henceforth we assume that the instance is soft-capacitated and F = C .

Theorem 2. Any ↵-approximation algorithm for the uniform soft-capacitated k-
median problem with F = C implies a (1 + 4↵)-approximation for the uniform
hard capacitated k-median problem.

Focus on an optimal fractional solution (x , y) to the basic LP. Let dav( j) =P
i2F d(i, j)xi, j be the average connection cost of a client j 2 C . Let d(S, T ) =

mini2S, j2T d(i, j), for any S, T ✓ C [ F . Also let, d(i, S) = d({i}, S). Note that the
value of the LP solution (x , y) is LP :=

P
(i, j)2F⇥C d(i, j)xi, j =

P
j2C dav( j). For
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any set F 0 ✓ F of facilities, let yF 0 := y(F 0) :=
P

i2F 0 yi be the volume of the set
F 0. For any set F 0 ✓ F and C 0 ✓ C of clients, let xF 0,C 0 :=

P
(i, j)2F 0⇥C 0 xi, j. Also let,

xi,C 0 := x{i},C 0 and xF 0, j := xF 0,{ j}.

Definition 6. Let Di :=
P

j2C xi, jd(i, j) and D0i :=
P

j2C xi, jdav( j) for each i 2 F.
Let DS := D(S) :=

P
i2S Di and D0S := D0(S) :=

P
i2S D0i for every S ✓ F, Obviously

DF = D0F = LP.

In the first step we select a subset R ✓ C of clients that are far away from each
other with respect to their connection cost. Beginning with R = ; and C 00 = C ,
we select a client j 2 C 00 with minimum dav( j) (ties are broken arbitrarily) and
remove it from C 00 along with every client j0 with d( j, j0)  2`dav( j), and add
j to R. We repeat this procedure until C 00 is empty. We call the clients in R
representatives.

In the following we partition facilities into clusters (as done in [BFRS15],[Li15]).
Each cluster have a client v 2 R as its representative. Moreover, it contains the
set of facilities nearest to a representative v 2 R. The fractional number of open
facilities in each cluster is bounded below by 1� 1

` . Let Uv be the set of facilities
in the cluster corresponding to representative v 2 R. For any set J ✓ R of repre-
sentatives, we use UJ := U(J) =

S
v2J Uv. Constants ` := O(1/") and `1 := `2

are integers, which we will define later. The following Claim (see Claim 4.1 in
[Li15]) captures the key properties of the clustering procedure.

Claim 1. The following statements hold:

1. for all v, v0 2 R, v 6= v0, we have d(v, v0)> 2`max{dav(v), dav(v0)};
2. for all j 2 C, 9v 2 R, such that dav(v) dav( j) and d(v, j) 2`dav( j);

3. yUv
� 1� 1/` for every v 2 R;

4. for any v 2 R, i 2 Uv and j 2 C, we have d(i, v) d(i, j) + 2`dav( j).

We partition the set of representatives R build a tree and color its edges in the
same way as Li [Li16]. To partition R, we run the Kruskal’s algorithm to find a
minimum spanning tree of R. In the Kruskal’s algorithm we maintain a partition
J of R and the set of selected edges EMST . InitiallyJ = {{v}: v 2 R} and EMST is
empty. The length of each edge (u, v) 2 �R

2

�
is the distance between u and v. We

sort all edges in
�R

2

�
by length, breaking ties in an arbitrary way. For each edge

(u, v) in this order if u and v are not in the same group in J , we merge the two
groups and add edge (u, v) to EMST .
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We now color edges of EMST . For every v 2 R, we know that y(Uv)� 1�1/`.
For any subset of representatives J ✓ R we say that S is big if y(UJ) � ` and
small otherwise. For each edge e 2 EMST we consider the step in which edge
e = (u, v) was added by the Kruskal’s algorithm to MST. After the iteration we
merge groups Ju (containing u) and Jv (containing v) to one group Ju [ Jv. If
both Ju and Jv are small, then we paint edge e in black. If both are big, we paint
the edge e white. Otherwise if one is small and the other is big then we direct
the edge e towards the big group and paint it grey.

Consider only the black edges from EMST . We define a black component of
MST as a connected component in this graph. The following claim (see Claim
4.1 in [Li16]) is a consequence of the fact that J ✓ R appears as a group at some
step of the Kruskal’s algorithm.

Claim 2. Let J be a black component, then for every black edge (u, v) in
�J

2

�
, we

have d(u, v) d(J , R \ J).

We contract all the black components and remove all the white edges from
MST. The obtained graph ⌥ is a forest. Each node p (vertex in the contracted
graph) in ⌥ corresponds to a black component and each grey edge is directed.
Let Jp ✓ R be the set of representatives corresponding to node p. Abusing the
notation slightly, we define Up := U(Jp) =

S
v2Jp

Uv. Lets define yp := y(Up).
The following lemma follows from the way in which we create our forest. Proof
can be found in [Li16].

Lemma 1. For any tree ⌧ 2 ⌥ , the following statements are true:

1. ⌧ has a root node r⌧ such that all the grey edges in ⌧ are directed towards r⌧;

2. Jr⌧ is big and Jp is small for all other nodes in ⌧;

3. in any leaf-to-root path of ⌧, the lengths of grey edges form a non-increasing
sequence;

4. for any non-root node p 2 ⌧, the length of the grey edge in ⌧ connecting p to
its parent is exactly d(Jp, R \ Jp);

Finally for the third step, consider a tree ⌧ 2 ⌥ . We group the black com-
ponents of ⌧ top down into sub-trees choosing grey edges in increasing order
of their lengths until the volume of the group just exceeds `. All the properties
which we achieve due to this process proved crucial in our dependent rounding
phase (see Lemma 2).
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Definition 7. A black component is called a singleton component if it contains only
a single node corresponding to some v 2 R. A singleton component which is the very
root of some tree ⌧ 2 ⌥ , is called a singleton root component.

Observation 1. Consider tree ⌧ 2 ⌥ . The root-group G has volume at least `.
Moreover, the root-group always constitutes of only a singleton root component with
volume at most 2`. The leaf-groups might have volume smaller that `. All the other
internal-groups have volume in the range [`, 2`).

From now on we will slightly abuse the notation and instead of zUp and xUp
we

will write zp and xp, respectively. Also, we will assume that any black component
Up corresponding to a node p 2 ⌥ satisfies the Configuration LP Constraints (2.5)
to (2.12). If not, then we find the violating constraint and we recompute the LP
by applying the ellipsoid method.

In the next lemma we consider edges related to a group G .

Lemma 2. For any tree ⌧, group G and black component p 2 G , the following
properties hold:

1. the total number of grey or black edges within G is at most O(`);

2. any grey edge entering G is longer (or equal) to any grey or black edge in G ;

3. the total length of the path (including both grey and black edges), from any
node v 2 Jp to the root r of the group G , is at most O(`)d(Jp, R \ Jp); and

4. the length of the path from v 2 Jp to the root r 0 of its parent group G 0 (if it
exists) is O(`)d(Jp, R \ Jp).

Proof. From the Observation 1 any non singleton G has volume at most 2`. From
Claim 1 each representative have volume at least 1�1/`. Hence the total number
of edges in the sub-tree corresponding to any group G is at most O(`), which is
property (1).

Using Claim 2, we can say that the length of any grey edge e entering or
leaving a black component p is at least the length of any black edge belonging to
p. And by the grouping procedure, we know that any grey edge entering a group
will be at least as long as any grey edge within the group. These two observations
together imply property (2).

Lemma 1 implies that the length of each edge within the black component p
is at most d(Jp, R\Jp), the length of the grey edge leaving p is exactly d(Jp, R\Jp)
and the length of the grey edges on the path from p to the root are non-increasing,
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hence their total length is at most d(Jp, R \ Jp). Also, by Claim 2, we know that
length of black edges corresponding to the root component of group G is at most
the length of the grey edges entering it (in particular, the one on the path from
v to the root r) which is at most d(Jp, R \ Jp) long. Combining it with property
(1) implies property (3) for the path length from node v to the root r.

Now using a similar argument along with property (2) for the grey edge en-
tering G 0 on the path from v to r 0 and the fact that the total number of edges
in the groups G and G 0 is at most O(`), we can show property (4) for the path
length from node v to the root r 0.

Now we pre-process our LP solution so that all the demand and the facility
opening value are located only on the set of client representatives R. The idea
is to use the fact that we have a soft capacitated and F = C instance to make
Uv copies of facilities at each v 2 R. This helps us to simplify our instance while
preserving the distribution given by the z vector for the subset of facilities open
within each Uv.

Lemma 3. Consider any representative v 2 R. We can construct a new solution
{x 0, y 0, z0} such that all the facilities from set Uv are collocated with v. The cost of
the new solution is at most O(`)LP.

Proof. Consider a black component p 2 ⌥ , the set of representatives Jp and the
set of facilities Up = [v2Jp

Uv. Consider any representative v 2 Jp and the facilities
Uv. We replace each i 2 Uv by iv which is collocated with v and has the same
opening as i: y 0 iv := yi. Moreover, each client j which sends some fraction of
demand to i now sends the same fraction to iv, x 0 j,iv := x ji. For each S, we
create the new set S0 = {iv | v 2 Jp ^ i 2 S \ Uv}, z0pS0 := zp

S . Moreover, for
each facility i and corresponding facility iv we have z0p?,iv

:= zp
?,i. The other

assignment variables we define in a similar way. We modify the solution for
each black component p 2 ⌥ in the same way. Note that, since the old solution
{x , y, z} was feasible w.r.t. the Standard LP and the Constraints (2.5) - (2.12)
were satisfied for set Up for each black component p 2 ⌥ , hence the same holds
for the new solution {x 0, y 0, z0}. Moreover, the cost of the new solution is at most
O(`)LP by Lemma 4.1 in [Li15].

For any black component p 2 ⌥ , let ẏp =
P

S2S |S|z0pS
1�z0p?

=
P

i2S,S2S z0pS,i

1�z0p?
and y 0p =P

i2Up
y 0 i =

P
i2S,S2S̃ z0pS,i =

P
S2S |S|z0pS,i +

P
i2Up

z0p?,i. Moreover, we define
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⇡(Jp) :=
P

j2C xp, j(1� xp, j) for any p 2 ⌥ . In some sense, ⇡(Jp) measures how
many clients are both served by U(Jp) and F \ U(Jp).

Next we show that, we can pre-process each black component p by opening
a set randomly from S and pre-assigning some clients to the open set. We send
the demand of the rest of the clients that was served by p, to the root of the
parent group. To do that, we first reduce the variance in the size of sets in S .

For the |C | = ku case, we perform a massage process in which we move
facilities from bigger sets to smaller ones, until the size of each set is either b ẏpc
or d ẏpe. Using the saturation property, we can reroute the demand of clients
assigned to these facilities, so that the final solution remains feasible. We scale
up the opening values of these sets, so that the expected size of sets in S is ẏp.

For the general case, instead, we use a brutal massage process in which we
pick a prefix of the smallest sets in set S , such that their total opening value is at
least a constant. Then we add some extra facilities to the selected sets and scale
up the opening values of these sets, so that the sets have size either b ẏpc or d ẏpe
and the total opening is exactly ẏp.

In both cases, we pick a set randomly and pre-assign some clients based on
their connection values. The intuition is that the clients which are served by
more than 1� "0 by the black component p, get assigned to the selected set with
high probability and the demand of the other clients can travel to the root of the
parent group by paying the total cost of O(`2)LP.

First we define a complete solution that will be used in the subsequent lemma.

Definition 8. A solution {x 0, y 0, z0} is called a complete solution w.r.t. a black
component p 2 ⌥ , with set of facilities Up, if the following conditions hold:

1. z0pS1
= z0pS2

8S1, S2 2 {S 2 S | zp
S > 0}.

2. z0pS = z0pS,i 8S 2 S , i 2 S.

3. z0pS,i, j 2 {0, z0pS,i}8S 2 S , i 2 S, j 2 C.

By splitting the sets and making copies (see Lemma 1 in [Svi02]), we can
assume that the solution {x 0, y 0, z0} is complete w.r.t. any black component p 2 ⌥ .

Lemma 4. Let p 2 ⌥ be a black component and Up satisfies yp  2` and let Zp 2{0,1} be a random variable, such that E[Zp] = ẏp � b ẏpc. Moreover, constraints
(2.5) to (2.12) are satisfied for the solution {x 0, y 0, z0} and Up. Then, we can pre-
open a set S ✓ Up of expected cardinality ẏp, where |S|= b ẏpc+ Zp, and pre-assign
a set C 0 ✓ C of clients to S such that
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d ẏpeb ẏpc

1�z0p?
3`

Figure 2.2. Cross-out boxes represents the sets from S \S 1 and the rest of the
boxes are the elements of the set S 1, for which cardinality will be increased to
at least b ẏpc.

1. each facility i 2 S is pre-assigned at most u clients,

2. expected cost of sending not assigned demand xp,C\C 0 to the root of the parent-
group is at most

O(`2)d(Jp, R \ Jp)⇡(Jp),

3. Pr[|S|= b ẏpc] = ẏp � b ẏpc and Pr[|S|= d ẏpe] = 1� ( ẏp � b ẏpc),
4. expected cost of pre-assignment and local moving of xp,C\C 0 is at most

O(`)
X

j2C ,i2Up

d(i, j)x 0 i, j.

The below proof of the Lemma 4 is quite technical, it becomes somewhat
easier in the saturated case, i.e., when |C |= ku (see Section 2.4).

Proof. First we will describe a process of modifying a solution for black compo-
nent p 2 ⌥ . Our goal is to decrease the variance in the size of sets with positive
zp values and in parallel do not increase the cardinality of expected open set.
A client j is "decided" if x 0p, j � 1 � 1

6` = t, and not decided otherwise. Let
C 00 = { j 2 C | x 0p, j � t} be the set of decided clients. Let us select S 1 ✓ S , such

that
P

S2S 1
z0pS

1�z0p?
= 1

3` . Also, we define z00pS := 3` z0pS
1�z0p?

and z00pS,i := 3`
z0pS,i

1�z0p?
for all

S 2 S 1 and i 2 S. Moreover, z00pS,i, j := 3`
z0pS,i, j

1�z0p?
for all S 2 S 1, (i, j) 2 S ⇥ C 00 and

z00p? = z0p?, z00p?,i = z0p?,i 8i 2 Up. All the other variables z00p are equal zero. The
variables x 00, y 00 we define such that constraints (2.6) and (2.7) are satisfied. All
the demand of clients from C \ C 00 which is served by p we send to the root of
the parent group of G 3 p.
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Let us consider the set S 2 S 1 of maximum cardinality. Let nS 1 = |S|. We
know that ẏp =

P
S2S

zp
S |S|

1�z0p?
. The above equality gives

X

S2S 1

|S|z0pS
1� zp

?
+

X

S2S \S 1

|S|z0pS
1� zp

?
= ẏp

Replacing |S| = 0 for sets in S 1 and |S| = nS 1 for sets in S \ S 1 we get,�
1� 1

3`

�
nS 1  ẏp. This implies

nS 1  ẏp

(1� 1
3`)
 ẏp +

ẏp

(3`� 1)
 ẏp +

2`
(3`� 1)

< ẏp + 1

The last inequality assumes that ` is big enough, such that 2`
(3`�1) < 1. The above

calculations imply that nS 1  d ẏpe.
We have to increase the cardinality of each set from S 1, such that it is either

b ẏpc or d ẏpe and
P

S2S z00pS|S| is exactly equal to ẏp. When we increase cardinality
of some set S by some number d of facilities then we "create" d facilities in the root
of black component p each with an opening z00pS and we add this newly created
facilities to the set S. For each S 2 S 1 which has cardinality smaller then b ẏpc
we increase its cardinality up to b ẏpc. Now, until

P
S2S z00pS|S| is smaller than ẏp

we pick any set S 2 S 1 : |S| = b ẏpc and increase by one its cardinality (It might
happen that we need to replace S with its two copies S0 = S00, so that we do not
increase

P
S2S z00pS|S| to much. They have positive openings z00pS0 , z00pS00 which sum

up to z00pS. We increase the cardinality of only one of these two sets). Finally, we
have

P
S2S z00pS|S|= ẏp

Observe that
P

S2S z00pS = 1. Recall that the sets with positive z00pS value have
cardinality either b ẏpc or d ẏpe. Define S1 = {S 2 S | z00pS > 0 ^ |S| = b ẏpc}
and S2 = {S 2 S | z00pS > 0 ^ |S| = d ẏpe}. If variable Zp has value 0, then we
select a set from S1, otherwise if Zp = 1 then we should select it from S2. To

do this we proceed in the following way. If Zp = 0 then we set z̄p
S =

z00pS
1�( ẏp�b ẏpc)

and z̄p
S,i, j =

z00pS,i, j

1�( ẏp�b ẏpc) for all S 2 S1, i 2 S, j 2 C 00 and all the other variable we

set to zero. Otherwise, if Zp = 1 then z̄p
S =

z00pS
ẏp�b ẏpc and z̄p

S,i, j =
z00pS,i, j

ẏp�b ẏpc for all
S 2 S2, i 2 S, j 2 C 00 and all the other variables we set to zero. Note that the
expected value of z̄p

S (z̄
p
S,i, j) is equal to z00pS(z

00p
S,i, j) for each S 2 S . Moreover, z̄p is

a probability distribution over sets from S1 [S2, because ẏp � b ẏpc =P
S2S2

z00pS
and 1� ( ẏp � b ẏpc) =P

S2S1
z00pS. This implies that property (3) holds.

Now assume that we have selected a set S 2 S1 [S2 according to this prob-

ability distribution. For each client j 2 C 00 and facility i 2 S let wi, j :=
z00pS,i, j

z00pS,i
=
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z00pS,i, j

z00pS
=

zp
S,i, j

zp
S

. Notice that wi, j 2 [0, 1], by constraint (2.8),
P

i2S wi, j  1 for every

client j 2 C 00 by constraint (2.10), and
P

j2C 00 wi, j  u for every i 2 S by constraint
(2.11). Since, the solution {x 00, y 00, z00} is complete, hence wi, j 2 {0, 1}, for each
client j 2 C 00 and facility i 2 S. Thus, w defines an integral matching between
C 00 and S in which each client is matched at most once, and each facility from S
is matched at most u times.

As we said before all the demand of clients from C \ C 00 which is served by p
in LP solution we send to the root of the parent group of G 3 p. The same we do
for demand of clients from C 00 which were not selected in the above procedure.
For all the rest of the demand we assign it according to the output of the above
procedure. From Lemma 2 we know that the distance to the root of the parent
group is at most O(`)d(Jp, R \ Jp).

For each (i, j) 2 S ⇥ C 00 by j ! i we denote the event that client j is pre-
assigned to facility i.

Pr[ j! i] = Pr[Zp = 0]
X

S2S1,i2S

z̄p
S

z00pS,i, j

z00pS
+ Pr[Zp = 1]

X

S2S2,i2S

z̄p
S

z00pS,i, j

z00pS
=

X

S2S1[S2,i2S

z00pS,i, j  x 00 i, j

Using the upper bound on P[ j! i] we can bound the total pre-assignment cost
in the following way.

E[total pre-assignment cost] X

j2C 00,i2Up

d(i, j)Pr[ j! i] X

j2C 00,i2Up

d(i, j)x 00 i, j

For all the rest of the clients which were not assigned, we will send their
demand to the root of the parent group via their respective representatives (for
each representative v, facilities in Uv are co-located with v). The cost of sending
xi, j units of not pre-assigned demand to their representatives we can bound by
xi, jd(i, j). Notice that decided client can be either pre-assigned or sent to the
root, so in the worst case we can bound a total cost of pre-assignment and moving
to representatives by

X

j2C 00,i2Up

d(i, j)x 00 i, j +
X

j2C ,i2Up

d(i, j)x 0 i, j  O(`)
X

j2C ,i2Up

d(i, j)x 0 i, j

From the definition of decided clients, for each j 2 C 00, it follows x 0p, j � 1� 1
6` .
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Moreover,
P

S2S 1 z0pS =
1�z0p?

3` , so we can lower bound x 0S 1, j =
P

S2S 1

P
i2S z0pS,i, j

in the following way.

x 0S 1, j � x 0p, j � (
X

S2S̃
z0pS �

X

S2S 1

z0pS) = x 0p, j � 1+
1� z0p?

3`

For each j 2 C 00 we have, x 00p, j = x 00S 1, j =
3`

1�z0p?
x 0S 1, j.

By j!we denote the event that client j was assigned and Pr[ j!] the proba-
bility of this event. We will apply the following bound only for the decided clients
C 00.

Pr[ j!]� x 00p, j = x 00S 1, j � 3`
1� z0p?

(x 0p, j � 1+
1� z0p?

3`
) = 1+

3`
1� z0p?

(x 0p, j � 1)

It might happen that a decided client j is not assigned to his black component p.
Then we send demand x 0p, j to the root of his parent group. We upper bound the
cost of this step in the following way.

X

j2C 00
(1� P[ j!])x 0p, jO(`)d(Jp, R \ Jp)

X

j2C 00
(1� x 00p, j)x 0p, jO(`)d(Jp, R \ Jp)

 O(`2)d(Jp, R \ Jp)
X

j2C 00
x 0p, j(1� x 0p, j). (2.13)

where the inequality follows by the bound on Pr[ j !]. Notice that decided
client can be assigned in at most one black component. As we mentioned before,
we will send all demand of not decided clients to the root. Hence, the cost for
sending this demand is at most

O(`)d(Jp, R \ Jp)
X

j2C\C 00
x 0p, j  O(`2)d(Jp, R \ Jp)

X

j2C\C 00
x 0p, j(1� x 0p, j) (2.14)

where the inequality holds because x 0p, j < 1� 1
6` . By summing up inequalities

(2.13) and (2.14) and by the fact that x 0p, j = xp, j we can bound the cost of send-
ing not assigned demand from the representatives to the root by O(`2)d(Jp, R \
Jp)⇡(Jp).
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2.3.1 Dependent Rounding

We will use a dependent rounding (DR) procedure, described in [GKPS06], to
decide if a particular variable should be rounded up or down. It transforms
fractional vector {v̄i}ni=1 to a random integral vector {v̂i}ni=1. DR procedure has
the following properties:

1. Marginal distribution: Pr[v̂i = 1] = v̄i

2. Sum-preservation:
Pn

i=1 v̂i 2 {bPn
i=1 v̄ic, dPn

i=1 v̄ie}
In our procedure we first fix a tree ⌧ 2 ⌥ . Then we choose a pair of fractional
black components according to a predefined order. After that we increase the
opening of one and decrease the opening of the other in a randomized way.
After each such iteration, at least one black component has an integral opening.
Based on the value of the integral opening y 000p 2 {b ẏpc, d ẏpe} decided for a black
component p 2 ⌥ , we will select a set of facilities S 2 S : |S| = y 000p in a random
way (for details see Lemma 4). First we do dependent rounding among the
black components of the children groups of each parent group. After this step
each group G will have at most one fractional black component among all black
components in its children groups, and the total opening (capacity) within these
black components will be preserved. Finally, once we complete this rounding
phase for all the trees in ⌥ , then we will do dependent rounding among all the
remaining fractional black components across all the trees in ⌥ in an arbitrary
order. The procedure will preserve the sum of facility openings, hence in the end
we will open exactly k facilities.

In the "rounding among children groups" step, we will do the rounding among
the black components within the children-groups of a groupG in an order defined
by non-decreasing distance of these black components to the root r of the parent
groupG (breaking ties arbitrarily). This way, we would have an extra property on
the number of open facilities for every prefix in this order of the black components
belonging to the children-groups of group G .

Before we start the rounding procedure, we will send exactly
P

i2Up
z0p?,i �

ẏpz0p? opening, from each black component p, to a virtual black component vG
co-located with the root of the group. Note that since z0p? = zp

? and z0p?,i = zp
?,i, we

can use z instead of z0. Let us define ẏvG =
P

p2G
P

i2Up
zp
?,i � ẏpzp

?. We will call
this the blue opening. We will treat this blue opening, co-located with the root, as
a virtual black component. Moreover we can work with soft capacitated version
of the problem due to Theorem 1.2 in [Li15]. Hence, for the blue opening, we
can simply open the decided number of co-located facilities at the virtual black
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component. By BCG(G ) we denote a set of all, virtual or not, black components
in the children groups of group G . Note that, from now on the group G also
contains the virtual black component vG .

Consider the root group of the tree ⌧. If it is a singleton root component then
we classify it as a virtual black component, otherwise we treat it as a standard
black component. Note that the sum ẏp +

P
i2Up

z0p?,i � ẏpz0p? =
P

i2Up
zp
?,i + (1�

zp
?) ẏp = yp = y 0p. Hence, the total opening across all the black components is

exactly equal to k.

Lemma 5. For any group G , the total demand is at most (1+O(1/`))
P

p2G u ẏp.

Proof. Let us look at a black component p 2 G . Notice that the demand for any
clients j 2 C \ C 00 remains x 0p, j = xp, j(see Lemma 4). For any clients j0 2 C 00,
either they are pre-assigned, in which case their demand is 1, otherwise their
demand remains x 0p, j0 = xp, j0 . Since, xp, j0 � 1� 1

6` , for all j0 2 C 00, in the worst
case the total demand associated with p is at most

X

j2C 00,i2Up

x p
i, j

1� 1/(6`)
+

X

j2C\C 00,i2Up

x p
i, j 

X

j2C ,i2Up

x p
i, j

1� 1/(6`)

=
1

1� 1/(6`)

 X

S2S ,i2S, j2C

zp
S,i, j +

X

i2Up , j2C

zp
?,i, j

!

First let us compare the opening value ẏpzp
? (which is sent to vG by component

p) to the original opening
P

i2Up
zp
?,i, for some p 2 G \ {vG }.

ẏpzp
?P

i2Up
zp
?,i

 2`zp
?

`2zp
?
=

2
l

(2.15)

The inequality follows from the fact that ẏp  2` and from Constraint (2.12).
By adding Constraint (2.11) for set ? over all i 2 Up, we get

P
i2Up

zp
?,iu �P

i2Up , j2C zp
?,i, j. Consider the demand (scaled up by a factor 1

1�1/(6`)) served by
the ? set in the initial LP solution and the blue opening sent from p to vG which
is equal to

P
i2Up

zp
?,i � ẏpzp

?. Now we show that the ratio between this demand
and the capacity corresponding to the blue opening is at most (1+O(1/`)). Note
that the demand served by ? remains the same in all the modified solutions.
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1
1� 1/(6`)

P
i2Up , j2C zp

?,i, j

u
ÄP

i2Up
zp
?,i � ẏpzp

?
ä

Const.(2.11) 1
1� 1/(6`)

u
P

i2Up
z?,i

u
ÄP

i2Up
zp
?,i � ẏpzp

?
ä

=
1

1� 1/(6`)
1

1� ẏpzp
?P

i2UJ
zp
?,i

Ineq.(2.15) 1
(1� 1/(6`))(1� 2/`)

= (1+O(1/`))

The following calculations show that the capacity violation on vG w.r.t. to the
total scaled up demand served by ? set of each {Up : p 2 G \ {vG }} and the blue
opening sent from all the black components of that group is at most (1+O(1/`)).

1
1� 1/(6`)

P
p2G\{vG }

P
i2Up , j2C zp

?,i, j
P

p2G\{vG } u
ÄP

i2Up
zp
?,i � ẏpzp

?
ä  max

p2G\{vG }
6`

6`� 1

P
i2Up , j2C zp

?,i, jP
i2Up

zp
?,i � ẏpzp

?
 1+O(1/`)

(2.16)

Now we compare the rest of the demand 1
1�1/(6`)

P
S2S ,i2S, j2C zp

S,i, j to the rest
of the opening ẏp for each black component p 2 G \ {vG } and show that this
demand is at most u ẏp.

X

S2S ,i2S, j2C

zp
S,i, j

1� 1/(6`)
Cons.(2.11) X

S2S ,i2S

uzp
S,i

1� 1/(6`)

Cons.(2.9)
=

1
1� 1/(6`)

X

S2S
u|S|zp

S

= (1+O(1/`))u ẏp(1� zp
?)

 (1+O(1/`))u ẏp

Adding the above inequalities for each p 2 G \ {vG } and the inequality (2.16)
proves the lemma.

For simplicity of exposition, we will say that a black component p is closed,
if the procedure decides to round down the opening of that component to b ẏpc,
otherwise we say it is opened.
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In this dependent rounding procedure, in contrast to [BFRS15], we will also
be able to pull demand to the black components where we decided to open an
extra facility. Cost of pulling can be bounded by the LP cost for sending the
demand out of a black component. This new strategy is crucial to bring down
the capacity violation from 2+ " to 1+ ".

2.3.2 Rounding among children groups
Consider any tree ⌧ 2 ⌥ and its root r. For simplicity of description, we add a
fake single node parent group and attach the root r to this fake group node with
a grey edge of length exactly d(Jp, R \ Jp), where p corresponds to the only the
black component in the root group. Notice that from now on even the original
root group is a child-group of some other group.

In the first phase of dependent rounding, we select the deepest (w.r.t. the
number of edges) leaf-group and let its parent group be G . Let ȳp = ẏp�b ẏpc for
each p 2 ⌥ . For performing this dependent rounding procedure within children
groups ofG , we use the root r ofG as a accumulator, which will temporarily store
all the not assigned demand from children groups of G . Let nG = |BCG(G )|.

To perform the dependent rounding procedure, we would order the compo-
nents in BCG(G ) = {p1, p2, . . . pnG } by non-decreasing distance from the root r of
G , so d(pi, r) d(pi+1, r) for i < nG . We define the vectors ẏG = ( ẏp1

, ẏp2
, . . . ẏpnG )

and ȳG = ( ȳp1
, ȳp2

, . . . ȳpnG ). Now we apply dependent rounding between the two
fractional components in the ith prefix of vector ȳG , for each i starting from i = 2
until i = nG . Note that, after applying dependent rounding on the ith prefix of
ȳG , at most one component will remain fractional in the prefix and one will be-
come integral. If the black component p which become integral is not virtual,
we apply Lemma 4, with r 2 G as a root and, with Zp = 1 if component is open
and Zp = 0 if it is closed. Let the output vector be ZG = (Zp1

, Zp1
, . . . ZpG ). IfP

i ȳG (i) is not integral then the output vector will have one fractional variable,
otherwise it will be a vector of all integral values. Notice that by the property
(1) of dependent rounding E[Zp] = ȳp and by the property (2) the sum of the
facility opening ẏp is preserved.

From now on, we will ignore the presence of all the children of the group G
in our procedure. We repeat this process until our tree ⌧ has only the added fake
group left. Note that the root group will contain at most one black component
which is fractional. After we finish the first phase, for each group G , at most one
component of ZG will be fractional.

For any vector v, let v[i1, i2] =
Pi2

k=i1
v(k). Due to the ordering which we

follow in the above dependent rounding procedure and the fact that we didn’t
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move any opening out of (or into) set BCG(G ) for each group G , the following
observation holds.

G

Figure 2.3. Black dots are the open facilities and the red dot is the accumulator
in the parent group G .

Observation 2. After the first phase of the rounding procedure,

ZG [1, i] 2 [b ȳG [1, i]c, d ȳG [1, i]e]
holds for each i and, for each non-leaf group G . Moreover,

ZG [1, nG ] = ȳG [1, nG ].

Once we complete phase one of rounding for each tree ⌧ 2 ⌥ , the second
phase of the rounding procedure starts. In the second phase of the rounding
procedure we just apply dependent rounding among all the remaining fractional
variables, in an arbitrary order, until everything is integral. We apply Lemma 4 to
all the non-virtual components with Zp = 1, if it was open, and Zp = 0 otherwise.
Notice that for the black component from the root group we will use the root of a
fake group as an accumulator. We open d ẏvG e facilities in each virtual component
vG if it was rounded up, and b ẏvG c otherwise.

Since the last fractional component in BCC(G ) could be either opened or
closed, the total ZG [1, nG ] is either b ȳG [1, nG ]c or d ȳG [1, nG ]e respectively. And
since each of the components of vector Z is integral, the following observation
is true.
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Observation 3. After the second phase of the rounding procedure,

ZG [1, i] 2 {b ȳG [1, i]c, d ȳG [1, i]e}
holds for each i and, for each non-leaf group G .

Lemma 6. The cost of moving the demand from all black components to their re-
spective accumulators can be bounded by

P
p2⌥ O(`2)d(Jp, R \ Jp)⇡(Jp).

Proof. Notice that in Lemma 4 we move all not pre-assigned demand from the
black components to their respective accumulators. For any black component p
the cost of this operation is bounded by O(`2)d(Jp, R \ Jp)⇡(Jp). Note that, this
bound is also valid for the black component p corresponding to the root group,
since the single node fake group is precisely at a distance d(Jp, R \ Jp) from it. If
we take the sum over all the black components in our instance we get the lemma.

2.3.3 Pulling back demand to the open facilities
Now we will define a single-commodity flow corresponding to distributing the
demand from the accumulator co-located with the root of some non-leaf group
to the open facilities in its children groups, for each tree ⌧ 2 ⌥ . To do this, we
will pull back demand to the black components in a greedy way by pulling the
demand first to the component belonging to BCG(G ) which is closest to the root
r. We can bound the cost of pulling demand to the open facilities by charging it to
the cost of pushing the demand to the root bounded in Lemma 6. The intuition is,
since we are pulling back the demand in a greedy fashion, we can argue that for
every demand, the distance which it will travel in the pulling phase is at most the
distance it traveled to reach the accumulator r in the pushing phase. Since the
cost for pushing is bounded by O(`2)

P
p2BCG(G ) d(Jp, R\Jp)⇡(Jp) (see Lemma 6),

hence by the above claim the cost of pulling back the demand is bounded as well.
In this procedure, we first fix a tree ⌧ 2 ⌥ . Consider a non-leaf group G

of ⌧ and the set BCG(G ). In the pre-assignment step (Lemma 4), let qp be the
amount of demand we assigned to the open facilities in each black component
p 2 BCG(G ). Notice that for any virtual black component p 2 BCG(G )we didn’t
assign any demand in a pre-assignment, so qp = 0. Now we define vector qG =
(qp1

, qp1
. . . , qpnG ), to be the vector of the pre-assigned demand, which respects

the same order of the components as in vector ẏG .
Now we describe the pulling back procedure which we call the greedy pulling

process. First, we freeze (1+O(1/`))u units of demand at the accumulator r of
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group G . Next we start pulling the rest of the demand to the black components
BCG(G ). We do the pulling process in the same greedy order in which we did the
dependent rounding among the black components BCG(G ), i.e. starting from
the component closest to r. By definition, the vectors ẏG , ZG and qG respect this
ordering. We start pulling the demand equal to (1+O(1/`))(ZG (i)+ b ẏG (i)c)u�
qG (i) from the accumulator r to the ith component starting from i = 1, until we
have no more demand to pull. We do this process for each non-leaf group G in
all the trees in our forest ⌥ .

Observation 4. After the greedy pulling process, each black component p 2 BCG(G )
has a capacity violation by a factor of at most (1+O(1/`)).

Lemma 7. After the greedy pulling procedure, the left over demand at any accu-
mulator r of some non-leaf group G is exactly equal to u(1+O(1/`)); which is the
demand frozen at the beginning.

Proof. By Lemma 5, the total demand sent to the accumulator r by groups in
BCG(G ) is at most (1+O(1/`))u ( ẏG [1, nG ])�qG [1, nG ] units. The total capacity
of open facilities in BCG(G ) is

u (ZG [1, nG ] + b ẏG [1, nG ]c) Obs. 3� u (b ȳG [1, nG ]c+ b ẏG [1, nG ]c)
� u ( ȳG [1, nG ]� 1+ b ẏG [1, nG ]c)
= u ( ẏG [1, nG ]� 1)

Now the total residual capacity of open facilities in BCG(G ), that can be used
for pulling demand from the accumulator, after removing the pre-assigned de-
mand qG and taking into account the capacity violation of (1+O(1/`)) is at least
(1+O(1/`))u ( ẏG [1, nG ]� 1)�qG [1, nG ]. This quantity is precisely u(1+O(1/`))
units less than the upper bound on the demand located at the accumulator r,
hence the lemma follows.

Lemma 8. For any non-leaf group G , the distance travelled by any demand in the
greedy pulling phase is at most the distance travelled by it in the dependent rounding
phase.

Proof. Let us order the demand located at the accumulator r in non-decreasing
order by the distance it travelled from the black component p, from which this de-
mand originated, to the accumulator r. In the greedy pulling process, we would
first reserve the closest u(1+O(1/`)) units of demand with the accumulator r.
Then in the pulling process, we would pull the remaining demand in the order
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defined above, hence, the closest black component to r would pull the demand
coming first in this order. Now we would prove the lemma by induction. Note
that the base case is true, since the initial u(1+O(1/`)) units had to travel zero
distance in the greedy pulling phase and the demand that the 1st component
start pulling could only come from the same or some farther component. Now
let us assume that the lemma holds until we start pulling for the ith component.
The order of the demand imply that if the claim is true for the first demand which
some ith component pulls in this procedure, then the claim would be true for the
rest of the demand pulled by i. Hence, we just need to argue that the claim is true
for the first demand which the ith component pulls. Let " > 0 be the smallest
amount of demand, which is to be pulled next in the sequence, such that all this
demand was located with the same black component p0 before it was pushed to
the accumulator r. Since the claim holds till this point, it means that the demand
last pulled by (i�1)th component was pushed by some black components coming
after the (i � 2)th component, in the sequence defined by the vector ẏG . By the
ordering of the demands, it follows that p0 also lies after (i � 2)th component in
the sequence. If p0 is different from the (i � 1)th component, then we are done.
Otherwise, p0 could be precisely (i � 1)th component. Now we would show that
after we finished pulling demand for the (i�1)th component, we would exhaust
all the demand pushed by the components until the (i � 1)th component in the
sequence. This would imply that the component p0, from which the next demand
" > 0 was pushed, could not be the (i�1)th component in the sequence and this
would complete the proof by induction.

Let us consider a child-group G1 of G . Using Lemma 5, the total demand sent
to the accumulator r by the components in G1 is at most (1+O(1/`))u

P
p2G1

ẏp�P
p2G1

qp units. For the distance analysis, we can assume that among the demand
coming from a child-group G1, exactly (1+O(1/`))u ẏvG1

units of demand is com-
ing from the virtual component corresponding to the children-group G1. Since
the virtual component is the closed component to the accumulator r among all
the black components inG1, assuming this can only lower the distance over which
the pushed demand would have travelled. If we can show that the claim holds
for these distances, it will also hold for the original push distances. Using this
modification and an argument similar to the proof for Lemma 5, we have that
the demand pushed by components starting from 1 until (i � 1)th is at most
(1+ O(1/`)) (u ẏG [1, i � 1])� qG [1, i � 1], where qvG1

= 0, for any virtual com-
ponent corresponding to some child-group G1. The demand pulled by the same
set of components is
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(1+O(1/`))u (ZG [1, i � 1] + b ẏG [1, i � 1]c)� qG [1, i � 1]
Obs. 2� (1+O(1/`))u (b ȳG [1, i � 1]c+ b ẏG [1, i � 1]c)� qG [1, i � 1]
� (1+O(1/`))u ( ȳG [1, i � 1]� 1+ b ẏG [1, i � 1]c)� qG [1, i � 1]
� (1+O(1/`))u ( ẏG [1, i � 1]� 1)� qG [1, i � 1]

Hence the total demand pulled by components from 1 until i � 1 plus the
reserved u(1+O(1/`)) units of demand is at least the demand pushed by com-
ponents from 1 until i � 1. Hence, all this demand will be exhausted after we
finished pulling demand for the (i � 1)th component and the lemma follows.

Now we distribute the demand received by any black component p to the
actual open facilities (which are located at the representatives Jp), such that
each facility has a capacity violation of at most 1+O(1/`). The following lemma
bounds the cost of this step.

Lemma 9. Any demand that a black component p received in the greedy pulling
back process can be distributed to the open facilities within p. The distance travelled
by the demand received by p in this procedure is at most O(`)d(Jp, R \ Jp).

Proof. Note that, the grey edge going out of any black component p 2 ⌥ (includ-
ing the root component) is longer than any black edge within p and the number
of edges within any black component is O(`). By Lemma 1, the length of this grey
edge is d(Jp, R\ Jp). Also note that, while traveling to the accumulator in the de-
pendent rounding phase, all the demand definitely use this grey edge. Hence
we can distribute all the demand received by p in the greedy pulling phase to
the exact location of the open facilities within p, by loosing an additive factor of
O(`)d(Jp, R \ Jp) in the distance travelled by the demand.

2.3.4 Distributing frozen demand to the open facilities
Now, we distribute the frozen (1+O(1/`))u units of demand located at the ac-
cumulators over some open facilities, such that each open facility gets at most
uO(1/`) more demand. Let us fix a tree ⌧ 2 ⌥ . To do this distribution, we first
send (1+ O(1/`))u units of demand from each of the non-fake accumulator to
the accumulator of his parent group. Note that, using Lemma 2, we can bound
the cost for this movement by paying an additive factor of O(`)d(Jp, R \ Jp) in
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the distance moved by this demand in Section 2.3.2. Let r be the accumulator
belonging to the group G , which received |CG |(1+O(1/`))u= O(u|CG |) units of
demand from the accumulators of the non-leaf children groups CG of the group
G in the tree ⌧. Note that, |CG |  nG , since G may have children which are
leaf-groups. We start sending O(1/`)u(b ẏG (i)c+ ZG (i)) units of demand to the
ith black component (in the same greedy order defined by the vector ẏG ) in the
BCG(G ), starting from i = 1, until we have no more demand left with r.

Lemma 10. After the distribution procedure for some accumulator r belonging to
the group G , all the demand which r received from the accumulators of his non-leaf
children groups will be distributed fully.

Proof. Note that any of the non-leaf group in CG had O(`) opening before the
dependent rounding procedure. Now, by Observation 3, we know that ZG [1, nG ]
is at least b ȳG [1, nG ]c. Hence, the total demand which we distribute over the
black components in BCG(G ) in the above process is at least

O(1/`)u(b ẏG [1, nG ]c+ ZG [1, nG ])� O(1/`)u(b ẏG [1, nG ]c+ b ȳG [1, nG ]c)
� O(1/`)u( ẏG [1, nG ]� 1)
� O(1/`)u(|CG |`� 1) = O(u|CG |)

Hence the lemma follows.

By an argument similar to Lemma 9, we can send this demand to any open
facility within p, by loosing an additive factor of O(`)d(Jp, R \ Jp) in the dis-
tance traveled by the demand. Hence, this shows that we can distribute all the
demand received by r from his children-accumulators, corresponding to groups
CG , among the open facilities within black components in BCG(G ), such that
each facility receives at most an extra O(1/`)u units of demand. We keep on do-
ing this process bottoms-up, until we reach the very root fake accumulator. Now,
for the demand located in the fake accumulator, we just distribute that demand
over the open facilities in the very root group of the tree, which was using this
accumulator. Note that since the very root group comprises of only one black
component with O(`) opening, there will be at least O(`) open facilities in this
component and again we will send O(1/`)u units of extra demand to all the open
facilities in the very root black component. By Lemma 1, each edge in the black
component p has length at most d(Jp, R\Jp) and by Lemma 2 the number of edges
in the group is O(`). Hence, by loosing an additive factor of O(`)d(Jp, R \ Jp) in
the distance traveled by the demand, we can distribute this demand over open
facilities in this black component.
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In the following lemma, we bound the cost of distributing the frozen demand
by the upper bound which we use to bound the cost of moving this demand from
black components in BCG(G ) to the accumulator.

Lemma 11. The distance travelled by any demand from each non-fake accumulator
group G in the above re-distribution process is bounded above by O(`)d(Jp, R\ Jp),
which is also a bound on the distance it travelled to reach the accumulator in the
dependent rounding phase.

Proof. Let us pick the farthest black component in each non-leaf group G 0 2 CG ,
say pG0 , to the accumulator root r of group G . Let set AG = {pG0 |G 0 2 CG }. Now
pick the black component p1, such that it is closest to the accumulator root r
among the components in set AG . Now we would argue that there are at least
O(`) facilities open in the components until p1 in the sequence defined by the
vector ẏG . Let G1 3 p1. By definition of ẏG , all the other black components of G1

comes before p1 in the sequence. Let, ip1
be the position of p1 in the sequence

defined by vector ẏG . By Observation 3 and the fact that
P

p2G ẏp =
P

p2G yp =
O(`), the number of facilities open until p1 is at least

b ẏG [1, ip1
]c+ ZG [1, ip1

]� b ẏG [1, ip1
]c+ b ȳG [1, ip1

]c � ẏG [1, ip1
]� 1� O(`)

Now, look at the u(1 + O(`)) units of demand coming from the accumulator
belonging to group G1. We can think of sending this demand first from the accu-
mulator r to the open facilities in BCG(G ). By the above claim, all this demand
would be sent to components at a distance at most d(r, Jp1

) in the sequence. Now,
since all this demand had travelled from the children groups of G1 to its accumu-
lator root, they must have travelled a distance at least the length of the shortest
grey edge, lets say e, entering group G1. By Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, we know
that the total number of edges in group G1 and G is at most O(`) and each edge
in group G1 and consequently in group G has length at most the length of e. This
means, that the distance travelled by the demand reserved at the accumulator
of group G1 travels at most O(`)d(Jp, R \ Jp), which proves the lemma for this
demand.

Now we can ignore this u(1+O(`)) units of demand and the facilities to which
this demand was distributed in the above process. Now, the same argument
can be applied iteratively for the black component p2 that is the next closest
component to the accumulator root r among the components in set AG and the
demand coming from the accumulator corresponding to the group G2 to which
p2 belongs. This proves the lemma.
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Now we have all the components to prove our theorem.

Proof of the Theorem 1. We modify the initial solution by "moving" all facilities to
their respective representatives (see Lemma 3). The obtained solution has cost
O(`)LP. In the Lemma 4, we pre-assign some demand and all the other demand
we send to the respective accumulators. The cost of this operation is bounded
by

X

p2⌥

X

j2C ,i2Up

O(`)d(i, j)x 0 i, j +O(`2)
X

p2⌥
d(Jp, R \ Jp)⇡(Jp) O(`2)LP,

where the last inequality follows from [Li16]. By the Lemmas 8, 9 and 11, we
can bound the distance travelled by any demand in Sections 2.3.3, 2.3.4 by the
distance it travelled in Section 2.3.2. This implies that the cost of moving the
demand in Sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.4 is bounded by O(`2)LP. Hence, overall the
connection cost of our algorithm is O(`2)LP.

From the Observation 4 we know that the capacity violation of each facility is
at most 1+O(1/`). Moreover in Section 2.3.4, we increase the capacity violation
of each facility by at most O(1/`). So the final capacity violation is 1+O(1/`),
which ends the proof of the theorem.

2.4 Rounding Algorithm (the |C |= ku case)

The idea of the algorithm is roughly the same as in the general case. We just
need to replace the Lemmas 4 and 5 by their versions, which works only in fully
saturation case, the Lemmas 12 - 14.

Here we start with the solution {x 0, y 0, z0}. In the following lemmas we will
first massage each black component. Next we will open the set of cardinality
either b ẏpc or d ẏpe and assign some demand to the open facilities from this set.
All the not assigned demand we will send to the root of the parent group.

Definition 9. A black component p 2 ⌥ , with set of facilities Up, such that for each
S 2 S if zp

S > 0 then |S| 2 {b ẏpc, d ẏpe} is called a massaged black component w.r.t.
the solution {x , y, z}.
Lemma 12. Given an LP solution {x0,y0,z0}, we can get another solution {x00,y00,z00},
such that:

1. All the black components, except the singleton root components, are massaged
w.r.t the new solution {x00,y00,z00}.
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2. The cost of modifying the solution {x0,y0,z0} to the new solution {x00,y00,z00}
is at most O(`)LP.

Proof. Now we will describe the process for modifying the LP solution facility by
facility. We start with {x00,y00,z00} = {x0,y0,z0}. Pick S1, S2 2 {S 2 S | z0pS > 0}
which are the biggest and the smallest sets respectively. Notice that |S1|  `1.
If |S1|  |S2| + 1, then we are done. Else, let i1 2 S1 \ S2. We distinguish the
following two cases.

Case 1: If for all clients j 2 C , for which z00pS1,i1, j = z0pS1,i1
, we also have z00pS2,i1, j =

0 then we call i1 "clean". Now we can directly move i1 to S2 without incurring
any cost. More formally, we add a copy of sets S01 := S1\{i1} and S02 := S2[{i1} to
S and remove a copy of sets S1 and S2 from it. Due to the splitting and making
copies step above, S is a multi-set, hence a set may have several copies in S .
Here we assume that S1, S2, S01 and S02 refers to some copy of these sets. We
modify the solution z00 as follows:

1. Facility movement:

- z00pS01 = z00pS1
, z0pS02 = z0pS2

,

- z00pS1
= z00pS2

= 0,

- z00pS01,i = z00pS01 8i 2 S01,

- z00pS02,i = z00pS02 8i 2 S02,

- z00pS1,i = z00pS2,i = 08i.

2. Clients reassignment:

- z00pS02,i, j = z00pS2,i, j 8 j 2 C , i 2 S2,

- z00pS02,i1, j = z00pS1,i1, j 8 j 2 C ,

- z00pS01,i, j = z00pS1,i, j 8 j 2 C , i 2 S01,

- z00pS1,i, j = z00pS2,i, j = 08i, j

Case 2: If there exists client j 2 C for which z00pS1,i1, j = z0pS1,i1
and there exists

facility i2 2 S2 such that z00pS2,i2, j = z0pS2,i2
, then we call i1 "dirty". Observe that

because we are in the saturated case, we know that the set S1 serves at least
2uz0pS1

more demand than the set S2. We also know that each client is sending
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either 0 or z0pS1
demand to set S1. This implies there are 2u (fractional) clients

served by S1 which are not served by S2. Let those be C 0. Now we will make
the facility i1 clean by rerouting demand within facilities of S1. Once i1 becomes
clean, we will move it to set S2, as we do in Case 1. Following is the description
of the cleaning process.

1. Let j0 2 C 0 be a client such that it is served by some i2 2 S1 and i2 6= i1 and
it is not served by any facility in S2. Due to the above argument we can
always find such a client.

2. We simply swap the assignments of j and j0 between i1 and i2. Now, j will
send his demand to i2 and j0 will send his demand to i1.

3. Repeat until i1 is clean.

Repeat, the above described algorithm for set S , until the cardinality of all
the sets with non zero z00 values differ by at most 1. Note that after any iteration
of the above algorithm, y 00p = y 0p = yp.

Now we need to upper bound the cost incurred in the cleaning process. Con-
sider set S 2 S and facility i 2 S. Process of making a facility i clean incurs a
movement of 2uz0pS units of demand over at most O(`) edges within black com-
ponent Jp. Each such edge has length at most d(Jp, R \ Jp). Finally, we bound
the cost of rerouting 2uz0pS units of demand within one black component Jp by
O(`)d(Jp, R \ Jp)uz0pS.

Consider two stages of the cleaning process. The first stage ends at the mo-
ment when each set from S has cardinality at least b ẏpc. Observe that each
set |S|  ẏp, in the first stage, incur a cost O(`)d(Jp, R \ Jp)z0pSu(b ẏpc � |S|). If
all sets from S have size at most d ẏpe then we are done, otherwise stage two
starts. Notice that at most ẏp � b ẏpc fraction of sets with cardinality b ẏpc will
be swapped, each at most once. Using the fact that all z0pS values are equal, we
can bound the cost of stage two by O(`)

P
S2S : |S| ẏp

d(Jp, R \ Jp)z0pSu( ẏp � b ẏpc).
This implies that the total cost of the procedure is bounded by O(`)d(Jp, R \
Jp)

P
S2S : |S| ẏp

z0pSu( ẏp � |S|) O(`)d(Jp, R \ Jp)⇡(Jp) O(`)(D(UJp
) + D0(UJp

)),
where the first inequality follows from Lemma 15 and the second inequality fol-
lows from Lemma 4.5 in [Li16]. This implies that the cost of the cleaning process
for all black components is bounded by O(`)LP.

By splitting the sets and making copies (see Lemma 1 in [Svi02]), we can
assume that the solution {x 0, y 0, z0} is complete w.r.t. any black component p 2
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⌥ . Hence the solution {x 00, y 00, z00} obtained by applying Lemma 12 will also be
complete w.r.t. any black component p 2 ⌥ .

Lemma 13. Let p 2 ⌥ be a massaged component s.t. yp  2` and let Zp 2 {0,1}
be a random variable, such that E[Zp] = ẏp(z00)� b ẏp(z00)c. Moreover, constraints
(2.5) to (2.12) are satisfied for the solution {x 00, y 00, z00} and Up. Then, we can
pre-open a set S ✓ Up of expected cardinality ẏp, where |S| = b ẏp(z00)c + Zp, and
pre-assign a set C 0 ✓ C of clients to S such that

1. each facility i 2 S is pre-assigned at most u clients

2. expected cost of sending not assigned demand xp,C\C 0 to the root of the parent
group is at most

O(`)d(Jp, R \ Jp)⇡(Jp)

3. Pr[|S|= b ẏp(z00)c] = ẏp(z00)�b ẏp(z00)c and Pr[|S|= d ẏp(z00)e] = 1�( ẏp(z00)�b ẏp(z00)c)
4. expected cost of pre-assignment and local moving of xp,C\C 0 is at most

O(1)
X

j2C ,i2Up

d(i, j)x 00 i, j

Proof. Define ẑp
S := z00pS

1�z00p?
and ẑp

S,i, j :=
z00pS,i, j

1�z00p?
for all sets S 2 S , i 2 Up, j 2 C and

ẑp
? = 0. Observe that

P
S2S ẑp

S = 1 by constraint (2.5). Recall that the sets with
positive ẑp

S value have cardinality either b ẏpc or d ẏpe. Define S1 = {S 2 S | ẑp
S >

0^ |S|= b ẏpc} and S2 = {S 2 S | ẑp
S > 0^ |S|= d ẏpe}. If variable Zp has value 0,

then we select a set fromS1, otherwise if Zp = 1 then we should select it fromS2.

To do this we proceed in the following way. If Zp = 0 then we set z̄p
S =

ẑp
S

1�( ẏp�b ẏpc)
and z̄p

S,i, j =
ẑp

S,i, j

1�( ẏp�b ẏpc) for all S 2 S1, i 2 Up, j 2 C and z̄p
S = 0 and z̄p

S,i, j = 0 for

S 2 S2, i 2 Up, j 2 C . Otherwise, if Zp = 1 then z̄p
S =

ẑp
S

ẏp�b ẏpc and z̄p
S,i, j =

ẑp
S,i, j

ẏp�b ẏpc
for all S 2 S2 and z̄p

S = 0 and z̄p
S,i, j = 0 for S 2 S1, i 2 Up, j 2 C . Note that the

expected value of z̄p
S (z̄

p
S,i, j) is equal to ẑp

S (ẑ
p
S,i, j) for each S 2 S . Moreover, z̄p is

a probability distribution over sets from S1 [ S2, because ẏp � b ẏpc =P
S2S2

ẑp
S

and 1� ( ẏp � b ẏpc) =P
S2S1

ẑp
S . This implies that property (3) holds.

Now assume that we have selected a set S 2 S1 [S2 according to this prob-

ability distribution. For each client j 2 C and facility i 2 S let wi, j =
ẑp

S,i, j

ẑS,i
=

z00pS,i, j

z00S,i
=

z00pS,i, j

z00pS
, by constraint (2.9). Notice that wi, j 2 [0, 1], by constraint (2.8),
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P
i2S wi, j  1 for every client j 2 C by constraint (2.10), and

P
j2C wi, j  u for

every i 2 S by constraint (2.11). Since, the solution {x 00, y 00, z00} is complete,
hence wi, j 2 {0, 1}, for each client j 2 C and facility i 2 S. Thus, w defines an
integral matching between C and S in which each client is matched at most once,
and each facility from S is matched at most u times.

We will assign only "decided" clients, whose fractional assignment, to the
black component p, is more than some threshold t and were selected in the
above described procedure. For all the other clients, we will send their demand
to the root of the parent-group G 3 p. From Lemma 2 we know that the distance
to the root is at most O(`)d(Jp, R \ Jp).

For each (i, j) 2 S⇥C by j! i we denote the event that client j is pre-assigned
to facility i.

Pr[ j! i] = Pr[Zp = 0]
X

S2S1,i2S

z̄p
S

z00pS,i, j

z00pS
+ Pr[Zp = 1]

X

S2S2,i2S

z̄p
S

z00pS,i, j

z00pS

=
X

S2S1[S2,i2S

z00pS,i, j

1� z00p?
 x 00 i, j

1� z00p?

Now, we are ready to bound the total pre-assignment cost. Let’s set a thresh-
old t = 1

2 . If x 00p, j > t then we say that client j is decided, and not decided
otherwise. Let C 00 be the set of decided clients.

E[total pre-assignment cost] X

j2C 00,i2Up

d(i, j)Pr[ j! i] X

j2C 00,i2Up

d(i, j)x 00 i, j
1� z00p?

All the rest of the clients which were not assigned we will send to the root of
a group via their respective representatives (each representative v is co-located
with facilities from Uv). The cost of sending x 00 i, j units of not pre-assigned de-
mand to their representatives we can bound by x 00 i, jd(i, j). Notice that client can
be either pre-assigned or sent to the root, so in the worst case we can bound the
total cost of pre-assignment and moving to representatives by

X

j2C ,i2Up

d(i, j)x 00 i, j
1� z00p?

By j! we denote the event that client j was assigned and Pr[ j!] the prob-
ability of this event. We will apply the following bound only for decided clients
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because x 00p, j � 2
` � z00p?.

P[ j!]� x 00p, j � z00p?
1� z00p?

It might happen that a decided client j is not assigned to his black component p.
Then we send demand x 00p, j to the root of his group. We upper bound the cost
of this step in the following way.

X

j2C 00
(1� P[ j!])x 00p, jO(`)d(Jp, R \ Jp) O(`)d(Jp, R \ Jp)

X

j2C 00
x 00p, j(1� x 00p, j).

(2.17)

Notice that decided client can be assigned in at most one black component. As
we mentioned before, we will send all demand of not decided clients to the root.
Hence, the cost for sending this demand is at most

O(`)d(Jp, R \ Jp)
X

j2C\C 00
x 00p, j  O(`)d(Jp, R \ Jp)

X

j2C\C 00
x 00p, j(1� x 00p, j) (2.18)

where the inequality follows from the fact that client j is not decided, so 1
2 

1 � xp, j. By summing up inequalities (2.17) and (2.18) and by the fact that
x 00p, j = xp, j we can bound the cost of sending not assigned demand from the
representatives to the root by O(`)d(Jp, R \ Jp)⇡(Jp).

Lemma 14. For any group G , the total demand is at most
X

p2G\{vG }
u ẏp + (1+O(1/`))u ẏvG .

Proof. First let us compare the opening value ẏpzp
? to the original opening

P
i2Up

zp
?,i.

ẏpzp
?P

i2Up
zp
?,i

 2`zp
?

`2zp
?
=

2
l

(2.19)

The inequality follows from the fact that ẏp  2` and from Constraint (2.12).
By adding Constraint (2.11) for set ? over all i 2 Up, we get

P
i2Up

zp
?,iu �P

i2Up , j2C zp
?,i, j. Consider the demand served by the ? set in the initial LP so-

lution and the blue opening sent from p to vG which is equal to
P

i2Up
zp
?,i� ẏpzp

?.
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Now we show that the ratio between this demand and the capacity correspond-
ing to the blue opening is at most (1+O(1/`)). Note that the demand served by
? remains the same in all the modified solutions.

P
i2Up , j2C zp

?,i, j

u
ÄP

i2Up
zp
?,i � ẏpzp

?
ä

Const.(2.11) u
P

i2Up
z?,i

u
ÄP

i2Up
zp
?,i � ẏpzp

?
ä

=
1

1� ẏpzp
?P

i2UJ
zp
?,i

Ineq.(2.19) 1
1� 2/`

= 1+O(1/`)

The following calculations show that the capacity violation on vG w.r.t. to the
total demand served by ? set of each Up : p 2 G \{vG } and the blue opening sent
from all the black components of that group is at most (1+O(1/`)).

P
p2G\{vG }

P
i2Up , j2C zp

?,i, j
P

p2G\{vG } u
ÄP

i2Up
zp
?,i � ẏpzp

?
ä  max

p2G\{vG }

P
i2Up , j2C zp

?,i, jP
i2Up

zp
?,i � ẏpzp

?
 1+O(1/`)

(2.20)

Now we compare the rest of the demand
P

S2S ,i2S, j2C ẑp
S,i, j to the rest of the

opening ẏp for each black component p 2 G \ {vG } and show that this demand
is at most u ẏp.

X

S2S ,i2S, j2C

ẑp
S,i, j =

1
1� z00p?

X

S2S ,i2S, j2C

z00pS,i, j

Cons.(2.11) 1
1� z00p?

X

S2S ,i2S

uz00pS,i

=
1

1� z0p?

X

S2S ,i2S

uz0pS,i

=
1

1� zp
?

X

S2S ,i2S

uzp
S,i

Cons.(2.9)
=

1
1� zp

?

X

S2S
u|S|zp

S = u ẏp

Adding the above inequalities for each p 2 G \{vG } and the inequality (2.20)
proves the lemma.
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Lemma 15. Consider a black component p 2 ⌥ and its set of representatives Jp.
We have X

S2S : |S| ẏp

z0pSu( ẏp � |S|) 2⇡(Jp).

Proof.
X

S2S : |S| ẏp

z0pSu( ẏp � |S|)
X

S2S
z0pSu|yp � |S||

=
X

S2S
|z0pS

X

j2C

xp, j �
X

j2C

x 0S, j|

X

j2C

X

S2S
|z0pS(xp, j � x 0S, j

z0pS
)|

=
X

j2C

⇥ X

S2S : x 0S, j=0

z0pS xp, j +
X

S2S : x 0S, j=z0pS

z0pS(1� xp, j)
⇤

 2
X

j2C

xp, j(1� xp, j) = 2⇡(Jp)

If |C | = ku then we can improve the connection cost of our algorithm. We
omit the proof of the following theorem, because it is similar to the proof of the
Theorem 1.

Theorem 3. There is a bi-factor randomized rounding algorithm for hard uniform
capacitated k-median problem, for |C | = ku, with O(1/")-approximation under
1+ " capacity violation.

2.5 Concluding Remarks

We showed that Configuration LP helps obtaining an algorithm with 1+" capacity
violation for uniform capacities. Until recently, it remained open if a similar result
is possible for general capacities. It seems that the difficulty of generalizing our
algorithm to general case lies in the dependent rounding. It is hard to control
the number of open facilities and the capacities at the same time. The recent
result by [DL16] have achieved this for general capacities. They use our grouping
technique which proved helpful in rounding the solution in a bounded way, but
as expected their rounding procedure is more involved and not based on the
dependent rounding approach. This result settle the line of research under any
kind of violations for this problem.
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One of the big open problem in the field of approximation algorithms is
whether there exists a o(log n) approximation algorithm for capacitated k-median
problem without any violation. The question is open even for the very special
case of the uniform capacitated saturated (n= k.u) instances.

To make progress in this direction, we ask the question whether it is possible
to get an O(1) approximation algorithm for this problem for some special metrics
like graphic metric, Euclidean metric to name a few. The only known result in this
direction is the exact dynamic programming based algorithm on the tree metric.
In the next chapter we are able to show a non-trivial 2.6-factor approximation
algorithm for the k-median problem with non-uniform and hard capacities (also
2.5-factor for soft version) if the underlying metric space has only two possible
distances between clients and facilities. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first result in this direction without any violation.

on the hardness side an interesting result to achieve will be a better than
1 + 2/e lower bound for the capacitated k-median problem, proving it harder
than the uncapacitated case, as done by the 3 hardness result for the capacitated
k-center problem.



Chapter 3

Maximizing a Monotone Submodular

Function Subject to Mixed Covering

and Packing Constraints

Optimization of submodular functions has attracted lots of attention from the
combinatorial optimization community in the last few years. In particular, the
case of monotone submodular functions has played a central role in the field.
Initially, tight approximability bounds have been developed for maximizing a
monotone submodular function under a cardinality or more generally a packing
constraint. More recently, these results have been extended to more complex
constraints such as O(1) many packing constraints or matroid constraints. Moti-
vated by natural problems involving profit or capacity requirements we initiate
the study of maximizing a submodular function under a covering constraint in
addition to a packing constraint.

In this chapter, we propose a constant-factor approximation algorithm for
maximizing a monotone submodular function subject to one covering constraint
and one packing constraint. We show that our algorithm has an approximation
factor of 0.251 violating both constraints by a factor of 1+" for any " > 0. Notice
that even checking the existence of a feasible solution is already NP-hard, hence
any polynomial time algorithm needs to violate at least one of the constraints. If
we allow a 2+ " violation in covering constraints and 1+ " violation in packing
constraints, then we can achieve the same approximation factor of 0.252 and can
handle the more general version with O(1) covering and packing constraints. En

1In some preliminary results, we improve this approximation factor to 0.353.
2More recently, we improve this approximation factor to 1/e > 0.367. The latest version can

be found on my homepage https://users.aalto.fi/ uniyals1/.
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route, we get a non-trivial approximation algorithm for the capacitated k-median
problem without any violation of the constraints for special metrics with two
distances between clients and facilities.

Many recent algorithms are based on rounding a continuous relaxation. By
adding the covering constraint to the packing constraint a crucial structural prop-
erty called down-closedness is lost. Hence these known approaches do not seem to
apply to our setting in a straightforward way. To overcome this difficulty, we use a
totally different approach, which is purely combinatorial. It combines the greedy
approach with dynamic programming so that the DP table contains approximate
solutions. This seems novel to us since—to the best of our knowledge—known
DP-based approximation algorithms compute optimum solutions to a suitably pre-
processed instance.

3.1 Introduction

Suppose you are the producer of a certain good and you wish to produce a given
minimum amount P of this good, for example, because of projections, customer
demands or to ensure a certain market share. To this end, you have money to
open at most k factories. Assume that you have a certain ground set U of options
for opening factories. Each option e in this set specifies the amount p(e) of the
goods that e can produce. Your aim is to find a k-subset S of U to maximize
the gain f (S) (revenue minus production cost) and so that S can produce P
units of the good. In practice, the actual gain may be a complicated function
depending, for example, on the location and the precise demand distribution of
the customers. In this work, we will work with the assumption that the gain
function f is submodular. Here, submodular means that f has the property of
diminishing returns (see below for a definition), which is a reasonable assumption
in most practical settings.

Submodular functions are a general means of modelling the principle of di-
minishing returns in discrete optimization. Due to their wide applicability they
have received significant attention by the algorithms community. They are the
discrete analogous of convexity and capture, for example, problems such as
Max-Cut [GW95], Max-DiCut [HZ01, GW95], Generalized Assignment [FV06,
FGMS06], Max-k-Coverage[KMN99, Fei96], Max-Bisection [ABG13, FJ95] and
Max Facility Location [AS99, CFN77].

In this work, we will develop constant-factor approximation algorithms for
the above described setting under the additional assumption that the submodu-
lar function f is monotone. Here, monotone means that opening an additional
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factory cannot decrease the gain (see below for a definition). Such settings arise,
for example, when the goods produced are served to a set of customers where
each customer makes a contribution to the gain that depends on the customer
and on the factory by which she is served. In this setting, the covering constraint
could capture the requirement that the open factories need to serve all the clients.

In a classic work, Nemhauser et al. [NWF78] show that the natural greedy
algorithm yields an approximation factor of 1 � 1/e for maximizing monotone
submodular functions subject to a cardinality constraint, which has been general-
ized to a packing constraint by Sviridenko [Svi04]. Both results are best possible
in the oracle model [NW78] and also for the special case of maximum coverage
under the assumption that P 6= N P [Fei96]. More sophisticated constraints such
as matroid constraints can be handled via the more recent approach of rounding
the so-called multilinear relaxation [Von08, CCPV07] of the submodular func-
tion. The same approach has also successfully been used for handling a constant
number of packing constraints [LMNS09, KST09]. All these results hold typically
in the value oracle model, where the value f (S) for a given S is returned via a
black box.

Non-monotone submodular functions turn out to be harder to tackle algo-
rithmically than monotone ones. For maximizing an unconstrained submodu-
lar function there is an optimum 0.5-approximation algorithm [BFNS12, BF16],
which is based on an interesting variation of the greedy approach. Gharan and
Vondrák [GV11] obtain a 0.325-approximation algorithm, improving upon 0.25�
" by Lee et al. [LMNS09] subject to one matroid independence constraint. Kulik
et al. [KST09] obtain an (1/e� ")-approximation algorithm for a constant num-
ber of packing constraints. Ene and Nguyen [EN16] improved the 1/e > 0.367
by Feldman et al. [FNS11] to 0.372 for one general constraint.

3.1.1 Preliminaries
Let U be a ground set. A submodular function is a set function f : 2U ! R�0

satisfying the diminishing return property. That is, f (X [ {e}) � f (X ) � f (Y [
{e})� f (Y ) for all X ✓ Y ✓ U and e /2 Y . The function f is additionally called
monotone if f (X )  f (Y ) for all X ✓ Y ✓ U . We assume that f (;) = 0, which
implies that f is non-negative.

Problem Definitions. We study the following two problems. The first one is
maximizing a monotone submodular function subject to one covering and one
packing constraint. Here, we are given a ground set U , a monotone submodular
set function f : 2U ! R�0, a profit function p : U ! N, a weight function w: U !
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N, a profit requirement P 2 N and a budget W 2 N. Let pe = p(e) and we = w(e).
Our objective is to find a subset S ✓ U which maximizes f (S) such that p(S) =P

e2S pe � P and w(S) =
P

e2S we W .
Secondly, we consider the variant with O(1) covering and packing constraints.

Here, profits and weights are given by vector functions p : U ! Nc and w: U !
Nd , where c and d are constants. Analogously, the profit requirement is given by
P 2 Nc and the budget is given by W 2 Nd . The objective is to find a subset S ✓ U
which maximizes f (S) such that p(S) =

P
e2S pe � P and w(S) =

P
e2S we W.

Our Contribution

We consider the problem of maximizing monotone submodular functions in the
oracle model subject to a covering constraint in addition to a packing constraint.
This allows us to model scenarios such as those mentioned above where there
are lower bounds, for example, on the amount of goods that can be produced. To
the best of our knowledge there is no previous work in the area that incorporates
general covering constraints3. The following is our main result.

Theorem 4. There is an algorithm for maximizing a monotone submodular func-
tion subject to one covering and one packing constraint that outputs for any " > 0
in O(n1/") time a 0.25-approximate solution with profit at least (1� ")P and with
weight at most (1+ ")W.

Notice that even checking the existence of a feasible solution is already NP-
hard, hence any polynomial time algorithm needs to violate at least one of the
constraints.

As a side result, if we allow the covering constraint to be violated by a factor of
2+✏, then a simplified version of our algorithm can also handle the case of a con-
stant number of (mixed) covering and packing constraints (see Section 3.3.2).

Theorem 5. There is an algorithm for maximizing a monotone submodular func-
tion subject to a constant number of covering and packing constraints that outputs
for any " > 0 in (n/✏)O(1) time a 0.25-approximate solution with profit at least
(1/2� ")P and with weight at most (1+ ")W.

En route, we obtain the following result for capacitated k-median under spe-
cial metrics (see Section 3.3.1).

3There are works on exact cardinality constraints for non-monotone submodular functions,
which implies a special, uniform covering constraint [LMNS09, Von09, BFNS14].
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Theorem 6. There is a 2.5-approximation algorithm with O(n4) running time for
the k-median problem with non-uniform and hard capacities if the underlying met-
ric space has only two possible distances between clients and facilities.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first non-trivial approach for this
problem that does not violate the cardinality or the capacity constraints.

A conceptual contribution of our work is that we propose a new approach to
handle monotone submodular maximization problems without down-closedness
property4. We are not aware of any (non-trivial) result for maximizing mono-
tone submodular functions where the set of feasible solutions is not down-closed.
Most existing approaches to handle more complex constraints such as matroid
constraints or multiple packing constraints are based on the above-mentioned
multilinear relaxation. All of these algorithms crucially use the down-closedness
of the underlying polytope.

More generally, also for the non-monotone submodular functions most of the
known results rely on the down-closedness property. However here there are
two exceptions, namely, under one exact cardinality constraint [BFNS14] and
under one matroid base constraint [Von09]. But for the monotone case, both
these type of constraints can be easily reduced to constraints satisfying the down-
closedness property. In particular, it is sufficient to consider the down-closure of
the polytopes resulting in problems with a cardinality constraint and a matroid
constraint, respectively. Finally, as we are in the monotone case, we can lift any
approximate solution for the down-closure to get a feasible solution w.r.t the orig-
inal polytope by adding extra elements. Unfortunately, this approach does not
work in our setting as the down-closure of the polytope for one covering con-
straint and one cardinality constraint requires ⌦(n) many packing constraints to
be represented and hence the known result involving O(1) packing constraints
cannot be used for this setting (see Appendix 3.5). Another possibility is to re-
duce the case of a constant number covering and packing constraints to one
exact cardinality constraint and a constant number of packing constraints (see
Appendix 3.4). Still, the resulting polytope is not down-closed due to the exact
cardinality constraint.

The two-fold difficulty of the mixed constraints, namely the NP-hardness and
the complexity of their polytope’s down-closure, makes our problem much harder
than the above mentioned variants. In our work we are able to overcome these
difficulties by using a purely combinatorial approach thereby departing from the
above-mentioned recent approaches based on the multi-linear relaxation. It com-

4The family I ✓ 2U of feasible solutions is called down-closed if for any A✓ B ✓ U and B 2 I
imply that A2 I .
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bines the greedy approach with dynamic programming so that the DP table con-
tains approximate solutions. This seems novel to us since—to the best of our
knowledge—known DP-based approximation algorithms compute optimum so-
lutions to a suitably pre-processed instance. We use a simple analysis to prove
these results.

We believe that it will probably find further use, particularly in handling sub-
modular optimization when down-closedness property is missing.

Our Techniques

Consider the simple case of maximizing a monotone submodular function subject
to a cardinality constraint. In this case, the natural greedy algorithm [NWF78]
adds in each iteration the element e 2 U to the current solution S that maxi-
mizes f (S [ {e}) and stops when we have k elements. This gives a (1 � 1/e)-
approximation for the problem, which is optimal.

Now suppose we add a covering constraint to the problem. That is, each
element e 2 U is assigned a profit and we are looking for a k-subset S whose
total profit p(S) is at least a given lower bound P and that maximizes f (S). The
difficulty of adapting the greedy approach to the problem lies in ensuring that
the covering constraint holds.

A potential strategy that one may come up with is the following. In each step
we add an element e 2 U to the current solution S that maximizes f (S [ {e})
and additionally allows to complete S [ {e} to a feasible solution (for example
by checking if the k � |S|� 1 many elements of U \ (S [ {e}) with highest profit
have total profit at least P � p(S [ {e})). It is not hard to construct instances
where this approach deviates arbitrarily from the optimum. We tried several
other greedy strategies towards finding a balance between achieving feasibility
and maximizing the objective value but all of them failed.

It is even possible to create an instance where the greedy algorithm performs
arbitrarily bad if some oracle gives us a precise sequence of profits coming from
some optimal solution and the algorithm follows this sequence.

The idea of our algorithm is to extend the greedy process by a dynamic pro-
gramming table that guides the way how profits are picked and is able to simulate
(in a certain sense) all possible profit sequences for the greedy algorithm leading
to a good feasible solution. Our result implies that there exists one sequence
(depending on the instance) where greedy performs well. Our algorithm makes
greedy choices at every step to build a dynamic programming table, which thus
contains approximate solutions. To the best of our knowledge, all known DP-
based approximation algorithms compute optimum solutions to a suitably pre-
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processed instance. We are not aware of a similar usage of DP in submodular
optimization and more general in approximation algorithms. We also feel that
our approach is simple and natural enough so that it may have applications for
other problems as well. It would, for example, be interesting to see if this ap-
proach can handle other problems with additional complex constraints where
the basic variants (with simple constraints) can be tackled by a greedy approach.

In our analysis we identify one of the above-mentioned greedy sequences that
performs well. Unfortunately, it is an inherent property of our analysis approach
that it may get “stuck” with a partial sequence that is guaranteed to be O(1)-
approximate but does not satisfy the covering constraint. But we can show that
there exists a partial solution for which the covering constraint is only violated
by a factor 2.

In order to reduce the violation to 1 + ", however, we need a more careful
algorithmic approach. More specifically, we construct an inclusion-wise decreas-
ing family of forbidden sets that contain the most efficient elements in terms of
profit per unit of weight. The idea is that we exclude these elements from the
DP so that they can later be used to complete the above-mentioned partial solu-
tion to a feasible solution that also satisfies the covering constraint. There are
certain subtleties involved here. Firstly, we have to show that there is always an
O(1)-approximate entry that can in fact be completed by its forbidden set. Sec-
ondly, we have to take into account the contribution of the forbidden set to the
objective function value. Finally, the forbidden set approach implies a violation
of the packing constraint, which we have to bound by guessing elements of big
weight in the optimum solution.

We show that this algorithm has an approximation ratio of 0.25. The idea for
this analysis is to build a sequence of the elements in the optimal solution, in an
inductive way. This sequence is extended as long as there exists a DP entry which
has total weight and profit equal to the total weight and profit for the elements in
the sequence and, in addition, has value more than half of what these elements
contribute to the optimal solution. At the point where we cannot extend this
sequence further, we can argue that the DP entry’s value is also more than half
the value of the rest of the optimal solution, which gives factor 0.25.

More recent developments

In more recent work, we are able to get an improved analysis for the same al-
gorithms presented in this version. In the newer analysis, we extend this “two-
phase” analysis to a “multi-phase” process where we account for the value gained
by the algorithm as compared to the value for our sequence in a more fine-grained
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manner. To estimate the approximation factor for this analysis, we employ a
sophisticated factor-revealing LP that computes the “worst” distribution of the
optimum solution over the phases. Numerically solving this LP gives a substan-
tially better bound of 0.353 for our algorithm. We use a similar analysis with
a simpler factor-revealing LP to analytically prove an approximation factor of
1/e⇡ 0.367 for O(1) covering and packing constraints case under violation 1+"
in the packing and violation 2+ " in the covering constraints. En route we also
get a better factor of 2.294 for the capacitated k-median problem under a spe-
cial two distances metric. The latest version can be found on my homepage
https://users.aalto.fi/ uniyals1/.

3.2 Monotone Submodular Function Maximization Sub-
ject to One Covering and One Packing Constraint

In this section, we present our main result, which is a constant-factor approxima-
tion algorithm for maximizing a monotone submodular function subject to one
covering and one packing constraint.

We can assume that we is positive for all e 2 U because zero-weight ele-
ments can be added to the solution unconditionally. Let Pmax = maxe2U pe and
let Wmax =maxe2U we.

3.2.1 Algorithm

Guessing Big Elements

Fix some " > 0. By guessing we assume that we know all elements e from the
optimum solution with we > " ·W . Since there are at most 1/" such elements
in the optimum solution we can guess these elements using brute force in nO(1/")

time. This allows us to remove all elements with we � " ·W from the instance.
Let U 0 be the rest of the elements.

Forbidden Sets

Fix an order of U 0 in which the elements are sorted in a non-increasing order of
pe/we values, breaking ties arbitrarily. Let Ui be the set of the first i elements in
this order. For any W 0 W , let FW 0 be the smallest set Ui with w(Ui)�W �W 0.
Note that the profit of FW 0 is at least the profit of any subset of U 0 with weight at

https://users.aalto.fi/~uniyals1/
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most W �W 0 and that the weight of FW 0 is no larger than (1+ ")W �W 0. Also
note that for any 0W 0 W 00 W , it holds that FW 00 ✓ FW 0 .

Greedy Dynamic Programming

We use a novel greedy-based approximate dynamic programming algorithm. In
particular, for each P 0 2 N with P 0  nPmax and each W 0 2 N with W 0  W , the
table entry T[P 0, W 0] contains an approximate solution with profit precisely P 0
and weight precisely W 0.

Let G be the set of the guessed big elements as described in Section 3.2.1. For
the base case, we set T[p(G), w(G)] = G and T[P 0, W 0] = ? for all table entries
with P 0 < p(G) or W 0 < w(G).

In order to compute T[P 0, W 0], we let pred(e) = T[P 0 � pe, W 0 �we] for each
e 2 U 0 such that we W 0 and pe  P 0. Now define

e⇤ = argmax{ f (pred(e)[{e}) | e 2 U 0\(pred(e)[FW 0), we W 0, pe  P 0, pred(e) 6= ? }
(3.1)

If e⇤ is not defined since there is no e 2 U 0 \ (pred(e) [ FW 0) with we  W 0,
pe  P 0 and pred(e) 6= ?, we let T[P 0, W 0] = ?. If e⇤ is defined, let T[P 0, W 0] =
pred(e⇤)[ {e⇤}.

The output of our algorithm is the best of the solutions T[P 0, W 0][ FW 0 , such
that P  P 0 + p(FW 0).

3.2.2 Analysis
We first prove the following simple but crucial observation.

Lemma 16. Any table entry T[P 0, W 0] 6= ? with 0W 0 W and 0 P 0  nPmax

is disjoint from FW 0 .

Proof. We prove the claim for all entries T[P 0, W 0] 6= ? by induction on W 0.
Hence we consider only entries P 0 � p(G) and W 0 � w(G).

The claim clearly holds for T[p(G), w(G)] = G since G is disjoint from U 0 and
since Fw(G) ✓ U 0.

Note that any table entry T[P 0, w(G)]with P 0 > p(G) is? as there are no zero-
weight elements in U 0. Now consider an entry T[P 0, W 0] 6= ? with W 0 > w(G).
Let e⇤ be the element used by the DP for computing this entry via (3.1), that is,
T[P 0, W 0] = pred(e⇤)[ {e⇤} where pred(e⇤) = T[P 0 � pe⇤ , W 0 �we⇤]. By (3.1), we
have that e⇤ /2 FW 0 . By the inductive hypothesis, we have on the other hand that
T[P 0�pe⇤ , W 0�we⇤] is disjoint from FW 0�we⇤ . The claim now follows for T[W 0, P 0]
because FW 0 ✓ FW 0�we⇤ .
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Let O be an optimal set solution. Let us consider an arbitrary permutation
of O, say {e1, e2, . . . , ek}. Let Oi = {e1, . . . , ei} be the set of the first i elements
in this permutation. We define an “incremental” gain function g : O! N. More
precisely, let g(ei) = f (Oi) � f (Oi�1) be the incremental gain of any element
ei 2 O. Note that f (O) =

P
e2O g(e). Let for any subset S ✓ O, g(S) =

P
e2S g(e).

Lemma 17. For any subset S ✓ O, we have f (S)� g(S).

Proof. Let ei1 , . . . , eip with i1 < i2 < · · · < ip be the elements of S in the order as
they appear in O. Let Sj be the set of the first j elements in S, that is, S j = S\Oij

for j = 1, . . . , p, and let S0 = ;. By submodularity of f and S j�1 ✓ Oij�1 we have
that

f (S) =
pX

j=1

f (S j)� f (S j�1)�
pX

j=1

f (Oij)� f (Oij�1) =
pX

j=1

g(eij) = g(S).

Lemma 18. There is a 0 W 0 W and a P 0 � 0 with P 0 + p(FW 0) � P such that
f (T[P 0, W 0][ FW 0)� 1

4 f (O).

Proof. For the sake of a contradiction let us assume that there is no such table
entry as stated in the lemma.

Let `0 be the number of guessed elements in the guessing phase. We will
show that the following claim holds under the assumption that the lemma is not
true.

Claim 3. For any `0  `  k there is an `-subset O` = {e1, . . . , e`} of O with total
weight W` and total profit P` such that O` is disjoint from FW` and f (T[P`, W`])�
1
2 g(O`) holds.

Note that this claim already yields the desired contradiction by considering
the case ` = k. To this end, note that Ok = O, that by monotonicity we have
f (T[Pk, Wk] [ FWk

) � f (T[Pk, Wk]) � 1
2 g(Ok) =

1
2 f (O), and also Pk + p(FWk

) �
Pk = p(O)� P.

We now prove the above claim by induction on `. The claim is true for
` = `0 since we can set O`0 to the set of guessed elements. Then we have

f (T[W`0 , P`0]) = f (O`0)
Lem. 17� g(O`0).

For the inductive step assume now that `� `0+ 1 and assume that the claim
already holds for `� 1. To this end, let O`�1, P`�1 and W`�1 be as in this claim.
Let S = T[P`�1, W`�1].
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We distinguish between two cases. In the first case there is an e` 2 O\(O`�1[
FW`�1

) such that f (S[{e`})� f (S)> 1
2 g(e`). Note that e` /2 S, since otherwise the

left hand side of the inequality will be zero while g(e`) is non-negative, which is a
contradiction. Now, let O` = O`�1[{e`}, P` = P`�1+ p(e`) and W` =W`�1+w(e`).
Note that e` /2 FW` since e` /2 FW`�1

and FW` ✓ FW`�1
, hence the DP can also add

this element e` to the entry T[P`�1, W`�1] to get T[P`, W`]. Now verify that

f (T[P`, W`])� f (S[{e`})� f (S)+
1
2

g(e`)� 1
2

X

ei2O`�1

g(ei)+
1
2

g(e`) =
1
2

X

ei2O`

g(ei).

In the second case, for all a 2 O \ (O`�1[ FW`�1
), we have f (S[ {a})� f (S)

1
2 g(a). In this case we will arrive at a contradiction to our assumption that the
lemma is not true.

For this let us define S0 = S and O0 = O`�1 and look at elements in (FW`�1
\O0)\

O. If 9b 2 (FW`�1
\O0)\O, such that f (S [ {b})� f (S) > 1

2 g(b), then we define
S0 = S [ {b} and O0 = O0 [ {b}. We know by induction hypothesis that f (S) �
1
2 g(O`�1) =

1
2 g(O0). These two things together imply that f (S0) � 1

2 g(O0). Now
we again check whether there 9b 2 (FW`�1

\O0)\O, such that f (S0[{b})� f (S0)>
1
2 g(b). If yes, then we define S0 = S [ {b} and O0 = O0 [ {b} and get f (S0) �
1
2 g(O0). We iterate this process until 8b 2 (FW`�1

\O0)\O, f (S0 [ {b})� f (S0)
1
2 g(b). Note that S0 is a union of S and a few elements from FW`�1

\ O. Hence
S ✓ S0 and by submodularity of f we get f (S0 [ {a})� f (S0) f (S [ {a})� f (S)
for any a /2 S0. This in turn implies that for all a 2 O \ (O`�1 [ FW`�1

), we have
f (S0 [ {a})� f (S0)  f (S [ {a})� f (S)  1

2 g(a). Note that (FW`�1
\O0)\O and

O\(O`�1[FW`�1
) are disjoint and ((FW`�1

\O0)\O)[(O\(O`�1[FW`�1
)) = O\O0. Let

O \O0 = {a1, a2, . . . am}. By submodularity of f we have, f (S0 [ {a1, a2, . . . aj})�
f (S0 [ {a1, a2, . . . aj�1})  f (S0 [ {aj}) � f (S0)  1

2 g(aj) for all j = 1,2, . . . m.
Adding up all these inequalities, we get

f (S0 [ (O \O0))� f (S0) =
mX

j=1

[ f (S0 [ {a1, . . . , aj})
� f (S0 [ {a1, . . . , aj�1})]

 1
2

mX

j=1

g(aj)

=
1
2

g(O \O0) .
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Rearranging, we get

f (S0)� f (S0 [ (O \O0))� 1
2

g(O \O0)

� f (O \O0)� 1
2

g(O \O0)
Lem. 17� 1

2
g(O \O0) .

Adding this inequality to the final inequality which we get after our iterative
process, i.e. f (S0) � 1

2 g(O0) , we get 4 f (S0) � g(O). Also, f (S [ FW`�1
) � f (S0)

by monotonicity of f , together with the previous inequality contradicts the as-
sumption that the claim of the lemma is not true.

The following lemma follows directly from Lemma 18 for `= k.

Lemma 19. The above algorithm outputs for any " > 0 in time nO(1/")PmaxWmax a
5-approximate solution with profit at least P and with weight at most (1+ ")W.

Proof. As shown in Lemma 18, the solution output by the algorithm is 5-approximate
and has profit at least P. If W 0 is the weight of the table entry, then the total
weight of the solution output is W 0 + w(FW 0) W 0 + (1+ ")W �W 0 = (1+ ")W
as claimed.

Observe that the table has O(n2PmaxWmax) entries and computing each of the
entries takes O(n) times by (3.1), hence we get the stated running time.

Using standard scaling techniques, we can bring the running time down to
polynomial at the expense of also violating the covering constraint by a factor
(1� ").
Theorem 4. There is an algorithm for maximizing a monotone submodular func-
tion subject to one covering and one packing constraint that outputs for any " > 0
in nO(1/") time a 0.25-approximate solution with profit at least (1� ")P and with
weight at most (1+ ")W.

Proof. We will scale our instance and then apply Lemma 19. First, we can assume
that Pmax  P because for all elements e with profit strictly larger than P we can
set pe = P thereby obtaining an equivalent instance with this property. Similarly,
we can assume that Wmax W by removing all elements e with we >W from the
instance.

Let us assume that "  1. Let KP =
"Pmax

n and KW =
"Wmax

2n be “scaling factors”
and set p0e = dpe/KPe and w0e = bwe/KW c for all e 2 U . Moreover, define new
profit and weight bounds P 0 = dP/KPe and W 0 = bW/KW c.
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Let O be the optimum solution for the original, unscaled profits and weights.
Note that p0(O) � P 0 and w0(O)  W 0 and hence O is a feasible solution also
with respect to the instance with scaled profits and weights p0e, w0e for e 2 U and
bounds P 0, W 0.

Let S be the solution output by the algorithm of Lemma 19 in the down-scaled
instance where we use the error parameter "0 = "/2. By the claim of the lemma,
we have f (S)� f (O)/5 since O is also feasible in the scaled instance. Moreover,
p0(S)� P 0 and w0(S) (1+ "/2)W 0.

Now, we prove that the solution S obeys the violation bounds in the original,
unscaled instance as claimed by the lemma. In fact, for any element e 2 U we
have that KP · p0e  pe + KP . Hence

p(S)� KP · p0(S)� nKP

= KP · p0(S)� "Pmax

� KP P 0 � "Pmax

� KP
P
KP
� "Pmax

� (1� ")P .

Similarly, KW ·w0e � we � KW and thus

w(S) KW ·w0(S) + nKW

= KW ·w0(S) + "2Wmax

 KW ·
⇣

1+
"

2

⌘
W 0 + "

2
Wmax

 KW

⇣
1+
"

2

⌘ W
KW
+
"

2
Wmax

 (1+ ")W .

By Lemma 19 the running time is nO(1/") Pmax
KP

Wmax
KW
= nO(1/").

3.3 Applications and Related Problems

In this section we discuss some further scenarios where our approach can be used
to get some constant factor approximation algorithms with faster running times,
without any violation, or with multiple constraints.
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First in Section 3.3.1, we discuss the important special case of one covering
and one cardinality constraint, which models our introductory motivating ex-
ample. We show that in this case, our approach yields the 0.25 approximation
algorithm with a faster running time of O(n4/"). We also point out an inter-
esting connection of this case to the well-studied capacitated k-median problem
and give a non-trivial approximability result without any violation for a special
metrics.

In the subsequent Section 3.3.2, we show that if we allow a 2+ " violation
in covering constraints and 1 + " violation in packing constraints, then we can
achieve the same approximation factor of 0.25 and can handle the more general
version with O(1) covering and packing constraints.

3.3.1 A Connection to the Capacitated k-Median Problem

We consider the well-studied k-median problem with non-uniform and hard ca-
pacities5, which we refer to as Capacitated k-Median. In this problem we are
given a set of potential facilities F , capacity ui 2 N+ for each facility i 2 F , a
set of clients C , a metric distance function d : C ⇥ F ! R�0 on C ⇥ F , and an
integer k. The goal is to find a subset F 0 ✓ F of k facilities to open and an as-
signment � : C ! F 0 of clients to the open facilities such that |��1(i)|  ui for
every i 2 F 0, so as to minimize the connection cost

P
j2C d( j,�( j)). Obtaining

a constant-factor approximation algorithm for this problem is one of the central
open questions in the area of approximation algorithms. So far only algorithms
that either violate the cardinality or the capacity constraints are known [DL16,
BRU16, Li16]. We can use our techniques to get a non-trivial approximation al-
gorithm under a special metric case of Capacitated k-Median. More precisely, we
obtain an approximation ratio of 2.295 (improving the trivial ratio of 3) for the
special case where the underlying metric space has only two possible distances
between clients and facilities (say a, b 2 R�0) without violating any constraint.
Interestingly enough, this special case of two distances provides the best known
inapproximability bound of ⇡ 1.736 [JMS02] for the general problem. The only
other result on Capacitated k-Median problem under special metrics, that we are
aware of, concerns tree metrics where the problem can be solved exactly using
a dynamic program. It would be interesting to see if also more general met-
rics can be tackled with our approach or if the lower bound is actually tight for
two-distance metrics.

5Hard refers to the restriction that each facility i 2 F can be opened at most once. In soft
versions, this restriction is relaxed by allowing multiple copies to be opened.
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To achieve the above, we reduce these two-distance instances to the mono-
tone submodular function maximization problem subject to one covering and
one packing constraint. We observe that the reduced instances are of a special
type for which the profits are polynomially bounded and the weights are equal
to 1 (equivalent to having a cardinality constraint instead of a general pack-
ing constraint). For these instances it is possible to achieve a polynomial time
constant factor approximation algorithm without any violation using our tech-
niques, which follows from the lemma below by modifying our algorithm from
Section 3.2. The essential observation is that, since we have a cardinality con-
straint, we do not need to guess big elements (which reduces the running time)
and also the usage of the forbidden sets cannot cause any constraint violation.

Lemma 20. There is a 0.25-approximation algorithm for maximizing monotone
submodular function subject to one covering and one cardinality constraint which
runs in pseudo-polynomial time O(n3Pmax).

Proof. We are given a ground set U , a monotone submodular set function f : 2U !
R+, a profit function p : U ! N, a profit requirement P 2 N, and a positive in-
teger k. Our objective is to find a subset S ✓ U with cardinality at most k and
total profit at least P and such that the function value f (S) is maximized. Let
Pmax =maxe2U pe.

Because all elements have unit weights, we can drop the step described in
Section 3.2.1 of guessing “big” elements. We directly run the dynamic program
described in Section 3.2.1 using the construction of forbidden sets described in
Section 3.2.1. Observe that the forbidden set F` now correspond to the set of
the k � ` highest profit elements from U . Hence, in this case, augmenting the
dynamic programming solution T[P 0,`]with the forbidden set F` will not violate
the cardinality constraint. Plugging these observations together with Lemma 18
implies the Theorem 7.

Assuming the lemma above, we prove the Theorem 6 (restated) below by
showing the reduction from the two-distance instances for Capacitated k-Median
to instances with one polynomially bounded covering and one cardinality con-
straint.

Theorem 6. There is a 2.5-approximation algorithm running in O(n4) time for the
k-median problem with non-uniform and hard capacities if the underlying metric
space has only two possible distances between clients and facilities.

Proof. Consider an instance of Capacitated k-Median and let a  b be the two
distances between clients and facilities in our metric space.
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Let us first consider the case in which a > 0. Then by scaling, we can assume
that a = 1. For any subset F 0 ✓ F of facilities let f (F 0) be the maximum number
of clients in C that can be connected at a distance 1 to the facilities in F 0. More
precisely, let C 0 ⇢ C be a largest set of clients such that there is an assignment
⌧: C 0 ! F 0 with d( j,⌧( j)) = 1 for all j 2 C 0 and |⌧�1(i)|  ui for all i 2 F 0.
Then we set f (F 0) = |C 0|. It is not hard to see that for a given set F 0 the function
f (F 0) can be computed in polynomial time using b-matching algorithms and
that the function is monotone and submodular (equivalent to the setting of the
capacitated set cover problem, where it is known [CN02] that this function is
monotone and submodular).

Our objective is to select a subset F 0 ✓ F such that f (F 0) is maximized subject
to the constraints that |F 0| k (cardinality constraint) and

P
i2F 0 ui � n (covering

constraint). By Lemma 20, we can find a 0.25-approximate solution for this
problem.

Let F 0 be the set of facilities output by the algorithm, let C 0 be the set of
clients connected at a distance 1, and ⌧ be the corresponding assignment. Be-
cause of our covering constraint

P
i2F 0 ui � n, it is straightforward to extend the

assignment ⌧: C 0 ! F 0 to an assignment � : C ! F 0 for all clients by using the
sufficiently large residual capacity of at least n� |C 0|= n� f (F 0) for connecting
the clients in C \ C 0 to facilities in F 0 at distance b. Hence f (F 0) clients are as-
signed at a distance 1 and n� f (F 0) clients are assigned at a distance b. Note that
in a similar way we can establish a reverse correspondence and find a solution for
the above submodular maximization problem using a solution for the k-median
problem. In particular, note that if F 0 ✓ F is an optimal solution for the submodu-
lar maximization problem, then F 0 is also an optimum for the k-median problem.
Now our algorithm for the k-median problem is to run our 0.25-approximation
algorithm of Lemma 20 on the submodular maximization instance and output the
corresponding set of facilities F 0 and the assignment �. Note that this algorithm
runs in polynomial time O(n4) for the instance constructed since Pmax  n.

Let OPT be the value of the optimal solution for the submodular maximization
instance and A = f (F 0) be the value of the approximate solution output by our
algorithm. Hence, the optimal value OPT0 for the k-median instance is OPT +
b(n � OPT) = bn � (b � 1)OPT and the approximate solution value A0 is bn �
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(b� 1)A. We know that, A� 0.25OPT. Hence,

A0 = bn� (b� 1)A
 bn� 0.25(b� 1)OPT

= b(n�OPT) + (0.75b+ 0.25)OPT

 (0.75b+ 0.25)(b(n�OPT) +OPT)
= (0.75b+ 0.25)OPT0

Now for the case b  3, the approximation factor becomes 0.75b+0.25 2.5.
In the case b > 3 the instance decomposes into a collection of complete bipartite
graphs between client and facilities with distance 1 and thus this case can be
easily solved to optimality by a DP similarly to the case a = 0 described below.

Finally, in the case a = 0, there is no upper bound on b. However, it is not
hard to solve this case optimally in polynomial time. Observe that the metric
space is clustered into subsets of points with zero distance among each other.
By greedily assigning clients to facilities with highest capacity one can find the
maximum number of clients that can be served within a given cluster using a
given number i of facilities. Using a DP approach (similar to the knapsack DP)
one can compute the optimum distribution of facilities among the clusters.

By scaling the profits as in the proof of Theorem 4 we obtain the following
result.

Theorem 7. There is a 0.25-approximation algorithm for maximizing monotone
submodular function subject to one covering and one cardinality constraint under
1+ " violation for the covering constraint that runs in O(n4/") time for any " > 0.

3.3.2 Monotone Submodular Function Maximization Subject to a
Constant Number of Covering and Packing Constraints

In this section, we present our result for maximizing a monotone submodular
function subject to a constant number of covering and packing constraints. Ad-
ditionally, we show that we can avoid any violation if we relax the set constraint
by allowing to add an additional copy for some elements to our solution.

We again assume that we 6= 0 for each e 2 U , because otherwise we can
add e for free. Let Pmax = maxe2U Pe where the maximum is taken component-
wise over all elements e 2 U . Note that for any feasible solution S we have that
P p(S) n · Pmax.
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Algorithm

We use a similar greedy-based approximate dynamic programming algorithm
(without guessing of big elements and without forbidden sets). For simplicity of
exposition, we add in this DP an additional dimension indicating the cardinality
of the current solution.

Here, for each integer 0  `  n, each P0 2 Nc with P0  n · Pmax and each
W0 2 Nd with W0  W, the table entry T[`,P0,W0] contains an approximate
solution of cardinality ` with profit precisely P0 and weight precisely W0.

For the base case ` = 0, we set T[0,0,0] = ; and T[0,P0,W0] = ? for all
P0  n · Pmax and W0 W with P0 6= 0 or W0 6= 0.

In order to compute T[`,P0,W0] with ` � 1, we let pred(e) = T[` � 1,P0 �
pe,W0 �we] for each e 2 U such that we W0 and pe  P0. Now define

e⇤ = arg max{ f (pred(e)[ {e}) | e 2 U \ pred(e),we W0,pe  P0, pred(e) 6= ? } .
If e⇤ is not defined since there is no e 2 U with we W0, pe  P0, and pred(e) 6= ?,
we let T[`,P0,W0] = ?. If e⇤ is defined, let T[`,P0,W0] = pred(e⇤) [ {e⇤}. We
output the best of the entries T[k,P0,W0] where k = 1, . . . , n, P/2 P0  n ·Pmax,
and 0W0 W.

Analysis

The analysis is similar to that of Lemma 18. We use the same permutation and
“incremental” gain function g for O defined in Section 3.2.2 and use Lemma 17
to prove the following lemma.

Lemma 21. There exists an entry T[`,P`,W`] for some 0  `  k, such that
P/2  P`, 0  W`  W and f (T[`,P`,W`]) � 1

4 f (O). Moreover, there exists an
`-subset O` = {e1, . . . , e`} ✓ O with weights equal to W` and profits equal to P`.

Proof. Let us assume that the claim of the lemma is not true. Then we prove the
following stronger claim by induction on `. Note that if the claim is true then for
`= k we directly get a contradiction.

Claim 4. For any 0 ` k there is an `-subset O` = {e1, . . . , e`} ✓ O with weights
W` W and profits P` such that either one of the following holds

(i) f (T[`,P`,W`])� 1
4 f (O) and O \ (O` [ T[`,P`,W`]) 6= ;,

(ii) f (T[`,P`,W`])� 1
2 g(O`).
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For the base case ` = 0, Claim (ii) is trivially true for O` = ;, P` = 0 and
W` = 0.

For the inductive step let ` � 1 and assume that the claim already holds
for ` � 1. To this end, let O`�1, P`�1 and W`�1 be as in this claim. Let S`�1 =
T[`� 1,P`�1,W`�1].

Now there are two cases. First, let S`�1 � 1
4 f (O) and O0 = O\(O`�1[S`�1) 6= ;.

In this case let e` 2 O0. Then let O` = O`�1 [ {e`}, P` = p(O`) and W` = w(O`).
Also, f (T[`,P`,W`]) � f (S`�1 [ {e`}) � f (S`�1) � 1

4 f (O). Now, if O \ (O` [
T[`,P`,W`]) 6= ;, then we are done. So let O \ (O` [ T[`,P`,W`]) = ;. This
implies that P` � p(T[`,P`,W`]\ (O \O`)) = p(O \O`). Combining this with the
fact that p(T[`,P`,W`]) = p(O`)we get p(T[`,P`,W`])� P/2, which contradicts
our assumption that the statement of the lemma is not true.

In the other case, we have f (S`�1)� 1
2 g(O`�1) and Case (i) does not hold for

`� 1. Now we distinguish two sub-cases. In the first sub-case there exists some
e` 2 O \O`�1 such that f (S`�1 [ {e`})� f (S`�1)>

1
2 g(e`). In this sub-case we can

prove the induction by getting an `-subset O` such that f (T[`,P`,W`])� 1
2 g(O`)

in the same way as in corresponding case in the proof of Lemma 18.
In the second sub-case, we have that for all a 2 O \ O`�1, f (S`�1 [ {a}) �

f (S`�1) 1
2 g(a). For this sub-case, using a similar analysis as in the correspond-

ing case in the proof of Lemma 18, we will get f (S`�1) � 1
4 f (O). Since we

started with the assumption that the case (i) does not hold for ` � 1, we have
O \ (O`�1 [ S`�1) = ;. This, in turn, implies p(S`�1) � P/2 in the same ways as
argued above and we arrive at a contradiction again.

Now, the Theorem 5 (restated below) follows directly from Lemma 21.

Theorem 5. There is an algorithm for maximizing a monotone submodular func-
tion subject to a constant number of covering and packing constraints that outputs
for any " > 0 in (n/✏)O(1) time a 0.25-approximate solution with profit at least
(1/2� ")P and with weight at most (1+ ")W.

3.4 Reduction to One Exact Cardinality and O(1) Pack-
ing Constraints

In this section, we give reduction of any instance for maximizing a monotone
submodular function subject to a constant number of covering and packing con-
straints defined in Section 3.3.2 to the one with one exact cardinality constraint
and a constant number of packing constraints. First we restate the problem be-
low.
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We are given an ordered ground set U , a monotone submodular set function
f : U ! R�0, a profit function p : U ! Nc, a weight function w: U ! Nd , a profit
requirement P 2 Nc and a budget W 2 Nd . Let pe = p(e) and we = w(e). Our
objective is to find a subset S ✓ U such that f (S) is maximized and such that
p(S) =

P
e2S pe � P and w(S) =

P
e2S we  W. Let Pmax = maxe2U pe be the

component-wise maximum of all profits.
For the reduction we first “guess” the cardinality of the optimum solution,

say k > 0. This can be done by trying all possible cardinalities up to n = |U |.
We define a new function p0 : U ! Nc, such that p0(e) = p0e = Pmax � pe for each
e 2 U . Now we drop the covering constraints but require instead for any solution
S ✓ U the exact cardinality constraint |S| = k, and the new packing constraints
p0(S)  kPmax � P. It is easy to see that any feasible solution of cardinality k to
the old instance (which includes an optimum solution) will be feasible w.r.t. the
new constraints and vice versa.

3.5 Down-Closure Polytope Complexity

3.5.1 Down-Closure Polytope and Rounding

Consider an instance with ground set U = {1, . . . , n}, with one cardinality con-
straint given by the bound k, and with one covering constraint corresponding to
the profit vector P 2 Nn and profit requirement P.

Down-Closure Polytope Now consider the polytope P = {x 2 [0, 1]n | p¸ · x �
P,1¸ · x  k } of all vectors x 2 Rn satisfying the above constraints. A polytope
P 0 is said to be down-closed if for all 0  y  x, we have that x 2 P 0 implies
y 2 P 0. Now consider the down-closure of P , which is given by P # = {y 2
[0, 1]n | 9x 2 P ,y  x } and is obviously down-closed. Note that a down-closed
polytope P # can be represented by a set K of packing constraints besides the
constraints y 2 [0, 1]n.

Rounding Consider an integral solution y 2 {0,1}n in P # corresponding to
a (possibly infeasible) set S ✓ U . We argue below that we can then compute a
feasible solution S0 with f (S0)� f (S). This implies that if S is an↵-approximation
for f subject to the packing constraints K then S0 is an ↵-approximation for f
subject to a covering and a cardinality constraint. In particular, if K contains a
constant number of packing constraints then we can employ the (1 � 1/e � ")-
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approximation algorithm of Kulik et al. [KST09] to find an approximate solution
with the same guarantee for our problem.

To show the above claim observe that since y 2 P # there must be an x 2 P
with x � y. We can transform x into an integral solution x0 2 P with x0 � y
as follows. Initially set x0 = x. As long as x0 is not integral there must be two
distinct fractional variables x 0i , x 0j. Suppose w.l.o.g. that pi � pj. Now increase x 0i
and decrease x 0j at the same rate until one of the variables gets integral. Since y
is integral we must have yi = yj = 0 and thus the invariant x0 � y still holds and
since pi � pj, the solution x0 still lies in P . We stop when x0 is integral. Let S0 be
the set corresponding to x0. Because of monotonicity of f and because of x0 � y
we have that f (S0)� f (S).

3.5.2 ⌦(n) Complexity Instance

In this section, we construct an instance where the approach outlined above leads
to a down-closure P # that can only be represented by ⌦(n) many packing con-
straints (besides the constraints y 2 [0,1]n). Hence, for such instances existing
approaches [LMNS09, KST09] for a constant number of packing constraints can-
not be applied.

The instance has ground set U = {1, 2,3, . . . n} with profits pj = n� j + 1 for
each j 2 U , P = n2/3 and k = n/2.

Pick a parameter i = 1,2, . . . , n/4. Now let us consider the sub-space in which
the covering and the cardinality inequality and first i inequalities of the form
x j  1 and last n� i�1 inequalities of the form yj  x j are tight. It is easy to see
that all of these n+1 equalities are linearly independent, since all the coefficients
of the covering inequality are different and all the yj  x j inequalities involve
a different component for vector y. This means that each of these systems has
dimension n� 1 and can thus potentially be a facet of P #.

Now we will show that, for each i = 1,2, . . . n/4, there is a feasible point that
lies on the boundary ofP #, such that each of the corresponding n+1 inequalities
are tight and the rest of the inequalities are satisfied as a strict inequality. This
implies that for each i = 1,2, . . . n/4 we obtain a facet. Note that the facets
are pairwise different because each of the facets can be identified by its tight
inequalities.

Lemma 22. For each i = 1, 2, . . . , n/4 there exists a feasible point (x,y) for P #
such that

1. 0< yj < x j = 1 for all 1 j  i,
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2. 0< yj = x j < 1 for all i + 2 j  n,

3. 0< yi+1 < xi+1 < 1,

4.
Pn

j=1 x j = k, and

5.
Pn

j=1 pj x j = P.

Proof. We will show that for each i = 1,2, . . . n/4, there exist two solutions x1,x2

such that for both solutions the conditions 1 - 4, and additionally p¸x1 < P and
p¸x2 > P hold. This implies that there exists a solution x, which is a convex
combination of x1,x2, for which all the conditions hold. And we can also sneak
in a valid y to get our point (x,y).

For some fixed i = 1, . . . , n/4, we set x1
j = x2

j = 1 for all 1 j  i. Further for

x1, we set x1
j = "

0 = " k�i
n�k

k=n/2
= "

�
1� 2i

n

�
for i+1 j  n� (k� i) and x1

j = 1�"
for n� (k� i)< j  n, for some small enough " > 0. Now,

p¸x1 =
i(2n� i + 1)

2
+ "0 (n� k)(n� i + k� i + 1)

2
+ (1� ")(k� i)(k� i + 1)

2

=
i(2n� i + 1)

2
+ "

Å
1� 2i

n

ã
n(3n/2� 2i + 1)

4
+ (1� ")(n/2� i)(n/2� i + 1)

2

=
n2

8
+

n
4
+ " ·⇥(n2) +

in
2

 n2

4
+

n
4
+ " ·⇥(n2)

<
n2

3
(for each i  n/4, for sufficiently large n and sufficiently small ")

For x2, we set x2
j = 1� " for i+ 1 j  k and x2

j = "
0 = " k�i

n�k = "
�
1� 2i

n

�
for

k < j  n, for some small enough " > 0. Now,

p¸x2 =
i(2n� i + 1)

2
+ (1� ")(k� i)(n� i + n� k+ 1)

2
+ "0 (n� k)(n� k+ 1)

2

=
i(2n� i + 1)

2
+ (1� ")(n/2� i)(3n/2� i + 1)

2
+ "

Å
1� 2i

n

ã
n(n/2+ 1)

4

=
3n2

8
+

n
4
� " ·⇥(n2)

>
n2

3
(for sufficiently large n and sufficiently small ")
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The next lemma shows that the points constructed above actually lie on the
boundary of P #.
Lemma 23. For each i = 1, . . . , n/4 the point (x,y) constructed in Lemma 22 lies
on the boundary of P #.
Proof. We show that for any arbitrary small " > 0, we can find a point y0 with
ky � y0k < " that lies outside of P #. To this end, assume that " is sufficiently
small and consider y0 such that y 0i+2 = yi+2 + " and y 0j = yj for all j 6= i + 2.

For the sake of contradiction assume now that y0 2 P # and let x0 � y0 such
that x0 2 P . Due to Property 2 in Lemma 22, x0 � y0, and y 0i+2 = yi+2 + " we
have that

nX

j=i+2

x 0j �
nX

j=i+2

y 0j = " +
nX

j=i+2

yj = " +
nX

j=i+2

x j .

Because of Property 4 this implies

i+1X

j=1

x 0j  k�
nX

j=i+2

x 0j = �" + k�
nX

j=i+2

x j = �" +
i+1X

j=1

x j .

Therefore, and because of x1 = · · · = xi = 1 and p1 > · · · > pi+1, the maxi-
mum profit achievable by x 01, . . . , x 0i+1 is �"pi+1 +

Pi+1
j=1 x j pj. On the other hand,

because of x 0j � y 0j = yj = x j for j = i + 3, . . . , n, and pi+2 > · · · > pn the max-
imum profit achievable by x 0i+2, . . . , x 0n is "pi+2 +

Pn
j=i+2 x j pj. But then because

pi+1 > pi+2

nX

j=1

x 0j p j =
i+1X

j=1

x 0j p j +
nX

j=i+2

x 0j p j

 �"pi+1 +
i+1X

j=1

x j pj + "pi+2 +
nX

j=i+2

x j pj

= P � "(pi+2 � pi+1)
< P

which is a contradiction to the feasibility of x0.

Let Y = {y | (x,y) is a point constructed in Lemma 22}. As argued above,
Lemmas 22 and 23 imply that the polytope P # has ⌦(n) many distinct facets
containing the points inY . Note that none of these points lies on one of the facets
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given by constraints yj � 0 and yj  1. Hence, assuming that P # can be repre-
sented in the form {y 2 [0,1]n | y 2K }whereK corresponds to a set of packing
constraints then K can be represented only by ⌦(n) many packing constraints.
Hence, the results for constantly many packing constraints [LMNS09, KST09] do
not apply to P # in the way described in the previous section.

3.6 Concluding Remarks

We believe that our greedy dynamic programming framework is fairly general,
and it would be interesting to see its application to other settings. In the case
of submodular optimization, can we get a constant factor approximation algo-
rithm for maximizing a monotone submodular function subject to a covering
and a packing constraint by violating only one constraint and have running time
polynomial in n and 1/"?

For a constant number of packing constraints one can achieve the factor 1�
1/e [KST09], which is optimum even for one cardinality constraint. It is a very
interesting question whether the factor 1� 1/e can also be achieved under the
additional presence of covering constraints or the problem becomes harder. We
do not know if our analysis is tight but we conjecture that our algorithm actually
performs better than the bound we provide here.

Can we get an O(1)-approximation algorithm for the non-monotone case?
This generalization would fully capture the practical motivation given in the be-
ginning of this chapter.



Chapter 4

The Edge Installation Problem

In the k-edge installation problem (k-EIP) we are given an undirected, edge
weighted graph, a collection of source nodes with demands, and a sink. All
sources wish to simultaneously deliver their demand to the sink, and each source
can use at most k different flow paths to do that. We have to install capacities
on the edges in the form of multiple copies of a cable type of capacity � and
cost c per unit length, so that this flow is supported. Our goal is to minimize
the installation cost. The best known approximation factor for k-EIP is 1+k

k +⇢ST

[Hassin,Ravi,Salman’00; Morsy’13], where ⇢ST < 1.39 is the approximation fac-
tor for the Steiner tree problem. Nothing better is known for the uniform case,
where all demands are equal.

Our first result is a 1 + ⇢ST approximation for k-EIP for any k � 3. We
also obtain a 4/3 + ⇢ST approximation for 2-EIP (1 + ⇢ST if each demand is
upper bounded by the cable size �). Finally, for uniform 1-EIP we obtain a 2.78
approximation[GGU17].

All these results are based on a random aggregation step over a Steiner tree,
in contrast to deterministic aggregation algorithms in prior work.

4.1 Introduction

The Edge Installation Problem (EIP) models the scenario in which we have a
network, some sources with commodities and a sink, and we need to route all
the commodities from the sources to the sink by installing cables on our edges.
This problem arises in telecommunication networks where installing capacities
corresponds to installing transmission facilities such as fiberoptic cables. In other
applications, cables may be replaced by pipes, trucks etc [EGRS08, SCRS00]. In
this particular application, capacity can be purchased as a multiple of a fixed
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amount and each commodity has to use a unique path from its source to the
sink.

Definition 10. Given an n-node undirected graph G = (V, E), a non-negative length
(or weight) function {`e}e2E, a set of sources S = {1, . . . , q} ✓ V , where source i has
demand di 2 N, and a single sink t 2 V . Furthermore, we are given one cable type
characterized by a capacity � > 0 and a cost c per unit length. By scaling we will
next assume w.l.o.g. � = c = 11. We need to install x(e) 2 N copies of this cable
type on each edge e, so that it is possible to simultaneously route di units of flow
from each source i 2 S to the sink t using a unique path per source and without
exceeding the capacity x(e) · � = x(e) installed on each edge e. Our goal is to
minimize the installation cost

P
e2E x(e) · c · `e =

P
e2E x(e) · `e.

A series of results [MP94, SCRS00, HRS00] improved the approximation fac-
tor for EIP from O(log n) to a constant. The current best approximation factor is
2+⇢ST < 3.39 by Hassin et al. [HRS00], where ⇢ST  ln4+" < 1.39 [BGRS10]
is the best known approximation factor for the Steiner tree problem.

We remark that demands from different sources can use a different portion
of the capacity of the same cable, and one source can use multiple cable copies
on the same edge (provided that the underlying path is unique). The authors
of [MN07] studied a mild variant of EIP, next denoted by Indivisible EIP, where
we are not allowed to split the flow of any given source along multiple parallel
cables on the same edge. Note that this enforces di  � = 1 for all i 2 S. For this
case they present a 15

8 +⇢ST < 3.27 approximation.
The k-Edge Installation Problem (k-EIP) is the generalization of EIP where

each source can use up to k paths to route its demand (in particular, 1-EIP is
EIP). This captures scenarios where the flow from each source can be partially
split (with the goal of obtaining a cheaper network). This problem admits a
1+k

k +⇢ST approximation for any k � 2 [Mor13].
For all the mentioned problems it makes sense to consider the uniform special

case, where all demands are equal to some value d. For d > � = 1 it is easy to
show that using shortest paths to the sink already gives a 2 approximation. For
the case d < 1, the authors of [HRS00] present a 1+⇢ST approximation under the
further restriction that �/d = 1/d is integral2. Without this assumption, nothing
better than 2+⇢ST is known. Similarly, 1+k

k +⇢ST is the best-known approximation
for uniform k-EIP for any k � 2, and 15

8 +⇢ST for uniform Indivisible EIP.

1Observe that this way demands become rational numbers, possibly smaller than 1.
2This assumption is not stated explicitly in [HRS00], however the reader might check that it

is implicitly used at some point in the analysis.
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Besides being interesting problems on their own, EIP and its variants are also
related to several well-studied capacitated network design problems such as Buy-
at-Bulk, Rent-or-Buy, etc., while being in some sense simpler. Hence progress on
the first problems might have positive impact on the latter ones.

4.1.1 Technical Contribution and Results
Here we present a randomized 1+⇢ST approximation algorithm for k-EIP for any
k � 3, and a randomized 4

3+⇢ST approximation algorithm for 2-EIP, thus improv-
ing on all results in [Mor13] (that however uses a deterministic approach). We
also present a randomized 2.78 approximation for uniform EIP, that also works
for uniform indivisible EIP, thus improving on 2+⇢ST and 15

8 +⇢ST , resp.
All our results are based on a randomized aggregation step over a Steiner tree,

that replaces deterministic aggregation used in prior work [HRS00, Mor13]. The
basic idea, inspired by [GKR+07], is to construct a Steiner tree TST over sources
union the sink t and derive an Eulerian cycle CST by duplicating edges in the
usual way. Then we mark a random subset of sources based on their demands,
and we aggregate all the demands at marked sources along CST (which in turn
induces a flow over TST ). At the end of this aggregation step, the aggregated
demands are sent directly to the sink using shortest paths. The use of random-
ization allows us to have a more uniform aggregation on average, hence leading
to an improvement over prior deterministic approaches.

We remark that [GKR+07] uses a clockwise aggregation over CST . This over-
charges the edges of TST . The authors of [GKR+07] reduce the flow along TST by
canceling flow going in opposite directions. This approach is however not good
for us since we would lose track of the flow paths used by each source (which
is not critical in [GKR+07]). We solve this issue by aggregating flow both in
clockwise and counterclockwise direction.

An adaptation of the above approach gives a 4/3 + ⇢ST approximation for
2-EIP. Recall that the previous best approximation for this case was 1.5 + ⇢ST

[Mor13]. The idea is that it is possible to use only one path in the aggregation
phase, however this process becomes more expensive. We are able to achieve a
1+⇢ST approximation also for 2-EIP under the reasonable assumption that the
cable size � is at least as large as any demand (i.e., after scaling, if demands are
upper bounded by 1).

Finally, we consider the uniform case of EIP, where all demands are equal to
a fixed value d. Here we distinguish 3 cases. If d is large enough, using shortest
paths to the sink gives a good approximation. For d small enough, we use a
randomized aggregation technique similar to the one we used for k-EIP. However,
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in this case we are allowed to use one path only. For intermediate values of d
we use a different strategy: we aggregate demands over a perfect matching,
and then use shortest paths. By balancing the different cases we achieve a 2.78
approximation. This improves on the 2+⇢ST < 3.39 approximation in [HRS00],
that however works also in the non-uniform case.

The latter algorithm does not split the demand of one source along multiple
parallel cables when d  1, hence implying a 2.78 approximation for the uniform
case of Indivisible EIP. This improves the 15

8 +⇢ST approximation in [MN07], that
however works also for the non-uniform case.

4.1.2 Related Work
Even the uniform EIP problem is clearly NP-Hard since it is a generalization of the
Steiner tree problem: the set of terminals to be connected is considered as the
set of source nodes S, each one of them having demand d < 1

|S| , except for one of
them chosen arbitrarily which is considered as the sink. In this case routing the
demands to the sink is equivalent to connecting all the terminals. This actually
implies that it is NP-Hard to get an approximation ratio better than 96/95 [CC08]
for this problem. The same reduction extends to uniform k-EIP and indivisible
EIP: indeed for d < 1

|S| using multiple paths for a given source does not give any
advantage since the total demand is lower that the capacity of one cable copy.

EIP is a special case of many important Capacitated Network Design Problems
like the Single Sink Buy-at-Bulk problem (SSBB) and the Single Sink Rent-or-Buy
problem (SSRoB), to name a few. In SSBB we are given multiple cable types
such that the price per unit capacity obeys economies of scale. For this problem
(in the unsplittable case analogue to EIP) Grandoni et al. [GRS11] give a 40.82
approximation (improving on [GKK+01a, GI06, GMM09, GKR+07]). In SSRoB,
instead of installing cables, we can either buy or rent edges: buying an edge
means that we pay a fixed cost per unit length and then we can freely route an
unbounded amount of flow on the bought edge, while renting an edge means
that we pay a cost per unit length and unit flow along the edge. The current
best approximation ratio in the splittable case is 2.8 [EGRS08] (improving on
[GKK+01b, GKR+07, KM00, SK04]) and it is NP-hard to approximate better than
a factor 1.278 [GR11a].

A random aggregation technique over an Eulerian cycle similar to the one
used in this paper was first used in [GKR+07], and later adapted and refined
in many papers [BKLP07, EG05, EGOS07, EGRS08, FKLS10, GGLS08, GI06].
In that case however splitting the flow multiple times was not an issue, and the
authors were not focusing much on improving the constants in the approximation
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factor. Here we need to be more careful since splitting is critical and the room
for the improvement of the approximation factor is limited.

4.1.3 Preliminaries

We can assume that there is an edge between any pair of nodes u, v of length
`(u, v), which is the length of the shortest path between u and v in the graph,
since any flow using that edge can be rerouted through the shortest path without
increasing the cost of the solution. Hence, we can assume the graph to be com-
plete by taking its metric closure. We can assume that the total demand in our
instance is integral by adding a dummy demand equal to dPi2S die �Pi2S di on
the sink t. Along the present work, when talking about a shortest path between
two nodes, we refer to an arbitrary but fixed such path (i.e., ties are broken
always in a consistent manner).

4.2 The k- Edge Installation Problem

In this section we present a randomized algorithm for k-EIP for k � 2 cases. First
in section 4.2.1, we present an algorithm which works for k � 3 cases and will
give a 1+ ⇢ST approximation algorithm. Then with some more work on top of
the algorithm for k � 3 cases, we get a 4

3+⇢ST approximation algorithm for k = 2
case, which we discuss in section 4.2.2.

4.2.1 k � 3 Cases

Following is the algorithm for k � 3 cases. We start by sending bdic demand from
each source i 2 S directly to the sink along the shortest path. Then we construct
a ⇢ST -approximate Steiner Tree TST with terminals S⇤ [ {t}. We duplicate the
edges of TST , build an Eulerian cycle, and shortcut non-source and duplicate
source nodes. Let this cycle be CST .

Then, we perform a randomized aggregation step inspired by [GKR+07]. At
high level the idea is to mark some sources, and aggregate (part of) the demand
of other sources at marked ones, so that after this step all demands become inte-
gral (i.e., multiples of �). At that point we route the aggregated demands directly
to the sink along shortest paths. For details see Algorithm 1.

First we show that installing 1 cable copy on each edge of TST is enough to
handle the flow on edges of CST in the aggregation phase.
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Algorithm 1 k-EIP: k � 3 Case
procedure EIP3k
Send bdic demand from each source i 2 S directly to the sink along the shortest
path. Now only nodes in S⇤ are left with non-zero demands.
Construct a Steiner tree TST with S⇤ [ {t} as terminals using a ⇢ST - approxi-
mation algorithm and then duplicate each edge to construct an Eulerian cycle.
Shortcut all the Steiner nodes and duplicate terminals by just replacing the
corresponding sub-path in the cycle by an edge representing that path, to get
the cycle CST .
Let i1 = t, i2, i3, . . . ip be the nodes in clockwise order, starting from the sink t.
Let D⇤j :=

P j
k=1 d⇤ik and D⇤0 = 0.

Aggregation Phase
Pick a value C drawn uniformly at random from (0, 1].
Mark every first node j for which D⇤j 2 [C+ x , C+ x+1) for every non-negative
integer x 2 N.

For flow aggregation, we make three copies of every marked node j for which
D⇤j 2 [C + x , C + x + 1), attach them with 0 length edges in a row and assign
the demand to the copies in clockwise direction as follows.

The first node’s demand will be C + x � D⇤j�1,
the second node’s demand will be 0 and,
the third node’s demand will be D⇤j � (C + x).

Since the demand d⇤i < 1 for each node i, the total fractional demand between
any two consecutive middle nodes is precisely 1.
The middle copy of each marked node j collects precisely 1/2 demand from
both clockwise and counterclockwise direction. In this process some node’s
fractional demand can split as well.
Also, each marked source node receives demand 1 at the end of this phase.
Install 1 cable copy on each edge of TST to handle the flow from the Aggrega-
tion Phase.
Send the aggregated flow from the marked source nodes to the sink using the
shortest path.
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Lemma 24. The flow induced on every edge of TST during the aggregation phase is
at most 1.

Proof. Since every marked node receives a flow of at most 1/2 from each direc-
tion, the flow on every edge of CST is bounded above by 1/2. The claim follows
since CST involves at most 2 copies of each edge of TST .

The way we prove the above lemma implies that in translating flow from CST

to TST , we do not split the flow at all. Now we show that Algorithm 1 computes
a feasible 3-EIP solution.

Lemma 25. Each source i uses at most 3 distinct flow paths.

Proof. First the bdic demand from each source i is sent directly to the sink using
the shortest path. Then during the aggregation phase any source i (including
marked nodes) can send their fractional demand to the middle copy of some
marked node j in clockwise or counterclockwise (or both) direction in CST . A
marked node j sends the additional aggregated demand using the same shortest
path which it used to send bdic demand in the beginning. Overall it means that
part of the demand of i can be moved to the two neighbours of i, while the rest
of the demand is sent directly to the sink using the shortest path, hence the claim
follows.

It remains to analyze the approximation factor of the algorithm. First we de-
fine the following two lower bounds on the optimal cost of the solution, denoted
by OPTk for k-EIP. Let T be an optimal Steiner tree on the terminals S [ {t}, of
cost OPTST =

P
e2T `e. We also let OPTf r :=

P
i2S di · `(i, t), next denoted as the

optimal fractional cost.

Lemma 26. OPTk, for any k � 1, is lower bounded by both OPTST and OPTf r .

Proof. Since, for any k � 1, all the sources has to be connected to the sink using
some path, the edges with positive flow contain a Steiner tree over S[{t}. Hence
OPTk � OPTST .

Now consider the scenario in which we are allowed to pay only for the fraction
of the cable being used. Then, a minimum cost solution will use the respective
shortest path to route every demand from each source to the sink. This solu-
tion will have cost OPTf r and, since this scenario is a relaxation of the original
problem, this is a lower bound for OPTk.

Now we prove the following lemma for Algorithm 1.
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Let d 0i be the (random) amount of demand collected at source i after the
aggregation step (d 0i = 0 for sources with d⇤i = 0). Notice that d 0i is either 0 or
1 based on whether i was marked or not. The following lemma shows that this
quantity is d⇤i in expectation.

Lemma 27. E[d 0i ] = d⇤i .

Proof. For the sources with integral demand, this holds deterministically. In the
aggregation phase, since we choose C uniformly at random from range (0,1],
hence the probability that a node i is marked is precisely d⇤i and the claim follows
since only when it is marked it aggregates 1 unit of demand.

Using the lemmas above, we can prove the following theorem.

Theorem 8. Algorithm 1 is a randomized 1+⇢ST - approximation algorithm for
the k-Edge Installation Problem (k-EIP) for any k � 3.

Proof. First note that the solution outputted by Algorithm 1 is a valid solution for
k-Edge Installation Problem (k-EIP) for any k � 3 due to Lemma 25.

By Lemma 24 installing one cable copy on each edge of TST is sufficient to
support the aggregation stage. Since S⇤ ✓ S, hence the cost of optimal Steiner
tree on S⇤[{t} is at most OPTST and the cost of cables installed on TST is at most
⇢ST ·OPTST .

Effectively the amount of flow which we are sending from any source node
i 2 S to the sink directly after redistribution, including the initial bdic flow, is
equal to bdic + d 0i . Thus the total expected cost of the cable copies installed in
order to support the flow routed along shortest paths after the aggregation phase
satisfies:

E[
X

i2S

(bdic+ d 0i ) · `(i, t)] Lem.27=
X

i2S

di · `(i, t) = OPTf r .

The theorem follows by Lemma 26.

4.2.2 k = 2 Case

We will add one extra step to Algorithm 1 in order to handle the cases where the
demand is split into 3 paths for some node. First let us identify the cases where
the demand is split into at most 2 paths.
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Remark 1. We observe that, in Algorithm 1, a source i uses only 2 paths if it is
marked. This holds by the fact that the middle copy of each marked node i aggregates
1/2 units of flow from clockwise and counterclockwise directions and since d⇤i < 1,
at least one of the left or right (possibly both) copy for this marked node will have
demand < 1/2. Hence that side’s demand of i will remain with i itself (thus not
generating any flow path in CST ).

Remark 2. If di  1, then the demand cannot be split into more than 2 paths.
Trivially true for di = 1. For di < 1 cases, if i is marked then the claim holds due
to Remark 1, and if no copy of i is marked, then overall in Algorithm 1 no demand
is sent from i directly to the sink, so only at most two flow paths coming from the
aggregation phase are needed.

It is worth noticing that Remark 2 already implies the following result for
2-EIP in the following special case.

Corollary 1. If all demands di are upper bounded by the cable capacity �, then
Algorithm 1 is a randomized (1+⇢ST )-approximation algorithm for 2-EIP.

Now, in the cases where demand i is split into 3 flow paths, we cancel one of
the 2 flow paths directed to neighbours of i and rather accumulate that demand
at i, before routing the accumulated demands to the sink. Notice that now the
accumulated demands on some nodes could be d⇤i < 1. This we refer to as
Algorithm 2.

Notice that the flow on Steiner Tree edges does not increase compared to
Algorithm 1, and in the only case when the demand split into 3 paths we are
un-splitting the demand by buying an extra unit of capacity. This implies that
Lemma 24 holds for the solution we get and the number of paths is at most 2 for
each demand. Hence the solution returned by Algorithm 2 is a valid solution for
2-EIP.

We use the symmetry of our randomized marking procedure to show an anal-
ogous to Lemma 27 but with a slightly higher expected value due to the extra
step. Let now d 0i be the (random) amount of demand collected at source i af-
ter the aggregation step but rounded up to the closest integer value (since in this
case the collected demand can be fractional due to the extra step of Algorithm 2).
Notice first that d 0i is again equal to either 0 or 1, since for marked nodes we do
not change it and it follows from before. For unmarked nodes the aggregated
demand before was 0 and it can become at most d⇤i < 1 in the un-splitting step
of Algorithm 2.

Lemma 28. If di  1, then E[d 0i ] = d⇤i , else E[d 0i ]min{1, 2 · d⇤i }.
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t

Figure 4.1. The blue node is the sink t. The black nodes are the marked nodes
and the red nodes are the split nodes. In this instance C = 0.2 and demand is
1.25 everywhere except t. The arrows show how the demand will be pulled to
the marked nodes in this case.

Proof. First note that, if d⇤i = 0, it is trivially true. Also, due to Remark 2, for
di  1 we still have E[d 0i ] = d⇤i , thanks to Lemma 27.

Assume from now on that di > 1. If i was marked, thanks to Remark 1 we
know that there is no need to redirect the flow, and hence E[d 0i ] = d⇤i . On the
other hand, if i is not marked and its demand is not split into three paths in
Algorithm 1, still E[d 0i ] = d⇤i .

Hence, the only case which we need to handle is the one where di > 1, i is
not marked in the aggregation phase and its demand is split into three paths (one
shortest path to the sink and two flow paths in CST ). In this case it accumulates
d⇤i demand, due to the extra step of Algorithm 2, and hence d 0i = 1.

For this case, we use the fact that
E[d 0i ] = 1 · Pr[i is marked] + 1 · Pr[i’s demand is split into 3 paths]. As show in
Lemma 27, Pr[i is marked] = d⇤i .

If d⇤i > 1/2, we use the fact that i’s demand will use two flow paths in CST

whenever i is not marked and the probability that a node i is not marked equals
1� d⇤i . Putting all these things together, in this case, we get E[d 0i ]  1 · d⇤i + 1 ·
(1� d⇤i ) = 1.

If d⇤i < 1/2, then since we choose C uniformly at random from (0, 1] and by
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the symmetry of the marking procedure, then probability that a node i’s demand
is split is precisely equal to the probability that node i is marked, that is equal to
d⇤i (see Fig 4.1). Hence, overall in this case we get E[d 0i ] 1 · d⇤i +1 · d⇤i = 2 · d⇤i ,
which proves the lemma.

Using the lemma above, it is easy to prove the subsequent theorem.

Theorem 9. Algorithm 2 is a randomized 4
3 +⇢ST - approximation algorithm for

2-EIP.

Proof. By construction the algorithm uses at most 2 flow paths per source. Rerout-
ing the flow as described can only decrease the flow over Steiner tree edges w.r.t.
Algorithm 1. Therefore the cost associated to the aggregation phase remains at
most ⇢ST OPTST  ⇢ST OPT2 by Lemma 26. Again, the effective number of cable
copies which we install to send the direct plus the accumulated flow from any
node i directly to the sink via the shortest path in Algorithm 2 is equal to bdic+d 0i .

Also, using Lemma 28, If d⇤i  1
2 then E[bdic+ d 0i ] = di + d⇤i , but since di �

1 + d⇤i � 3d⇤i , we have that E[bdic + d 0i ]  4
3 di. On the other hand, if d⇤i >

1
2 ,

then E[bdic + d 0i ] = di + 1 � d⇤i , but since di >
3
2 > 3(1 � d⇤i ), we have that

E[bdic+ d 0i ] 4
3 di.

Using the above bounds and essentially the same argument as in Theorem 8,
the final routing costs at most 4

3OPTf r  4
3OPT2 in expectation.

4.3 The Uniform Edge Installation Problem

Recall that uniform-EIP is the special case of EIP where every demand di is equal
to some value d. We use an algorithm, see Algorithm 3, that behaves in three
different ways depending on the value of d. It is easy to see from the description
that in each case the algorithm uses one flow path per source (hence leading to
a feasible EIP solution).

We first categorize our instances with uniform demand d into large demand
instances if 1/2  d, medium demand instances if 1/2 � �  d < 1/2 or small
demand instances if d < 1/2��, where 0 � < 1/2. Now we deal with each of
the above cases in a unique way.

If we are in the large demand case, we send the demand d from each i 2 S
directly to the sink using its shortest path corresponding to distance `(i, t).
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Algorithm 3 EIP: Uniform Demand Case
procedure UEIP(�, d)

if 1/2 d then . Large demand
Send each of the demand directly to sink t by installing dde capacity on

the corresponding shortest path.
else if 1/2��  d < 1/2 then . Medium demand

Find a min cost perfect matching among source nodes in the shortest
path metric.

For each matched pair i, j 2 S, mark the node which is closer to the sink
t and send the demand d from the unmarked node to the marked node.

Send all the aggregated demand directly to the sink t on the shortest
path.

else . Small demand
Phase 1: Aggregation Phase
Pick a value C drawn uniformly at random from (0,�], where � = 1/2+�.
Do the same marking procedure as in Algorithm 1, but now mark every

first node j for which D⇤j 2 [C + � x , C + �(x + 1)) for every non-negative in-
teger x 2 N.

Aggregate � demand on marked nodes by pulling �/2 demand from each
side, similar to Algorithm 1.

Phase 2: Un-splitting Demands step Notice that, there could be some node
i whose demand splits into 2 flow paths.

for each node n in the cycle do
if n is marked and its demand splits then

(Marked & Split case) Redirect its demand through its shortest
path to the sink.

if n is not marked but its demand splits then
(Good Split case) Send the smaller fraction demand towards

the bigger fraction.
Install 1 cable copy on all the Steiner tree edges to handle the flow from the
Aggregation Phase.

Send the aggregated flow from source nodes to the sink using the shortest
paths.
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For medium demand instances, we first find a min cost perfect matching3

between our source nodes, w.r.t. shortest path metric. For each matched pair, we
aggregate the flow to the source which is closer to the sink t among them, using
the matching "edge" (which is a path in the original graph). Finally, we route all
the aggregated demand directly to the sink t, using the shortest path.

If we are in the small demand case, then we follow a similar technique as we
use for k-EIP and try to aggregate demand less than (but close to) one by keeping
the flow on any edge of the Steiner tree below one. For details see Algorithm 3.

Let APX , OPT be the cost of routing demands in our solution and in the op-
timal solution respectively.

For large demand instances, we get the following bound.

Lemma 29. When we are in the large demand case, then

APX  2OPT

Proof. We have dde  2d, and hence

APX =
X

i2S

dde`(i, t)X

i2S

2d · `(i, t)
Lem.26 2 ·OPTf r .

Now we show the third lower bound OPTmatch for the OPT .

Lemma 30. For any instance of EIP,

OPTmatch  OPT

Proof. The idea is to start with an optimal solution and show that there exists a
perfect matching between the source nodes which uses each edge of the optimal
solution at most once. Since each edge will have at least one cable copy installed
on it, the cost of this matching will be at most the cost of optimal solution. Let G0
be the graph induced by the optimal solution. Since all the sources and the sink
t are connected in this graph, we can derive a sub-tree T 0, by killing all the cycles
from G0. Now, run DFS on this tree from t and if we start matching our sources
in this depth-first order, it is easy to see, that all the paths in T 0, between any
two matched source nodes, are pair-wise edge disjoint (for details see Lemma
4.2 [MMP08]). It is clear by construction, that the cost of this matching is at
most the cost of optimal solution. Since this is any arbitrary matching between
source nodes in the graph G, hence the cost of the optimal matching is at most the
cost of the matching we obtain by this procedure, which proves the lemma.

3We can assume the we have even number of sources by attaching a dummy source at the
sink using a zero cost edge and demand d.
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Lemma 31. When we are in the medium demand case, then

APX  (1+ 1
1� 2�

) ·OPT

Proof. For this we will bound the cost incurred by the matching and the rout-
ing phase separately. By Lemma 30 and the fact that we can find the optimal
matching in polynomial time, this costs at most OPT .

Let S0 ⇢ S be the set of marked nodes.The aggregated demand on any marked
node i 2 S0, say d 0, is in the range [1 � 2�, 1). This implies that dd 0e = 1 

1
1�2�d 0 = 1

1�2�2d. Thus,

APXdirect =
X

i2S0
dd 0e`(i, t)

X

i2S0

1
1� 2�

2d · `(i, t)

X

i2S

1
1� 2�

d · `(i, t)

 1
1� 2�

·OPT

The second inequality follows from the fact that every demand which comes from
an unmarked source i 2 S \S0 to a marked source i0 2 S0, `(i0, t) `(i, t). Hence
the lemma follows.

Lemma 32. When we are in the small demand case in Algorithm 3, the following
two conditions will always hold deterministically:

1. Flow on every edge of the Steiner tree is at most 1.

2. Any flow which we send directly to the sink for the small tasks is at most 1.

Proof. First, note that in Phase 1, effectively the marked nodes are receiving �/2
flow from each side. Hence, the flow on each original cycle’s edge is at most �/2
until Phase 1. Now in Phase 2, when we are in Marked & Split case, we are not
changing the flow on any cycle edge. And when we are in Good split case, we
may send at most an extra d/2  1/4 � �/2 flow on some cycle’s edges, so in
total the flow on any cycle’s edge is bounded above by 1/2, for � = 1/2 + �.
Hence using same reasoning as in Lemma 24 proves property 1.

Due to Phase 1, every marked node aggregates a demand of at most � . Now
due to Phase 2, if a marked node is in the Marked & Split case, it gets at most
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(d � �/2)  1/2� � � �/2 extra demand. The extra demand sent by a source
which falls in the Good Split case, is at most d/2 1/4��/2. In the worst case
either the node itself is in the Marked & Split case and receives extra demand from
one side from an unmarked node falling in the Good Split case; or it receives extra
demand from Good Split case nodes from both sides. In the first case, the total
demand a marked node aggregates is at most �+(1/2��� �/2)+1/4��/2
3/4� 3�/2+ �/2  1 for � = 1/2+ �. In the latter case, the total demand is
at most � + 2(1

4 � �/2)  � + 1/2� �  1 for � = 1/2+ �. Hence property 2
follows as well.

Lemma 33. In the small demand case, the expected number of cables installed to
send the accumulated flow by any source node i directly to the sink t using the
shortest path `(i, t) is equal to d

� .

Proof. Let the random variable d 0i be the number of shortest paths bought by
source node i to send the accumulated flow directly to the sink t using the short-
est path `(i, t) in our solution APX . A node is marked with probability d

� . Since
a marked node installs precisely 1 copy of the cable on the shortest path (By
Lemma 32), E[d 0i ] d

� .

Lemma 34. If APX is the random variable representing the cost of the solution in
the small demand case, then

E[APX ] ( 1
�
+⇢ST )OPT

Proof. Since the Steiner tree edges are used at most once, hence

APXST  ⇢ST OPTST  ⇢ST OPT

By Lemma 33,

E[APXdirect]
X

i2S

d
�
`(i, t) 1

�
·OPT

The following theorem summarizes our result.

Theorem 10. Algorithm 3 is a randomized 2.78-approximation algorithm for the
uniform EIP.

Proof. By combining Lemmas 29-34, we can bound the approximation factor of
Algorithm 3 by minimizing max

�
2,1+ 1

1�2� , 2
1+2� +⇢ST

 
.

Taking � = �3+
p

9+4⇢2
ST�4⇢ST

4⇢ST�4 ⇡ 0.2185 one obtains the result.
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We remark that in Algorithm 3 each demand which is smaller than 1 can
be routed using at most one cable per edge. This is obvious for the large and
medium demands case. For small demands, observe that for aggregating de-
mand on the marked sources we use at most one cable copy per edge of TST ,
hence no ambiguity is possible. Also in the final routing step, we can send all the
aggregated flow (including the extra flow generated by redirecting flow in the
post-processing) using only one cable copy. Therefore Algorithm 3 also improves
the uniform case of the Indivisible EIP.

Corollary 2. There is a randomized 2.78-approximation algorithm for the uniform
Indivisible EIP.

4.4 Concluding Remarks

All the known techniques for k-EIP have a barrier of 1 + ⇢ST , since every time
these approaches construct a Steiner tree and then after some aggregation send
the demand directly to the sink. So a natural question to ask is whether we can
break this barrier using some single phase technique, even if we are allowed
to split the demand in as many paths as we like? Answering this might open
new directions for related problems such as SSBB and SSRoB, which have been
tackled using a similar approach.

One potential direction to achieve this is by using the Primal Dual technique.
We believe that the Linear Programming relaxation for this variant containing
the cut constraints corresponding to the total demand on the side without the
sink and the Steiner tree connectivity constraints has an integrality gap of 2.

Another question to ask is: can we go below 2+⇢ST using this or some other
technique for the (non-uniform) EIP problem? We tried really hard to achieve
this using our new techniques but we failed to get anything better than 2+⇢ST . It
seems that this cannot be achieved using the current techniques and substantially
new ideas might be needed to achieve this goal.

It would be also interesting to better understand the hardness of approxi-
mation of EIP. Is EIP (strictly) harder than Steiner tree? It seems to be harder
because of the aggregating nature of the demand flow as compared to simple
connectivity requirement for the terminals in the Steiner tree case.



Chapter 5

The Unsplittable Flow on a Path

Problem with Bag Constraints

In the well-studied Unsplittable Flow on a Path (UFP) problem, we are given a
path graph with edge capacities. Furthermore, we are given a collection of n
tasks, each one characterized by a subpath, a weight, and a demand. Our goal is
to select a maximum weight subset of tasks so that the total demand of selected
tasks using each edge is upper bounded by the corresponding capacity. Chakar-
avarthy et al. [CCG+14] studied a generalization of UFP, bagUFP, where tasks are
partitioned into bags, and we can select at most one task per bag. Intuitively,
bags model jobs that can be executed at different times (with different duration,
weight, and demand). They gave a O(log n) approximation for bagUFP. This is
also the best-known ratio in the case of uniform weights. In this chapter, we
describe the following main results [GIU15]:

• We present an LP-based O(log n/ log log n) approximation for bagUFP. We re-
mark that, prior to our work, the best-known integrality gap (for a non-extended
formulation) was O(log n) even in the special case of UFP by Chekuri et al.[CEK09].

• We present an LP-based O(1) approximation for uniform-weight bagUFP. This
also generalizes the integrality gap bound for uniform-weight UFP by Anagnos-
topoulos et al. [AGLW13].

• We consider a relevant special case of bagUFP, twUFP, where tasks in a bag
model the possible ways in which we can schedule a job with a given processing
time within a given time window. We present a QPTAS for twUFP with quasi-
polynomial demands and under the Bounded Time-Window Assumption, i.e. as-
suming that the time window size of each job is within a constant factor from its
processing time. This generalizes the QPTAS for UFP by Bansal et al. [BCES06].
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5.1 Introduction

In the well-studied Unsplittable Flow on a Path (UFP) problem we are given a
path graph G = (V, E), V = {0,1, . . . , m}, with positive integer edge capacities
{ue}e2E and a collection T of n tasks. Each task i 2 T is associated with a weight
wi 2 N+, a demand di 2 N+, and a subpath Pi between nodes si and ti. Let
Te = {i 2 T : e 2 Pi} be the tasks containing edge e. Our goal is to select a subset
of tasks T 0 ✓ T of maximum total weight w(T 0) :=

P
i2T 0 wi so that, for each edge

e, the total demand de(T 0) :=
P

i2T 0\Te
di of selected tasks using that edge is upper

bounded by the corresponding capacity ue. Intuitively, edge capacities model a
given resource whose amount varies over a given time interval (in a discrete
fashion), and tasks demand for some amount of that resource. In particular,
the length of each subpath can be interpreted as a processing time. By standard
reductions [BCES06, BSW11], we can assume that m 2n and all edge capacities
are distinct.

The name of this problem is motivated by an interpretation as a multicom-
modity flow problem on a general graph, where each task corresponds to a com-
modity. The term “unsplittable” means that the total amount of flow di for each
commodity i has to be routed completely along the path from the source si to the
sink ti or not at all.

UFP is strongly NP-hard [CWMX12, DPS10]. A series of results [BFKS09,
BSW11] improved the approximation factor for this problem from O(log n) to the
current best factor (2+ ")-approximation by Anagnostopoulos et al. [AGLW14],
improving on [BFKS09, BSW11]. This matched a previously known [CMS07] ap-
proximation for UFP under the No-Bottleneck Assumption (NBA), i.e. assuming
that the largest demand is upper bounded by the smallest capacity. This matched
also the best-known approximation for the uniform-capacity case [CCKR02]. Re-
cently Grandoni et al. [GMWZ17] presented a PTAS for the rooted case of UFP,
when all the tasks share a common edge. UFP also admits a QPTAS [BGK+15,
BCES06] for general instances. A big open question in the area of approximation
algorithms is to achieve a PTAS for UFP.

A generalization of UFP is Unsplittable Flow on a Tree problem. This problem
is know to be APX-hard [GVY97], which implies we cannot hope to get a PTAS
for it, unless P = N P. The current best approximation algorithm by Chekuri
et al. [CEK09] achieves a O(log2 n) factor. Under NBA, a constant factor ap-
proximation algorithm was known [CMS07], which was later generalized to the
submodular cost objective function by Chekuri et al. [CVZ14].

In graphs other than trees, there may be different paths possible between a
terminal pair si, ti. However, a single path has to be chosen for each selected
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terminal pair. This generalization of UFP to general graphs is called the Un-
splittable Flow problem (UF), or UF-NBA if the NBA applies. Baveja and Srini-
vasan [BS00, AR06] provide an O(

p|E|)-approximation algorithm for UFP-NBA
(on all graphs), improving on various earlier results. In addition, for general
graphs, it is hard to approximate within a factor of⌦(|E|1�") unless P = N P [AR06].

A special case of UF on general graphs when di = 1 for all i and ce = 1 for all e
is the classical maximum Edge-Disjoint Path problem (EDP). EDP has been exten-
sively studied, and its approximability in directed graphs is better understood,
the best approximation ratio known is O(min{p|E|, |V |2/3 log1/3(|V |)}) [Kle96,
VV04], while it is NP-Hard to approximate within a factor better than |V |1/2�" [GKR+03].
For undirected graphs there is a large gap between the known upper and lower
bounds on the approximation ratio: there is an O(

p|V |)-approximation algo-
rithm known [CKS06]while the best-known hardness factor was⌦(log1/2�"(|V |))
under the assumption that N P * Z PT I M E(nO(pol y log(|V |))) [ACKZ05], which is re-
cently improved to 2⌦(

p
log(|V |)) unless N P ✓ BPT I M E(|V |O(log(|V |))) [CKN17]1.

The UFP with Bags (bagUFP) problem is the generalization of UFP where
tasks are partitioned into a set of h bags J = {B1, . . . ,Bh}, and we have the
extra constraint that at most one task per bag can be selected. Intuitively, bags
model jobs that we can execute at different points of time (and at each such time
one has a different demand, weight, and processing time). This problem is APX-
hard even in the case of unit demands and capacities [Spi99]. Chakaravarthy et
al. [CCG+14] recently gave the current best O(log n) approximation for bagUFP.
The approximation factor remains the same in the case of uniform weights. The
same authors also presented a O(1) approximation under NBA [CCS10].

5.1.1 Our Contribution
We present an improved approximation for bagUFP (see Section 5.3). In the
special case of uniform weights, we can reduce the approximation factor down
to a constant (see Section 5.4).

Theorem 11. There is an expected O(log n/ log log n) approximation for bagUFP.

Theorem 12. There is an O(1) approximation for uniform-weight bagUFP.

Both our results are LP-based, and exploit a refined LP for bagUFP which is
inspired by the work on UFP in [AGLW13, BSW11]. In more detail, let us define

1Here, Z PT I M E( f (n)) refers to the class of decision problems that can be solved using a ran-
domized algorithm that always gives the correct answer and has expected running time O( f (n))
on an instance of size n. In case of BPT I M E( f (n)), replace randomized algorithm with deter-
ministic algorithm.
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a task large if it uses more than one half of the capacity of some edge along its
subpath, and let Tlar ge be the large tasks. Bonsma et al. [BSW11] introduced a
geometric interpretation of large tasks. They associate to each i 2 Tlar ge an axis-
parallel rectangle Ri in the 2D plane with top-left corner (si, bi) and bottom-right
corner (ti, bi�di), where bi =mine2Pi

{ue} is the bottleneck capacity of task i. We
call this set of rectangles R the top-drawn representation of Tlar ge. In [BSW11,
Lemma 13] it is shown that in any feasible UFP (hence bagUFP) solution at most
4 corresponding rectangles can overlap at a given point (intuitively, those large
tasks induce an almost independent set of rectangles). This insight was later
used by Anagnostopoulos et al. [AGLW13]. Consider the grid induced by the
horizontal and vertical lines containing the rectangle sides. Let P be the set of
(representative) O(n2)middle points of the (positive area) cells of this grid. Note
that any subset of rectangles that share a positive size area, will overlap on some
point in P . The authors consider the following (non-extended2) LP relaxation
for UFP:

max
P

i2T wi xi (LPU F P+)
s.t.

P
i : e2Pi

di xi  ue 8 e 2 E (5.1)
P

i2Tlar ge : p2Ri
xi  4 8 p 2 P (5.2)

xi � 0 8 i 2 T

We call the constraints of type (5.1) and (5.2) capacity and rectangle constraints,
respectively. The authors show that this relaxation has O(1) integrality gap in the
case of uniform weights. Note that one can preprocess the instance so that the
weights range between 1 and O(n/") while losing a factor 1+ " in the approx-
imation. By partitioning tasks in O(log(n/")) classes of almost uniform weight,
one obtains that LPU F P+ has O(log n) integrality gap for general weights3.

Here we consider the LP relaxation LPbagU F P+ for bagUFP which is obtained
from LPU F P+ by adding the following bag constraints:

P
i2B j

xi  1 8B j 2 J .

The standard LP relaxation LPbagU F P for bagUFP is obtained from bagUFP+

by removing the rectangle constraints. We show that LPbagU F P+ has constant in-
tegrality gap in the uniform weight case, and integrality gap O(log n/ log log n)

2By non-extended we mean that it contains only decision variables for tasks. In the same
paper the authors present an extended formulation with O(1) integrality gap.

3The same gap is proved by Chekuri et al. [CEK09]. The authors claim a O(log2 n) gap, and
then refine it to O(log n) in an unpublished manuscript.
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in the general case. In particular, for the uniform-weight case we can adapt the
analysis in [AGLW13], while for the general case we can generalize the rounding
procedure of Chan and Har-Peled [CHP12] for the maximum independent set of
rectangles problem. Note that the latter result slightly improves the best inte-
grality gap even in the case of UFP (for a compact, non-extended LP relaxation).

We also study a relevant special case of bagUFP (and generalization of UFP),
that we name UFP with Time Windows (twUFP) problem. Here we are given a
capacitated path graph and a collection of jobs, where each job j is characterized
by a weight, a demand, a (positive, integer) processing time ⌧ j and a time window
Wj (i.e. a subpath between given nodes s j and t j). For each possible node �i

(starting time) so that s j  �i  t j �⌧ j, we define a task i with the same weight
and demand as j, and whose subpath Pi has endpoint si = �i and ti = �i + ⌧i.
The tasks corresponding to the same job j define a bagB j. Intuitively, tasks inB j

describe the possible ways in which we can process job j within its time window.
Our goal is to compute a maximum weight solution for the resulting bagUFP
instance. We believe that in practice several instances of bagUFP are indeed
instances of twUFP. The best-known approximation for twUFP is also O(log n),
where n is the number of tasks (O(log n/ log log n) considering Theorem 11). In
particular, the approach in [CCG+14] does not seem to benefit from the special
structure of twUFP, nor does the approach from Theorem 11.

We present a QPTAS4 for twUFP under the following Bounded Time-Window
Assumption (BTWA): for any job j, (t j � s j)/⌧ j  C = O(1) (in words, the ra-
tio between the time window size and the processing time is bounded by some
constant). Our result generalizes the QPTAS for UFP by Bansal et al. [BCES06].
Here, similarly to [BCES06], we assume5 that demands are quasi-polynomially
bounded in n.

Theorem 13. There is a QPTAS for twUFP under BTWA and assuming that demands
are quasi-polynomially bounded in n.

Indeed, our QPTAS generalizes to the special case of bagUFP where tasks in
the same bag have the same demand and weight (under the natural generaliza-
tion of BTWA, that is, under the assumption that the processing time of any task
i contained in bagB j is at most a constant factor shorter than the length of the

4We recall that a Quasi-Polynomial-Time Approximation Scheme (QPTAS) is an algorithm that,
given a constant parameter " > 0, computes a 1 + " approximation in Quasi-Polynomial Time
(QPT), i.e. in time 2pol y log(s) where s is the input size.

5We remark that Batra et al. [BGK+15] recently managed to remove this assumption on the
demands for UFP. Their approach does not seem to be compatible with our randomized dissection
technique (at least not trivially).
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bag maxi2B j
t i �mini2B j

si). Note that bagUFP is APX-hard, therefore there is
not much hope for a PTAS for it. In contrast, our result provides an evidence
that twUFP might be an easier problem, at least under BTWA. It is unclear to us
whether the general case of twUFP is as hard to approximate as bagUFP.

In order to understand our contribution, it is convenient to sketch how the
QPTAS for UFP in [BCES06] works. Let us consider the tasks OPTmid in the
optimum solution OPT that use the middle edge emid . The authors show how
to define a capacity profile umid , dominated by the demand of OPTmid , which has
a quasi-polynomial number of steps, and such that there is a feasible solution
APXmid for capacities umid of cost close to OPTmid and which can be computed in
QPT. Thus one can guess umid , compute APXmid , and branch on a left and right
subproblem (where capacities are decreased by umid , and we consider only tasks
fully contained to the left/right of emid).

This approach does not work for twUFP since a time window might be split
by emid . In that case the left and right subproblems are not independent any
more (in particular, we cannot select two tasks from the same bag, one from the
left subproblem and the other from the right one). To circumvent this problem,
we exploit the randomized dissection technique by Grandoni and Rothvoß for the
related Highway problem [GR11b]. We evenly split the path into a random con-
stant number of intervals, and iterate the process on each such interval. With
probability close to one, the time window of each job j is fully contained in some
interval I of the dissection, and at the same time none of its tasks B j is fully
contained in a subinterval of I (here we need the BTWA). Thus we can define a
capacity reservation that combines a constant number of capacity profiles, and
use a proper algorithm (rather different from [BCES06], due to bag constraints)
to compute a good approximation for the considered jobs. We can then branch
on the subproblems induced by the subintervals.

5.2 A QPTAS for the Bounded Time-Window Case

In this section we present a QPTAS for twUFP under BTWA, and assuming that
the largest demand Dmax is quasi-polynomially bounded in the number of tasks
n. By standard tricks, while losing only a factor 1+" in the approximation factor,
we can assume that weights range between 1 and O(n/").

A capacity reservation r is simply a collection of edge capacities {re}e2E with
re  ue for all edges e. A solution is feasible w.r.t. r if it respects the capacity
constraints induced by r. We say that r has k-steps if, scanning edges from left to
right, the value of their capacity changes at most k times. For another capacity
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reservation r 0, we say that r dominates r 0 if re � r 0e for each edge e. For a set
of tasks S, we say that r is dominated by the demand of S if re P

i2S : e2Pi
di for

each edge e.

e

n

(

(

n

t2

t4

t1

t3

(a)

e

t1

t2

t3

t4

(b)

Figure 5.1. Intuitive description of the grouping, removal, and rounding of
tasks on the right of e from Lemma 35. (a) Tasks are grouped in subsequences
of size 2, and tasks in the last two subsequences (grey in the picture) are
removed. (b) The remaining tasks are extended to the right, and their demand
is rounded up. The original capacity profile is shown dashed.

The following technical lemma is similar in spirit to results in [BCES06].

Lemma 35. Let S be a collection of at least 2/"3 tasks using a given edge e, and
with demand in [D, (1 + ")D) and weight in [W, (1 + ")W ). Then there exists a
capacity reservation r and a set of tasks R ✓ S such that: (1) r is dominated by
the demand of S; (2) r has O(1/"2) steps and its entries are integer multiples of
(1+ ")D; (3) R is feasible for r, even if the paths of its tasks are expanded to the
left/right to reach the closest edge before a change of capacity in r and their demand
is increased to (1+ ")D; (4) w(R)� (1�O("))w(S).

Proof. Let us sort the tasks of S in increasing order of their rightmost edge, and
then partition them in 1/"2 subsequences of size either b"2|S|c or d"2|S|e.

Let us remove from S all the tasks of the last 2/" subsequences (corresponding
to the tasks with more edges to the right of e). We next expand each task path
to the right until it reaches the rightmost edge of the rightmost ending task in
its subsequence. We perform a symmetric process, considering the edges to the
left of e. Finally, we round up each task demand to (1+ ")D, where D = (1+ ")a

(see Figure 5.1). Consider the resulting set R of rounded tasks, and let r be the
corresponding total demand. We claim that the pair {r, R} satisfies the claim.
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e1 e2

Figure 5.2. The classification of jobs for a given interval I with � = 2. Here
F(I) = {e1, e2}. Each colored segment corresponds to some task, and tasks of
the same color correspond to the same job. The solid green job j is good, while
the dashed red job is bad. The dotted blue job is considered in lower levels of
the recursion.

Trivially r satisfies (2) and (3). Property (4) holds since

w(R)� w(S)� 4
"
(1+ ")W d"2|S|e � w(S)� 4"(1+ ")(|S|+ 1

"2
) ·W

� w(S)� 8"(1+ ") · |S|W � w(S) · (1� 16").

It remains to show (1). Consider any edge f to the right of e (e included) spanned
by the rounded tasks R. Recall that rf is the total demand of R on f , and let uf

be the total demand of S on the same edge. We have to show that uf � rf .
Let q  1

"2 be the number of right subsequences in S whose tasks all contain f .
W.r.t. uf , in rf we have an increase of the demand by at most d"2|S|e(1 + ")D
due the the expansion of tasks to the right (and to the increase of the demands).
Furthermore, we have an increase of at most qd"2|S|e"D  1

" d"2|S|eD due to the
increase of the demands. On the other hand, we are decreasing the demand by
at least 2

" b"2|S|cD due to the removal of the rightmost subsequences. Altogether

uf � rf � 2
"
b"2|S|cD� d"2|S|e(1+ ")D� 1

"
d"2|S|eD

� 2
"
b"2|S|cD� (b"2|S|c+ 1)(

1
"
+ 1+ ")D

= (
1
"
� 1� ")b"2|S|cD� (1

"
+ 1+ ")D � 0

In the last inequality above we used the fact that |S|� 2
"3 is sufficiently large. For

any edge f to the left of e we can apply a similar argument, where we replace
S with the tasks S0 that survive after the removal of the rightmost subsequences.
Note that |S0| � |S| � 2

" d"2|S|e � 1
"3 , hence |S0| is sufficiently large also in this

case.
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Next lemma will be used to partition the input problem into a quasi-polynomial
number of subproblems.

For a given set of edges F , let JF be the set of jobs j such that each task inB j

contains some edge in F , and let TF = [ j2JF
B j. Note that containing an edge in

F is not sufficient for a task i to be in TF . We define TF̄ = T \ TF .

Lemma 36. Consider a twUFP instance with optimal solution OPT, and let F be
a subset of O(1) edges. There exists a QPT algorithm that generates a set UF of
capacity reservations rF , and a feasible solution APXF ✓ TF for each such rF such
that, for at least one such pair {r⇤, APX ⇤}, APX := (OPT \ TF̄)[APX ⇤ is a feasible
twUFP solution and w(APX )� (1�O("))w(OPT ).

Proof. Let OPTF := OPT \ TF and OPTF̄ := OPT \ TF̄ . We first show how to
construct a capacity reservation r⇤ which is dominated by the demand of OPTF .
Let T f ,a,b be the class of tasks i 2 TF with di 2 [(1+")a, (1+")a+1) and wi 2 [(1+
")b, (1+")b+1) for a, b 2 N, and such that f is the leftmost edge in Pi\F . Observe
that there are O"(log n log Dmax) (non-empty) such classes. Define OPT f ,a,b :=
OPT\T f ,a,b. Suppose that |OPT f ,a,b|� 2/"3. Then we apply Lemma 35 with S =
OPT f ,a,b and e = f , hence obtaining a capacity reservation r f ,a,b and a solution
Rf ,a,b. Otherwise, we simply let Rf ,a,b = OPT f ,a,b and r f ,a,b be the total demand
of Rf ,a,b. Let r⇤ =

P
f ,a,b r f ,a,b. Observe that r⇤ has O"(|F | log n log Dmax) steps,

and each entry of r⇤ is obtained from the total demand of O(|F |/"3) tasks plus
an integer multiple of (1+ ")a+1 for O"(log Dmax) possible values of a. Therefore
in QPT we can enumerate a set UF of capacity reservations that includes r⇤.

Our algorithm constructs (in QPT) a feasible solution for each capacity reser-
vation inUF . For the sake of simplicity, we next focus on the solution APX ⇤ corre-
sponding to the reservation r⇤ described before. Note that, since r⇤ is dominated
by the demand of OPTF , APX ⇤ [ OPTF̄ has to satisfy the capacity constraints.
Furthermore, the bags of tasks in OPTF̄ are disjoint from the bags of tasks in TF

by definition (hence also bag constraints are satisfied). We will later show that
w(APX ⇤)� (1�O("))w(OPTF). The claim follows.

Let us focus on a given pair (a, b). We guess6 the set F a,b
f ew of all the edges f 2 F

such that |OPT f ,a,b|< 2/"3, and the corresponding tasks APX f ,a,b := OPT f ,a,b =
Rf ,a,b with demand r f ,a,b.

The corresponding jobs are removed from the instance. Let F a,b
many := F \

F a,b
f ew. For any f 2 F a,b

many , we guess the capacity reservation r f ,a,b.7 Note that this

6Throughout this work, by guessing we mean trying all the possibilities.
7In the guessing we of course guarantee that r⇤ =

P
f ,a,b r f ,a,b.
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reservation has O(1/"2) steps, and its entries are integer multiples of (1+ ")D,
D = (1+ ")a.

We expand all the tasks in T f ,a,b to the left/right till the closest edge before
a change in the capacity of r f ,a,b and increase their demand to (1+ ")D.

Next we consider the bagUFP instance induced by rounded tasks T a,b
many :=

[ f 2F a,b
many

T f ,a,b, with edge capacities given by ra,b
many :=

P
f 2F a,b

many
r f ,a,b. Observe

that all the tasks of a remaining job are considered in the same such instance8.
We also remark that Ra,b

many := [ f 2F a,b
many

Rf ,a,b is a feasible solution to this bagUFP
instance by construction. We also remark that ra,b

many has O(|F |/"2) steps, hence
by contracting edges one obtains an equivalent bagUFP instance with a constant
number of edges.

We next show how to compute the optimal solution APX a,b
many for this bagUFP

instance via dynamic programming. Let us sort the considered ha,b
many jobs ar-

bitrarily. In our dynamic program we have a table entry (h0, r 0) for each h0 =
1, . . . , ha,b

many and for each feasible capacity reservation r 0 dominated by ra,b
many and

whose capacities are non-negative integer multiples of (1+ ")D. Note that there
is a polynomial number of table entries. The value DP(h0, r 0) of this entry will
be set to the maximum weight of a feasible bagUFP for r 0 using tasks from the
first h0 jobs only. Table entries are filled in for increasing values of h0. It is easy
to compute the values DP(1, r 0) (base case). For any h0 > 1, one has9

DP(h0, r 0) =max{DP(h0 � 1, r 0),max
i2B j
{wj + DP(h0 � 1, r 0i )}},

where r 0i is obtained from r 0 by subtracting the demand of task i. The desired
solution APX a,b

many is the one corresponding to DP(ha,b
many , ra,b

many).
Our global solution is APX ⇤ = [a,b(APX a,b

many [ ([ f 2F a,b
f ew

APX f ,a,b)), with

w(APX ⇤) =
P

a,b, f 2F a,b
f ew

w(OPT f ,a,b) +
P

a,b w(APX a,b
many)

�P
a,b, f 2F a,b

f ew
w(OPT f ,a,b) +

P
a,b, f 2F a,b

many
w(Rf ,a,b)

Lem.35� P
a,b, f 2F a,b

f ew
w(OPT f ,a,b) +

P
a,b, f 2F a,b

many
(1�O("))w(OPT f ,a,b)

� (1�O("))w(OPTF).

8Here we exploit a property of twUFP not satisfied by bagUFP.
9Intuitively, the first term in the outer max corresponds to the case that the best solution does

not use job k, and the second term to the weight obtained by including some task i 2 Bk in the
solution.
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We are now ready to describe the global algorithm, which is inspired by
[GR11b].

We first embed G into a longer random path G0 as follows. Let �= (1/"0)1/"0 ,
where 1/"0 = d1/min{", 1/C})e (in particular, "0  min{", 1/C}). Let m be the
number of edges in the input graph. By adding dummy edges, we can assume
that m = �` for some integer `. We choose integers x 2 {1, . . . , m} and y 2
{1, . . . , 1/"0} uniformly at random. Next we append x dummy edges to the left
of the path and m · ((1/"0)y � 1) � x dummy edges to its right. All dummy
edges have capacity one. Let G0 be the resulting path graph, with m0 = �`(1/"0)y

edges. We remark that this step can be easily derandomized by considering all
the possible values for x and y .

We next consider the following recursive dissection of G0. We split G0 into
� intervals of equal length (in terms of number of edges). Each such interval is
subdivided recursively in the same way, and we halt when we reach intervals of
length � or less. We let I1, . . . , I� denote the (direct) subintervals of interval I . We
remark that intervals at level q � 0 in this dissection have length ↵q := m0/�q.

We say that a job j is at level `( j) in this dissection if its time window Wj is fully
contained in an interval I( j) of level `( j), but not of level `( j) + 1. We similarly
define `(i) and I(i) for a task i. For a given interval I , let J(I) be the jobs whose
time window if fully contained in I , but not in any one of its subintervals. Among
them, we call good the jobs Gd(I) such that all their tasks i have I(i) = I( j) (i.e.,
they are not fully contained in a subinterval of I), and bad the remaining jobs
Bd(I)10. We discard from the instance all the bad jobs Bd := [I Bd(I).

Then we apply the following recursive algorithm, that takes as input one such
interval I and a residual capacity u0 coming from earlier calls. In the root call we
use I = G0 and u0 = u. Let F(I) be the set of rightmost edges of the subintervals
of I . We consider the twUFP instance induced by (I , u0) with jobs j such that
Wj ✓ I (excluding the discarded bad jobs Bd(I)), and we apply to this instance
Lemma 36 with F = F(I). We remark that the tasks TF in this case are precisely
the tasks of good jobs Gd(I).

This generates a quasi-polynomial size set of pairs {r(I), APX (I)}. For each
such pair {r(I), APX (I)} the algorithm branches by solving recursively each sub-
problem induced by each subinterval Ii, with capacity reservation u0i induced by
u0� r(I): let APX (Ii) be the resulting solution. The output of this recursive call is
the maximum weight solution among the solutions of type APX (I)[([iAPX (Ii)).
The base case is given by intervals I of length at most �. A QPTAS for this instance
is provided by Lemma 36: just choose F to be all the edges in I .

10We call good the jobs of level ` by definition.
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It is not hard to see that the above recursive algorithm is QPT. Furthermore, it
outputs a 1�O(") approximation of the optimal solution, restricted to the subset
of good jobs Gd := [I Gd(I). Next lemma shows that each given job is bad with
sufficiently small probability.

Lemma 37. Each job is good with probability at least 1� 3".

Proof. Let us upper bound the probability that a job j is bad. We next assume
that `( j) < `, otherwise j is deterministically good by definition and there is
nothing to show.

We say that j is risky if there exists q such that "0↵q  t j � s j  1
"0↵q. We next

bound the probability that j is risky. Consider a log-scale axis and call segment
the distance corresponding to a multiplicative factor of 1/"0. The regions of risky
time-window lengths correspond to 2 segments for each value of q, separated by
1/"0 � 2 segments which are not risky. By the random choice of y , the risky
regions are shifted randomly w.r.t. the time-window lengths. Therefore each job
is risky with probability at most 2/(1/"0) = 2"0  2".

Let us next condition on the event that job j is not risky. Then there exists
a q such that 1

"0↵q < t j � s j < "
0↵q�1. If `( j) = q � 1, then j is good: indeed,

⌧ j � (t j � s j)/C � "0(t j � s j) > ↵q. Thus each path Pi, i 2 B j, is strictly longer
than the level q subintervals of I( j).

Due to the random choice of x , the endpoints of the intervals of level q � 1
are randomly shifted w.r.t the time window Wj, and `( j) < q � 1 only if Wj

crosses some interval of level q� 1. Therefore Pr[`( j) < q� 1]  t j�s j

↵q�1
 "0  ".

Altogether, job j is bad with probability at most 3".

Theorem 13 (restated) follows immediately from the lemma above.

Theorem 13. There is a QPTAS for twUFP under BTWA and assuming that demands
are quasi-polynomially bounded in n.

Remark 3. The above QPTAS extends to the special case of bagUFP where tasks in
the same bag have the same demand and weight (under the natural analogue of
BTWA). In particular, it is sufficient to adapt the DP from Lemma 36. However, it
does not seem to extend to the case that weights and demands are arbitrary (since
in that case the same bag might influence different capacity profiles ra,b

many , which
therefore cannot be considered separately in the DP).
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5.3 An Improved Approximation for bagUFP

In the Maximum Independent Set of Rectangles problem (MISR) we are given a
collection R = {R1, . . . , Rn} of axis-parallel rectangles in the 2D plane, where
Ri has weight wi. Our goal is to find a maximum total weight subset of rectan-
gles which are pairwise non-overlapping11. We define bagMISR as the natural
generalization of MISR with bags J = {B1, . . . ,Bh}.

We first present a O(log n/ log log n) approximation for bagMISR, and then
show how to use it to achieve the same approximation factor for bagUFP.

Approximating bagMISR. Let P be the set of O(n2) representative points for
rectangles R obtained with the already mentioned construction.

Consider the following natural LP relaxation for bagMISR:

max
P

Ri2R wi yi (LPbagMISR)

s.t.
P

Ri2R : p2Ri
yi  1 8 p 2 P

P
Ri2B j

yi  1 8B j 2 J

yi � 0 8Ri 2 R
The standard LP relaxation LPM ISR for MISR is obtained from the above LP by
removing the bag constraints. LetB(Ri) be the set of rectangles in the same bag
of Ri, and, for an arbitrary set of rectangles R0 ✓ R , let y(R0) =P

i2R0 yi. For
two overlapping, distinct rectangles Ri and Rj, we say that they corner-intersect,
and write Ri ⌦ Rj, if one rectangle contains at least one corner of the other rect-
angle. Otherwise they cross. For an arbitrary set R0 ✓ R and rectangle Ri 2 R ,
define the resistance ⌘ as:

⌘(Ri,R0) =
X

Rj2R0\B(Ri),
Ri⌦Rj

y j +
X

Rj2R0\B(Ri)\{Ri}
yj

Let G1 and G2 be two undirected graphs with vertex set R constructed as
follows: if two distinct rectangles Ri and Rj are incompatible (i.e., they overlap
or are in the same bag), then the edge (Ri, Rj) is added to G1 if Ri ⌦Rj or if they
are in the same bag, otherwise the edge (Ri, Rj) is added to G2. Of course, a
subset I ✓R is a feasible solution if and only if it induces an independent set of
nodes in both the graphs simultaneously.

11For our goals, it is convenient to consider two rectangles as overlapping iff they overlap on
a positive value area. In particular, overlapping on rectangle boundaries is allowed.
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Our approximation algorithm works as follows. First, a fractional optimum
solution y of LPbagMISR is found. Then a permutation ⇧ of R is computed in the
following manner: given the first i rectangles ⇧i = {⇡1, . . . ,⇡i} in the permuta-
tion, the (i + 1)th element ⇡i+1 (breaking ties arbitrarily) is:

⇡i+1 = arg min
Rj2R\⇧i

⌘(Rj,R \⇧i)

We next compute a candidate set C and an independent set I ✓ C of G1.
Initially, C and I are empty. Then, the members of the permutation are scanned
in reverse order: at iteration k, the rectangle⇡n�(k�1) is added to C independently
with probability y(⇡n�(k�1))/10. If ⇡n�(k�1) is added to C and I [ {⇡n�(k�1)} is an
independent set in G1, then ⇡n�(k�1) is also added to I .

Note that I might not be an independent set due to crossing intersections. Let
� be the maximum clique-size of the rectangles in G2[I], that is, the maximum
number of rectangle overlapping on the same point. Since the rectangles in I
only have crossing intersections, G2[I] can be colored in polynomial time using
� colors as shown in [AG60]. The algorithm then returns the color subclass I 0
of I that has the largest total weight. Clearly, I 0 is an independent set in both G1

and G2, and thus it is a feasible solution. We can bound the approximation ratio
similarly to [CHP12].

Lemma 38. There is an expected O(log n/ log log n) approximation for bagMISR.

Proof. We first prove that the expected total weight of I is a constant fraction
of the fractional optimal cost opt. Let us focus on a given ⇡i. Recall that ⇡i is
independently added to the candidate set C with probability y⇡i

/10. Let K :=
R\⇧i�1 be the rectangles considered before ⇡i, and letH ✓K be the rectangles
that corner intersect with ⇡i or are in the same bag. One has

Pr[⇡i 2 I |⇡i 2 C]� Y

Rj2H

⇣
1� yj

10

⌘
� 1� X

Rj2H

yj

10
= 1� y(H )

10
.

Observe that y(H ) = ⌘(⇡i,K ). We will show that ⌘(⇡i,K ) 5. It follows that
the expected weight of I is at least opt/20. One has

X

Rk2K
yk⌘(Rk,K ) X

Rk2K
yk

X

Rj2K ,
Rk⌦Rj

y j +
X

Rk2K
yk

X

Rj2B(Rk)

yj.

Because of the bag constraints,
X

Rk2K
yk

X

Rj2B(Rk)

yj 
X

Rk2K
yk = y(K ).
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Let C (K ) = {(p, k, j) | Rk, Rj 2 K , k 6= j, and p 2 Rj is a corner of Rk}. We
observe that:
X

Rk2K
yk

X

Rj2K ,
Rk⌦Rj

y j 
X

(p,k, j)2C (K )
yk yj =

X

Rk2K
yk

X

j : (p,k, j)2C (K )
yj  4

X

Rk2K
yk = 4y(K ).

The first inequality above holds since, for each pair of rectangles Rk, Rj 2K such
that Rk ⌦Rj, the term yk yj appears in the left hand side exactly twice and in the
right hand side at least twice12. The second inequality follows from the feasibility
of y and the fact that there are four corner points for each rectangle.

Thus, we have proved:
X

Rk2K
yk⌘(Rk,K ) 4y(K ) + y(K ) = 5y(K )) X

Rk2K

yk

y(K )⌘(Rk,K ) 5.

Since the left hand side of the last inequality is a convex combination of the
elements of the set {⌘(Rk,K ): Rk 2K }, it follows that

⌘(⇡i,K ) = min
Rk 2K

⌘(Rk,K ) 5.

Now we show that the expected value of � is O(log n/ log log n). Let us
fix a point p 2 P . The number depth(p, I) of rectangles in I containing p is
upper bounded by the sum of independent 0–1 random variables with mean
µ=

P
Ri3p

yi
10  1

10 < 1. Thus, by Chernoff bound:

Pr[depth(p, I)> (1+�)µ]<
✓

e�

(1+�)1+�

◆µ

for any � > 0. By choosing � such that t = (1+�)µ, it holds that:

Pr[depth(p, I)> t]< (e/t)t

Since |P | 2 O(n2) and� =maxp2P depth(p, I), by the union bound it follows
that Pr[� > t] 2 O((e/t)t n2), which is at most 1/n for t = ⇥(log n/ log log n).
Of course, it holds that

P
Ri2I 0 wi � 1

�

P
Ri2I wi. Thus:

E

2
4
X

Ri2I 0
wi

3
5 �

Å
1� 1

n

ã
⌦

Å
log log n

log n

ã
E

ñX

Ri2I

wi

ô
� ⌦

Å
log log n

log n

ã
opt

12More precisely, four times if one rectangle contains all the 4 corners of the other one, and
otherwise twice.
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Approximating bagUFP. Our algorithm works as follows. We first compute an
approximate solution APXsmall associated to small tasks Tsmall = T \ Tlar ge using
the algorithm in [CCG+14]. We recall that this algorithm computes a constant
approximation of the optimal fractional solution of LPbagU F P restricted to small
tasks [CCG+14, Lemma 1]. Next we focus on large tasks, and on the correspond-
ing set of top-drawn rectangles R . We consider the bagMISR instance induced
by R . We compute a solution R0 for this instance using the algorithm from
Lemma 38. Let APXlar ge be the tasks corresponding toR0 (observe that APXlar ge

is a feasible bagUFP solution). We finally return the best solution APX between
APXsmall and APXlar ge.

Theorem 11. There is an expected O(log n/ log log n) approximation for bagUFP.

Proof. Consider the above algorithm. We prove that APX is a O(log n/ log log n)
approximation with respect to the cost opt of the optimal fractional solution x
to LPbagU F P+ . Let xsmall be the restriction of x to small tasks, and optsmal be the
corresponding weight. We define x lar ge and opt lar ge analogously for large tasks.

If optsmall � opt/2, then APXsmall has the desired properties by [CCG+14].
Indeed, xsmall if a feasible solution to LPbagU F P .

Otherwise, let y lar ge = x lar ge/4. Observe that y lar ge is a feasible solution for
LPbagM ISR. Therefore, APXlar ge provides a O(log n/ log log n) approximation of
the weight of y lar ge (hence of opt lar ge). The claim follows.

5.4 A O(1)-Approximation for Uniform Profits

In this section we present our O(1) approximation for bagUFP with uniform
weights, which also upper bounds the integrality gap of LPbagU F P+ in the same
case. By scaling, we can assume w.l.o.g. that weights are exactly one.

By the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 11, it is sufficient to provide
a O(1) approximation for the (uniform-weight) bagMISR instance induced by
the top-drawn rectangles R corresponding to large tasks. We use as a black
box the following result proved (implicitly) in [AGLW13]. We recall that in the
Maximum Independent Set of Intervals problem (MISI) we are given a collection
I of intervals along a line, each one with an associated weight, and our goal is
to compute a maximum weight subset of intervals I 0 so that the intervals in I 0
are pairwise non-overlapping. By bagMISI we denote the natural generalization
of MISI with bag constraints. We let LPM ISI be the standard LP for MISI, which
is defined analogously to LPM ISR.
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Lemma 39. Let R0 be a set of top-drawn rectangles corresponding to a subset of
large tasks in an UFP instance, and letRmax be any maximal independent set of rect-
angles in R0. There is a polynomial-time algorithm that computes up to 10 points
Pi in the plane for each Ri 2 Rmax , and four subsetsRpoint ,Rtop,Rle f t ,Rri ght ✓R0
that cover R0 so that:

1. Rpoint = {Ri 2 R0 : Ri \P 6= ;} with P = [Ri2Rmax
Pi .

2. For each x 2 {top, le f t, ri ght}, there exists a bijection between Rx and a
collection Ix of intervals along a line, so that the corresponding set of feasible
fractional solutions to LPM ISR and LPM ISI , respectively, is the same.

Our approximation algorithm for uniform-weight bagMISR works as follows.
We compute any maximal feasible solution APXmax for the bagMISR instance
induced byR . Consider the rectanglesRbag ✓R \APXmax such that at least one
(indeed, precisely one) task in the same bag is contained in APXmax .

We apply the algorithm from Lemma 39 with Rmax = APXmax and R0 =
R \ Rbag

13. This way we obtain the sets Rpoint ,Rtop,Rle f t ,Rri ght . For any
x 2 {top, le f t, ri ght}, we consider the instance of (uniform weight) bagMISI
induced by Ix (where the bags are defined by the corresponding bijection). We
apply the LP-based 2-approximation algorithm for bagMISI in [BNGNS01] to this
instance, hence obtaining an approximate solution APX x . Finally, we output the
best solution APX among the solutions APXmax , APXtop, APXle f t , and APXright .

Lemma 40. The above algorithm is a 17 approximation for the bagMISR instances
induced by large tasks of a bagUFP instance.

Proof. Let y be the optimal fractional solution to LPbagM ISR with weight opt. For
x 2 {top, le f t, ri ght, bag, point}, let yx be the restriction of y to rectangles
Rx , and let optx be the corresponding fractional weight.

Suppose that optx � 2opt/17 for some x 2 {top, le f t, ri ght}. Since yx is
feasible for LPbagM ISI on intervals Ix , then |APX x |� optx/2� opt/17.

Suppose next that optbag � opt/17. LetB j be a bag corresponding to some
task i 2 APXmax . The total weight in ybag for this bag is at most 1 by the bag
constraints. Therefore |APXmax |� optbag � opt/17.

Finally, assume optpoint � 10opt/17. Next let Rp ✓ Rpoint be the rectan-
gles containing some point p 2 Pi for some rectangle Ri 2 APXmax . The opti-
mal fractional weight associated to Rp is at most 1 due to the LP constraints.

13Observe that, by construction, APXmax is a maximal independent set w.r.tR0. This might not
be the case w.r.t. R since bag constraints might prevent some non-overlapping rectangle to be
included in the maximal solution.
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Therefore, optpoint  P
Ri2APXmax

P
p2Pi

1  10
P

Ri2APXmax
1 = 10|APXmax |. Thus

|APXmax |� optpoint/10� opt/17.

Theorem 12(restated) follows from Lemma 40 and the above discussion.

Theorem 12. There is an O(1) approximation for uniform-weight bagUFP.

5.5 Concluding Remarks

The big open problem in this class of problems is to achieve a PTAS for the UFP
problem, if it exists. The second big open problem is whether there is an O(1)
approximation algorithm for the Unsplittable Flow problem on trees. Another
important question is whether there is an O(1) approximation algorithm for the
general bagUFP problem.



Chapter 6

Conclusion

We study various important network design problems and obtain provably im-
proved results for these problems. The three main technical tools which we use
to achieve these results are linear programming formulations, dynamic program-
ming paradigm and randomized rounding procedures. In this chapter we give a
brief overview of all the results, the techniques used to achieve these results and
some future scenarios where the techniques developed in this thesis can prove
useful.

For the uniform Capacitated k-Median Problem, we achieve the first constant
factor approximation algorithm under capacity violation by 1+" factor [BRU16].
Before this work, constant factor algorithms for capacitated k-median under ca-
pacity violation by factor 2 [Li14, AvdBGL15, BFRS15] were known. To achieve
this we use a strong linear programming formulation of the problem called the
Configuration LP and round its fractional solution via a fairly new, advance and
powerful framework of round-or-separate [CFLP00, ASS14, Li15, Li16]. Within
this framework, we developed a three level grouping structure and use it in a
non-trivial way to combine a randomized pre-processing procedure, called the
massage lemma with a global randomized dependent rounding procedure and a
final deterministic greedy rerouting procedure.The massage lemma and the final
greedy rerouting procedures help us to control the cost. The dependent rounding
procedure helps us to control the number of open facilities. The main technical
contribution of this work is the Massage Lemma, which we believe could be of
independent interest where one wants to mimic the LP’s behavior by getting rid
of the variance in the solution.

For maximizing monotone Submodular Functions we are the first one to han-
dle more complex constraints, namely Mixed Covering and Packing Constraints.
For one covering and one packing constraint case, we show that our algorithm
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has an approximation factor of 0.25 violating both constraints by a factor of 1+"
for any " > 0. Notice that even checking the existence of a feasible solution is
already NP-hard, hence any polynomial time algorithm needs to violate at least
one of the constraints. If we allow a 2+ " violation in covering constraints and
1+ " violation in packing constraints, then we can achieve the same approxima-
tion factor of 0.25 and can handle the more general version with O(1) covering
and packing constraints. Before our work, simple constraints were handled us-
ing greedy and local search techniques and for more complex constraints the
more recent approach of rounding the so-called multilinear relaxation is used.
It seemed non-trivial to use any of the previous approaches to handle our more
complex constraints. Hence, we took a detour from the recent continuous re-
laxation and use a purely combinatorial greedy based Dynamic Programming ap-
proach [SU17]. In our opinion, all previous DP-based approximation algorithms
compute optimum solutions to a suitably pre-processed instance. Our is the first
greedy DP which stores the approximate solutions for the instance it receives and
has a proven constant factor guarantee. We are not aware of a similar usage of an
approximate DP in submodular optimization and more general in approximation
algorithms. We also feel that our approach is simple and natural enough so that it
may have applications for other problems as well. It would, for example, be inter-
esting to see if this approach can handle other problems with additional complex
constraints where the basic variants (with simple constraints) can be tackled by
a greedy approach. In more recent work, we are able to get an improved analy-
sis for the same algorithms presented in this version. In the newer analysis, we
extend this “two-phase” analysis to a “multi-phase” process and use a sophisti-
cated factor-revealing LP to estimate the approximation factor for this analysis.
One of these algorithms also implies a non-trivial approximation algorithm for
the Non-Uniform Capacitated k-Median problem under a special two-distance
metric, which was the motivation behind studying this problem.

For k-Edge Installation Problem (k-EIP), we describe simpler and better ap-
proximation algorithms for various values of k where we improve the known ap-
proximation algorithms using a different technique, namely randomized rounding
with aggregation [GGU17]. For k = 2, we get a 4

3 +⇢ST factor versus the current
best 3

2+⇢ST [Mor13]. For k � 3, we get a 1+⇢ST factor improving upon the cur-
rent best 1+k

k +⇢ST [Mor13]. All the previous techniques use much more involved
deterministic aggregation approaches. Our randomized aggregation based algo-
rithms are substantially simpler and give better bounds for k-EIP for every k � 2.
For EIP (k = 1 case) we can reprove the same bound. We also achieve an im-
proved approximation algorithm for the uniform-EIP, where all the demands are
the same. In this we categorize our instance into three categories, namely small,
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medium and large demands and for each case we use a different algorithm to
achieve a 2.78 approximation algorithm which improves upon the current best
2+⇢ST ⇡ 3.14 [HRS00].

Finally for the unsplittable flow on a path Problem with Bag Constraints (bagUFP),
we achieve the first constant factor approximation algorithm for unit demand
case, using a deterministic LP rounding approach. For the general weights case,
using a randomized LP rounding technique, we improve upon the best-known ap-
proximation ratio for this problem from O(log n) [CCG+14] to O(log n/ log log n) [GIU15].
We remark that, prior to our work, the best-known integrality gap (for a non-
extended formulation) was O(log n) even in the special case of UFP by Chekuri
et al.[CEK09]. For achieving both these results we use a refined LP formulation.
We also introduce a more natural special case of bagUFP (and generalization
of UFP), that we name UFP with Time Windows (twUFP) problem, for which
we present a QPTAS with quasi-polynomial demands and under the Bounded
Time-Window Assumption, i.e. assuming that the time window size of each job
is within a constant factor from its processing time. To achieve this result, we de-
veloped a non-trivial dynamic programming based algorithm which incorporates
the randomized dissection technique from [GR11b]. We believe that our approach
for unit weights case be extended in a non-trivial way to achieve a O(1) factor
approximation algorithm also for weighted bagUFP problem.
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